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PREFACE

Man is a n individual being. Man is also a social being. His
material success - even his existence - depends o n the progress
of others. Yet, man's fortunes and existence depend also on
himself. I n some respects he is tied t o others, but i n most respects he must be freed from others.
Defining this relationship between man and his fellow-men,
discovering precisely where man should act socially and where
h e should act individually, has been a challenge throughout
the ages. And the solution, if it has been found, is not well
known i n our times.
Today, all over the world - in America as elsewhere - the
social side of man is being emphasized t o t h e detriment of
man's individual side. Nothing on this earth but understanding
- and the clear explanation of such understanding - can erase
this twentieth-century catastrophe.
T h e friends and staff of the Foundation for Economic
Education have devoted much time and effort to various aspects of this problem. Y e t many, if not most, of the answers
and explanations still elude us. So the search continues.
This book is merely a progress report o n some of our research i n various areas of h u m a n relationships. These essays
o n liberty are offeredi n the hope that they will at least help
to identify the nature and difficulty of the problem w e face a problem that must be soloed if man is to advance toward
his o w n potentialities.
L EONARD E. READ
of the Foundation staff

PRIVATE ENTERPRISE
REGAINED

I AM indebted to Betty Knowles Hunt for sending me a
column she contributed to the New Hampshire Morning
Union quoting from Governor Bradford's own history of
the Plymouth Bay Colony over which he presided. It is a
story that deserves to be far better known, particularly in
an age that has acquired a mania for socialism and communism, regards them as peculiarly "progressive" and
entirely new, and is sure that they represent "the wave
of the future."
Most of us have forgotten that when the Pilgrim Fathers
landed on the shores of Massachusetts they established
a Communist system. Out of their common product and
storehouse they set up a system of rationing, though it
came to "but a quarter of a pound of bread a day to each
person." Even when harvest came, "it arose to but a little."
A vicious circle seemed to set in. The people complained
that they were too weak from want of food to tend the
crops as they should. Deeply religious though they were,
they took to stealing from each other. "So as it well appeared," writes Governor Bradford, "that famine must
still insue the next year allso, if not some way prevented."

So the colonists, he continues, "begane to thinke how
they might raise as much corne as they could, and obtaine
a beter crope than they had done, that they might not still
thus languish in miserie. At length [in 1623] after much
debate of things, the Gov. (with the advise of the cheefest
amongest them) gave way that they should set corne
every man for his owne perticuler, and in that regard trust
to them selves . . . . And so assigned to every family a parcell of land.

A Great Success
"This had very good success; for it made all hands very
industrious, so as much more corne was planted than
other waise would have bene by any means the G o v o. r
any other could use, and saved him a great deallof trouble, and gave farr better contente.
"The women now wente willingly into the feild, and
tooke their litle-ons with them to set corne, which before
would aledg weakness, and inabilitie; whom to have compelled would have bene thought great tiranie and oppression.
"The experience that was had in this commone course
and condition, tried sundrie years, and that amongst godly
and sober men, may well evince the vanitie of that conceite of Platos and other ancients, applauded by some of
later times;-that the taking away of propertie, and bringing in communitie into a comone wealth, would make them
happy and florishing; as if they were wiser than God. For
this comunitie (so farr as it was) was found to breed much

confusion and discontent, and retard much imployment
that would have been to their benefite and comforte.
"For the yong-men that were most able and fitte for
labour and service did repine that they should spend their
time and streingth to worke for other mens wives and
children, with out any recompense. The strong, or man
of parts, had no more in devission of victails and cloaths,
than he that was weake and not able to doe a quarter the
other could; this was thought injuestice . . . .
"And for men's wives to be commanded to doe servise
for other men, as dressing their meate, washing their
cloaths, etc., they deemd it a kind of slaverie, neither
could many husbands well brooke it . . . .
"By this time harvest was come, and instead of famine,
now God gave them plentie, and the face of things was
changed, to the rejoysing of the harts of many, for which
they blessed God. And the effect of their particuler [private] planting was well seene, for all had, one way and
other, pretty well to bring the year aboute, and some of
the abler sorte and more industrious had to spare, and sell
to others, so as any generall wante or famine hath not
been amongest them since to this day."
The moral is too obvious to need elaboration.

S H O W M E ANY
OTHER COUNTRY..

.

AMERICANS, in general, regard socialism as something
alien and unrelated to America, and would never consider
joining the Socialist party. Yet, they clamor loudly for
every piece of socialistic legislation which is offered-so
long as it is sugar-coated with an American label or
wrapped in the American flag.
It must be very disheartening for sincere socialists to
note the continuing impotence of their party, while, at the
same time, a pseudo-socialism in free-enterprise wrappings
has been able to command such a tremendous following
from the rank and file. This is a sad commentary on the
political and economic ignorance of the American people.
They dismiss socialism with a wave of the hand, and then
line up in droves behind social security, socialized industry, medicine, housing and education. They denounce
socialism, and yet innocently and ignorantly spout its doctrines day in and day out. Nothing more constructive could
happen to the American public than to have it understand
socialism clearly, be able to identify its doctrines beneath
all their various disguises, and then either to endorse or
repudiate its principles--openly and honestly.

I have done my own personal job of study, analysis and
evaluation of socialism; I take my stand in its opposition,
and would like to present some of my reasons for so doing.
There is no question but that socialistic proposals seem
logical, just and humanitarian. They sound like the idealistic answer to a muddled world's prayer. In one breath,
they denounce the slavery of totalitarianism and the "crazy
quilt of capitalism," and offer a Utopian "middle way"
which eliminates the liabilities and retains the assets of
both collectivism and individualism. They mix the oil of
one with the water of the other and present their mixed
formula of perfection. It is all very intoxicating and consoling-until one realizes that oil and water will not mix!
At that point, it becomes necessary to say to you, Mr.
Socialist: "Show me!"

Utopia-On Paper
You say: "We socialists offer logical reasons why we shall
have more freedom, and certainly a surer victory over
poverty on the basis of public ownership of things necessary to the common life and their democratic control under
democratically controlled planning." This is a lovely blueprint, but show me a concrete example of where this has
taken place. Show me a spot on God's green earth where
socialism has increased individual freedom and eliminated
poverty. Show me where it has not meant "rigorous and
arbitrary regulation," and where it has increased "private
initiative and consumer's choice." Show me where it has
proved "the road of escape to true freedom as well as to

peace and plenty." Show me this Utopia-not on paper,
but in reality!
You admit, in your writings, that socialism in Germany,
Italy and Russia resulted in nazism, fascism and communism, but you say these were perversions of true socialism
-and you abhor them. That's fine, I do too. But show me
where socialism has avoided these pitfalls and led to freedom and prosperity for everyone, as your blueprint says
it will.

The Cure That Kills
You point out and underscore many of the errors of American capitalism, and I heartily concur in them all, but your
solution and mine are at opposite ends of the pole. I am
more afraid of your cure than I am of our present ailments! You point to the evil of private monopoly, and then
you propose to cure this evil by a bigger and more powerful state monopoly. I find this very inconsistent. If monopolies are destructive of freedom-and I believe with you
that they are-then the answer ought to be to curtail or
prevent monopolies, not to substitute one for the other.
The only cure for monopolies is freer and wider-spread
competition in an economic system which insists that this
door of private competition stay open. When you write in
one of your pamphlets, "There wasn't much freedom
when the 200 largest corporations controlled more than
50 per cent of the business wealth of America," I have to
smile at your concern, despite the fact that I would prefer
to see fewer "big" businesses and more "middle-sized"

businesses. Two hundred businesses with only 50 per cent
of our business wealth is still a far cry from monopoly,
and not half so glaring a danger as a completelyconcentrated monopolysuch as John L. Lewis enjoys in the coal
mines. You say nothing at all about this, and ignore the
most stifling monopoly in the world-socialized Russiaeryone is
where everything is owned by the state, and eve
compelled to belong to one huge closed shop, and to work
wherever and for whatever the state decrees.
You admire the British experiment in socialism, but you
do not say how socialism is to solve Britain's problems.
The key to her post-war struggle still is production, and
yet you fail to show socialism's incentive to more production. The weary miners want shorter hours and higher pay.
The trade unions of England have geared their output to
accommodate their weakest member. How can debt-burdened Britain pay more money for less work-when what
she needs is more work for less money? And how can she
keep her Labor government in power, except by force or
by acceding to the unanswerable demands of the workers
who are the bulwark of her support? Poor Britain is
damned if she does and damned if she doesn't. So is
France. So is Italy. So is Russia-and all of Europe. We
may have our troubles here in America, but the socialized
world is 100 per cent worse off than we are. It is also noteworthy that in the two least-socialized European nationsHolland and Belgium-recovery has been most rapid!
What makes you believe that men who are supposed to
"manage" in the public interest will be any less subject
to the love of power or the human evils of greed and tor-

ruption than those who "manage" privately? They are the
same people, and they possess the same shortcomings.
Also, the incentive to good judgment is stronger with private managers who must assume the financial loss for their
mistakes, while the government managers can call upon
the federal treasury to subsidize their incompetence.
We have the freest, most democratically-controlled government on earth, and yet in the past score of years we
have had very little to say about the edicts which have
poured forth from government agencies and their appointed directors. Power is intoxicating to all. It feeds
upon itself. We the people gain nothing by substituting
new people for old in Washington. Our only hope is to
take away the power that has been concentrated there,
so that no one can use it benevolently or otherwise. Once
we allow ourselves to become the subjects of benevolent
power, we shall soon find ourselves the slaves of a very
unbenevolent power.

Natural Bedfellows
You explain the coalitions of socialists with communists
in Europe as "a grim necessity at a critical moment," but
this is not the whole answer. You neglect to point out what
a broad base of common ground exists between the two
parties. Both believe in public ownership instead of private ownership, and both are buddies in their hatred of
capitalism, free enterprise, and the profit motive. You differ only in degree and in means, but socialism is closer to
communism than it is to capitalism. And when that "criti-

cal moment" comes, you will sacrifice your belief in '"freedom" before you will relinquish your collectivized program
for "security."
Here lies the greatest danger of socialism. Actually, it
is the economic philosophy of communism. Those of us
who repudiate it do so for two very definite reasons:
First, we believe that economic and political philosophies go hand in hand and are inseparable. We believe it
is no accident that "free enterprise" developed along with
a free republic, and that it is equally no accident that
where a collectivized economy was installed, individual
freedom was sacrificed. In the same way, those countries
which have tried a hybrid system, half-collectivized and
half-free, have in the same proportion increased regimentation, decreased individual initiative and choice, and are
in constant danger of swinging further to the left.
Second, despite your emphasis on increased production
and plenty via socialism, we can find no examples of such
results in proof. Show me a socialized or even a halfsocialized country which has remotely approached our
free-enterprise record of production and plenty. Show me
a socialized or half-socialized country which has produced
a higher standard of living for workers than capitalistic
America. Show me where socialism has produced cheaper
cars, telephones, radios, movies, gadgets or comforts, and
where they have been wider distributed among the average people, than here in America. Show me any other
country where people own as many homes, or can match
our 75 million life insurance policyholders, or our 50 million bank accounts, or our 80 million bondholders. If you
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know a better, happier, more envied workers' republic
than we have right here in America, where is it?
Don't tell me that this difference is merely because
America has large natural resources! India, China and
Russia also have great natural resources. Somebody once
said: "Only Americans find oil." Why? Don't tell me that
our miraculous output of inventions and creations is due
to our "natural inventiveness." We are nothing more than
a conglomeration of all other peoples. Our Steinmetzes,
Pupins, Einsteins and others came to our shores as penniless refugees, and brought their genius with them. Why
have we had to erect barriers against those who would
come in droves to this land of freedom and opportunity?
Why have the socialist countries had to erect barriers to
keep their own people at home? Name me some of the
major inventions produced under socialism in order to
prove that individual incentive still exists there. I do not
know of them.
Socialists and communists make the same fatal mistake.
They place security ahead of freedom. America is the
prime example of a nation which founded itself on the
basic principle of individual freedom. Its Constitution
bristles with limitations upon the government-and the
result has been a greater measure of security for Americans than for all other nations. America offered unlimited
rewards for initiative, enterprise and wisdom-and she
guaranteed no subsidy for laziness, incompetence or failure. Thus she used the carrot and stick method of encouraging individuals to create, produce and succeed.
This free way of life is a rugged, painful business at times,
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but it has paid the biggest dividends on earth and it has
been worth every weary mile of it.
Freedom appeals to man's strength; socialism and communism appeal to man's weakness. Freedom teaches a
man to stand independently on his own feet; the others
teach him to lose himself in the protective herd. Freedom
places its emphasis on man himself; the others lose man
in their emphasis on mankind.

Conform Or Be Liquidated
One of the pleasant-sounding doctrines of socialism and
communism is "economic and social planning instead of
individual anarchy." But you neglect to mention that for
a "plan" to succeed, we must all be fitted into it-whether
we like it or not. You would like us to accept the "plan"
voluntarily, but if we do not, you fail to explain that we
must then be compelled to do so. This is where communists
defeat socialists. They have no compunctions about using
force to further their ends. "Conform or be liquidated" is
their motto. The end justifies the means. Socialists are
more squeamish, and that is why the communists will
always supplant them when the "emergency"comes along.
In free America, we have recently had an inkling of
what this could mean. Under OPA planning of our whole
industrial and economic life, when the cattle raisers balked
at selling their produce without a normal profit, our President stated in a nation-wide address that he had actually
considered government seizure of all the cattle. Shades
of Russia! It does not require much imagination to picture

the result of such a plan. Cattle raisers would have rebelled. Force would have been used. Fines, imprisonment
and death would have followed. Is this so different from
Russia's collectivization of her farms, her ruthless "elimination" of rebels, and the subsequent starvation of five
million of her farm families? But the communists will
argue that the plan was for the benefit of all, and that
individuals do not count when society is expected to gain
Nonsense] How can you possibly increase the security of
society by destroying the security of its individuals?
Advocates of planning as a stabilizer always forget that
planners also must be human, and subject to all tlie shortcomings and mistakes of other human beings. Even the
most rabid endorsers of OPA admit that the individual
injustices were numerous and unavoidable. Yet these individuals were expected to submit and be sacrificed in the
interest of the over-all plan.
Government-subsidized potatoes are rotting in the fields
by the ton. The planning advocates say: "But this is because we did not control the production." And so it goes.
After you control production, then you must control distribution, and back we go to rationing, price fixing, wage
fixing-and the whole involved, impossiblemess. I do not
blame the planners. They could be the wisest and bestintentioned persons in the world. I blame the whole idea,
because it is impossible, impractical, and incapable of
justice, and because the taxpayers foot the bill for every
inevitable mistake.
There is not a single socialist or communist doctrine
that does not sound good, but which is not equally fatal.

"Production for use and not for profit." You do not say
who is to decide what is for use. It is easy to look upon
the auto today and call it "useful," but who thought so in
its awkward infancy? Would the airplane have been considered "useful"? Or the radio? Or splitting the atom?
Who among men is so wise that he can know these things
in advance, and therefore be trusted with the power to
permit or forbid them?
And who profited most from the creation and mass
production of the auto together with all its subsequent
allied industries? Did Henry Ford? Or did the whole
American people, whose standard of living was raised
thereby? Did Henry Ford's accumulation of wealth come
out of anyone else's pocket? Or did he create a new source
of wealth for millions of less gifted people?

Liberty Means Responsibility
My argument against socialism is that America already
has the best economic and political system yet devised,
and that this is proven by her glorious record-and not in
a paper blueprint. America did not become the breadbasket, the factory, the bank, and the hope of the world
by following the wrong systems or believing in the wrong
principles. The r esolution is to reacquaint herself with her
own best way of life, and to live up to its tenets more
faithfully-not to throw it away before she has completely
understood or practiced it.
American capitalism has never failed; only some of our
human capitalists have failed. Whenever a free-enterpriser

achieves his own goal, and then attempts to shut the door
of opportunity behind him, or to choke off the free play
of competition around him, then he has cheated his own
system. Whenever believers in freedom discriminate
against minorities, or show favoritism to meritless friends,
then they are sabotaging their own constitutional principles and weakening the foundations upon which America
was built. Whenever individuals or groups in America
use the political power to gain advantage at the expense
of others, then such persons or groups are undermining
the structure of our republic, and the results will be evil
and unjust. Whenever an American acquires wealth or
power-and then fails to be a good and honest steward of
these benefits-then he not only denies the principles of
America,he denies the principles of Christianity.
The answer, and the only answer, is for all of us to educate ourselves to the responsibilities as well as to the
benefits of freedom. Perhaps as a people, we are not
morally strong enough to be free. If that is the case, then
we shall certainly lose our freedom, and it will not matter
much what "ism" supplants Americanism. But this will not
prove that our free way of life was not the best way. It
will only prove that we were not worthy of it.

LEGALIZED IMMORALITY

IT must be remembered that 95 per cent of the peace,
order, and welfare existing in human society is always
produced by the conscientious practice of man-to-man
justice and person-to-person charity. When any part of
this important domain of personal virtue is transferred to
government, that part is automatically released from the
restraints of morality and put into the area of conscienceless coercion. The field of personal responsibility is thus
reduced at the same time and to the same extent that the
boundaries of irresponsibility are enlarged.
Government cannot manage these fields of human welfare with the justice, economy, and effectiveness that are
possible when these same fields are the direct responsibility of morally sensitive human beings. This loss of justice, economy, and effectiveness is increased in the proportion that such governmental management is centralized. . .
Government cannot make men good; neither can it make
them prosperous and happy. The evils in society are directly traceable to the vices of individual human beings.
At its best government may simply attack the secondary
manifestations of these vices. Their primary manifesta-

.

tions are found in the pride, covetousness, lust, envy, sloth,
and plain incompetency of individual people. When government goes far beyond this simple duty and deploys its
forces along a broad, complicated front, under a unified
command, it invariably propagates the very evils that it
is designed to reduce.
In the sweet name of "human welfare" such a government begins to do things that would be gravely offensive
if done by individual citizens. The government is urged
to follow this course by people who consciously or subconsciously seek an impersonal outlet for the "primaries" of
human weakness. An outlet in other words which will
enable them to escape the moral responsibility that would
be involved in their personal commission of these sins. As
a convenience to this popular attitude we are assured that
"government should do for the people what the people
are unable to do for themselves." This is an extremely
dangerous definition of the purpose of government. It is
radically different from the purpose stated in the Declaration of Independence; nevertheless it is now widely accepted as correct.
Here is one example of centralized governmental operation: Paul wants some of Peter's property. For moral as
well as legal reasons, Paul is unable personally to accomplish this desire. Paul therefore persuades the government
to tax Peter in order to provide funds with which the government pays Paul a "subsidy." Paul now has what he
wanted. His conscience is clear and he has proceeded
"according to law." Who could ask for more? - why, Paul,
of course, and at the very next opportunity. There is noth[ 24 ]

i n g to stop him now except the eventual exhaustion of
Peter's resources.
The fact that there are millions of Pauls and Peters
involved in such transactionsdoes not change their essential and common characteristic. The Pauls have simply
engaged the government "to do for them (the people) that
which they are unable to do for themselves." Had the
Pauls done this individually and directly without the help
of the government, each of them would have been subject to fine and imprisonment. Furthermore, 95 per cent
of the Pauls would have refused to do this job because the
moral conscience of each Paul would have hurt him if he
did. However, where government does it for them, there
is no prosecution and no pain in anybody's conscience.
This encourages the unfortunate impression that by using
the ballot instead of a blackjack we may take whatever
we please to take from our neighbor's store of rights and
immunities.

THE BILL O F RIGHTS

"On February 6, 1788, Massachusetts, by a narrow
margin of 19 votes in a convention with a membership of 335, endorsed the new Constitution, but
recommended that a bill of rights be added to protect
the States from Federal encroachment on individual
liberties. . . . New York ratified, with a recommendation that a bill of rights be appended. . . . " And so
on.

...

WHAT was the reason-the real reason-that caused those
early American patriots to distrust a federal government
which they were about to bring into existence? Why did
the individual citizens within the various sovereign states
demand a bill of rights before ratifying the Constitution?
Why did statesmen of the caliber of Washington, Jefferson, Adams, and Franklin wish to severely restrict the
authority of the central government and to strictly limit
the power of its leaders?
There was a reason, a vital reason-a reason that many
present-day Americans have forgotten. A reason that, unless we relearn it, will surely mean the loss of personal
freedom and individual liberty for all mankind.
Here is the reason: The power of government is always
a dangerous weapon in any hands.

The founders of our government were students of history as well as statesmen. They knew that, without exception, every government in recorded history had at one time
or another turned its power-its police force-against its
own citizens, confiscated their property, imprisoned them,
enslaved them, and made a mockery of personal dignity.
That was true of every type of government known to
mankind. That was true regardless of how the government leaders came to power. It was true-then as nowthat government leaders elected by the people frequently
turn out to be the worst enemies of the people who elect
them. Hitler was a recent example. He was not the first;
he is not likely to be the last.

A New Idea
It was for this reason that the founders of the American
republic introduced into that government a completely
new idea.
What was this new idea? Was it the regular election of
government leaders by the people? As wise a decision as
that was, it was not new. The Greeks, among others, had
used it.
Was it the wide dispersal of the powers of government
among federal, state, and local units? An excellent system,
but not new. It had already proved of practical value in
France and other countries.
Was the American method of governmental "checks and
balances" a new idea? It was a well-conceived plan, but
it was not completely original with us. The British system

of King, House of Lords, and House of Commons once
embodied the same principle.
Here is the new idea: For the first time in known history,
a written constitution specified that certain institutions
and human relations were to be outside the authority of
government. The government was specifically forbidden
to infringe them or to violate them.

Why Government?
This was a revolutionary concept of government! The
idea of inalienable rights and individual freedom had
never before been incorporated into a national constitution. Never before in history had the people said to the
government: "Thou shalt not." Always the government
had been able to say to the people: "You may, or you
must." Heretofore, government had granted certain freedoms and privileges to the people. But the Bill of Rights
said, in effect: "We the people are endowed by our Creator with natural rights and freedoms. The only reason for
our having a government is to protect and defend these
rights and freedoms that we already have as individuals.
It is sheer folly to believe that government can give us
something that already belongs to us."
These free people then listed in their Constitution those
specific functions that they wanted government to handle.
Then they forbade the government officials to do anything
not commanded of them in the Constitution.
But even so, the people were afraid that the elected
leaders of the new government might misunderstand the

ideals of human dignity, of individual freedom, of the
proper functions of government. So, as specificexamples
of what they meant, the American people added the Bill
of Rights to the Constitution. It might better be called a
Bill of Prohibitions against government. It is filled with
such phrases as: "Congress shall make no law . . ." ". . . the
right of the people . . . shall not be infringed . . ." "The
right of the people . . . shall not be violated. . . ."
These personal and individual rights include freedom
of worship, free speech and a free press, the right to assemble together, the sanctity of person and home, trial by
jury, the right to life, liberty, and the private ownership
of property.
Finally, to make absolutely sure that no government
official could possibly misinterpret his position as servant
rather than master, the people added two more blanket
restrictions against the federal government-. The Bill of
Rights specifies that: "The enumeration . . . of certain
rights shall not be construed to deny . . . others retained
by the people." And: "The powers not delegated to the
United States by the Constitution . . . are reserved to the
States . . . or to the people."

Individual Freedom
It was this philosophy of individual freedom and individual responsibility-reflected in the Bill of Rights-that
attracted to this country millions of persons from the government-oppressed peoples of Europe. They came here
from every country in the world. They represented every

color, every race, and every creed. They were in search of
personal freedom, not government-guaranteed "security."
And as a direct result of the individual freedom specified
by the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, they earned the
greatest degree of security ever enjoyed by any people
anywhere.
Those new Americans swelled the tide of immigrants
by writing the praise of freedom in their letters to relatives and friends who still lived in the countries with
strong governments, with one-man rule, with government
ownership of the means of production, with governmentguaranteed "security," with government housing, and
state-controlled education.

Equal Rights
Their letters read, in effect: "Here the government guarantees you nothing except life, liberty, and the right to
own whatever you have honestly acquired. Here you have
the personal responsibility that goes with individual freedom. There is no law or custom that prevents you from
rising as high as you are able. You can associate with
anyone who wishes to associate with you. Here in America
you can do as you please as long as you do not violate the
rights of other persons to do as they please. These rights
are recorded in the American Constitution and the Bill of
Rights. The same documents specify that three-fourths of
the states must be in agreement before these rights can
be taken away. And, of course, it is foolish to imagine that
the people will ever voluntarily give up their freedom."

Such letters would not be completely true today, because that freedom is gradually being lost, But the "progressive" laws and "popular" court decisions of recent
years are not primarily responsible for it, Freedom is seldom lost by a direct vote on the subject. In our case, it
just seems to be seeping away. The Bill of Rights still
exists on paper, but the spirit that caused it to be written
is disappearing. When that spirit is completely gone, the
written words will mean nothing.
Thus it behooves us to inquire why that spirit is now
weak, and how it can be revived.

Who Is To Blame?
No one person is responsible for sapping that spirit of
individualism. No one political party is to blame. The
people are as responsible as the elected and appointed
leaders. It is we the people who seem to have forgotten
that freedom and responsibility are inseparable. It is we
the people who are discarding the concept of government
that brought forth the Declaration of Independence, the
Constitution, and the Bill of Rights.
In short, few of us seem to want to keep government
out of our personal affairs and responsibilities Many of us
seem to favor various types of government-guaranteed
and compulsory "security." We say that we want personal
freedom, but we demand government housing, government price controls, government-guaranteed jobs and
wages. We boast that we are responsible persons, but we
vote for candidates who promise us special privileges,

government pensions, government subsidies, and government electricity.
Such schemes are directly contrary to the spirit of the
Bill of Rights. Our heritage is being lost more through
weakness than through deliberate design. The Bill of
Rights still shines in all its splendor, but many of us are
looking in another direction. Many of us are drifting back
to that old concept of government that our forefathers
feared and rejected. Many of us are now looking to government for security. Many of us are no longer willing
to accept individual responsibility for our own welfare.
Yet personal freedom cannot exist without individual
responsibility.

Your Choice
Thus the American people are on the verge of a final decision. We must choose between the destruction caused by
government paternalism, and the security insured by individual freedom with individual responsibility as expressed in the Bill of Rights. There is no other choice.
As it must, the choice rests with each of us as individual
Americans. No one can tell us what to think or do. No
one should. To do so would be a violation of both the
spirit and the words of the Bill of Rights. As responsible
persons, each of us has the privilege and the obligation
to pursue what each considers to be the right course of
action. But this above all-before we act, let us understand the meaning of our actions, the direction in which
we are going.

THE BILL OF RIGHTS
(Amendments1-10 of the Constitution)
* I *
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment
of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof; or
abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the
right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition
the government for a redress of grievances.
II
A well-regulated militia being necessary to the security
of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear
arms shall not be infringed.
III
NO soldier shall, in time of peace, be quartered in any
house, without the consent of the owner, nor in time of
war but in a manner to be prescribed by law.
*

IV

*

The right of the people to be secure in their persons,
houses, papers, and effects, against unreasonable searches
and seizures, shall not be violated, and no warrants shall
issue but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and particularly describing the place to be
searched, and the persons or things to be seized.
* V *
No person shall be held to answer for a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a -presentment or indictment of a grand jury, except in cases arising in the land
or naval forces, or in the militia, when in actual service
in time of war or public danger; nor shall any person be
subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy
of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case

to be a witness against himself, nor be deprived of life,
liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor shall
private property be taken for public use without just
compensation.
* VI *
In all criminal prosecutions, the accused shall enjoy the
right to a speedy and public trial, by an impartial jury of
the state and district wherein the crime shall have been
committed, which district shall have been previously ascertained by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause
of the accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses
against him; to have compulsory process for obtaining
witnesses in his favor, and to have the assistance of counsel for his defense.
VII *
In suits at common law, where the value in controversy
shall exceed twenty dollars, the right of trial by jury shall
be preserved, and no fact tried by a jury shall be otherwise re-examined in any court of the United States, than
according to the rules of the common law.
* VIII
Excessive bail shall not be required,
nor excessive fines
imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted.
* IX
The enumeration in the Constitution, of certain rights,
shall not be construed to deny or disparage others retained
by the people.
* X *
The powers not delegated to the United States by the
Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.

THAT SOMETHING

AMERICA has been different from any other nation on
earth. Here is why. The men who cut the pattern for
Americans a century and three-quarters ago, held a deep
conviction that men-all men-are born with qualities that
give them a unique status. The simple fact of man's being
born a human being, they felt, marks him as the most important thing God ever created-and entitleshim to a certain dignity and to self-respect. They believed that in this
sense men are born equal and are endowed with certain
God-given, not man-given, rights-each being free to live,
to be free, to build his life without the handicap of any
interference that can be avoided.
These profound thinkers designed our government on
the basis of this conviction, as a new kind of government
that would be operated by the people themselves. Jefferson said that this was to be a great experiment which would
determine for all time whether or not "men may be trusted
to govern themselves without a master." He predicted future happiness for Americans "if we can prevent the government from wasting the labors of the people under the
pretense of taking care of them."
In the lively decades following 1776, Americans became

a great and virile people-self-reliant and free. Most historians of an earlier day believed that we had demonstrated
for all the world to see the truth of Jefferson's theory that
men are able to govern themselves. Many are not now so
sure. Something seems to have happened to America-and
to Americans.
Especially during the depression and World War I I we
gave up much of our freedom-"temporarily." Since then
we have discovered that freedoms relinquished "temporarily" are hard to get back. Emergency "regulations"h ave
led to "planning" and now the government-which according to our rules is supposed to be the servant of the people
-is pretty much taking over the running of our lives. This
"planning" appears to be changing not only the character
of our government but the character of our people. Millions now seem willing to give up their independence for
the promise that the government will take care of them.
The great cause for alarm is not that the "planners" want
to plan our lives but that we are allowing them to do so.
And the most tragic aspect of it all is that so many of us,
who should be more far-seeing, are helping them, by scurrying to Washington every time our own "security" in the
form of special favors is endangered, every time we ourselves want some "planning"--subsidy--from the government.
This country was not built by men who relied on somebody else to take care of them. It was built by men who
relied on themselves, who dared to shape their own lives,
who had enough courage to blaze new trails-enough confidence in themselves to take the necessary risks.
[36]

This self-reliance is our American legacy. It is the secret
of "that something" which stamped Americans as Americans. Some call it individual initiative; others backbone.
But whatever it is called, it is a precious ingredient in our
national character-one which we must not lose.
The time has come for us to re-establish the rights for
which we stand-to reassert our inalienable rights to human dignity, self-respect, self-reliance-to be again the
kind of people who once made America great.
Such a crusade for renewed independence will require
a succession of inspired leaders-leaders in spirit and in
knowledge of the problem, not just men with political
power who are opposed to communism, or to diluted communism, but men who are militantly for the distinctive
way of life that was America. We are likely to find such
leaders only among those persons who teach self-reliance
and who practice it with the strict devotion of belief and
understanding.

THE FIRST LEFTIST

The first Leftist would not be popular in America today.
That is true because the original Leftists wanted to abolish
government controls over industry, trade, and the professions. They wanted wages, prices, and profits to be determined by competition in a free market, and not by government decree. They were pledged to free their economy
from government planning, and to remove the government-guaranteed special privileges of guilds, unions, and
associations whose members were banded together to use
the law to set the price of their labor or capital or product
above what it would be in a free market.
The first Leftists were a group of newly elected representatives to the National Constituent Assembly at the
beginning of the French Revolution in 1789. They were
labeled "Leftists" merely because they happened to sit
on the left side in the French Assembly.
The legislators who sat on the right side were referred
to as the Party of the Right, or Rightists. The Rightists or
"reactionaries" stood for a highly centralized national
government, special laws and privileges for unions and
various other groups and classes, government economic
monopolies in various necessities of life, and a continua-

tion of government controls over prices, production, and
distribution.

Early American Ideals
The ideals of the Party of the Left were based largely on
the spirit and principles of our own American Constitution. Those first French Leftists stood for individual freedom of choice and personal responsibility for one's own
welfare. Their goal was a peaceful and legal limitation
of the powers of the central government, a restoration of
local self-government, an independent judiciary, and the
abolition of special privileges.
Those Leftists, holding a slim majority in the two years'
existence of the National Constituent Assembly, did a
remarkable job. They limited the extreme powers of the
central government. They removed special privileges that
the government had granted to various groups and persons. Their idea of personal liberty with absolute equality
before the law for all persons was rapidly becoming a
reality. But before the program of those first Leftists was
completed, a violent minority from their own ranks-the
revolutionary Jacobins-grasped the power of government
and began their reign of tenor and tyranny.
That development seems to have risen from this littleunderstood and dangerously deceptive arrangement: Two
groups of persons with entirely different motives may
sometimes find themselves allied in what appears to be
a common cause. As proof that this danger is not understood even today, we need only examine the results of our

own "common cause" alliances with various dictators
against various other dictators. So it was among t h e Leftists in France in 1789. The larger faction wanted to limit
the powers of government; the leaders of the other group
wanted to overthrow the existing rulers and grasp the
power themselves.

Separation Of Powers
The majority of the original Party of the Left had been
opposed to concentrated power regardless of who exercised it. But the violent revolutionists in their midst, led
by Robespierre, Danton, and Marat, were opposed to
concentrated power only so long as someone else exercised it. Kobespierre, who represented himself as spokesman for the people, first said that the division of the
powers of government was a good thing when it diminished the authority of the king. But when Robespierre
himself became the leader, he claimed that the division
of the powers of government would be a bad thing now
that the power belonged "to the people."
Thus, in the name of the people, the ideas of the original
Leftists were rejected. For all practical purposes, local
self-government disappeared completely, the independence of the judiciary was destroyed, and the new leaders
became supreme, The program of the first Party of the
Left was dead,
Most of the original Leftists protested. So they too were
soon repudiated in the general terror that was called
liberty. But since the name Leftist had become identified

with the struggle of the individual against the tyranny of
government, the new tyrants continued to use that good
name for their own purposes. This was a complete perversion of its former meaning. Thus was born what should
properly be called the new and second Left.
The leaders of this new Left were greatly aided in their
program of deceiving the people by using this effective
device of changing the meaning of words. The term
"tyranny" had been used to describe the powers of the
old government. And the term "liberty" had been used to
describe the ideas of the original Leftists. Well and good.
But when the second Leftists in turn became tyrannical,
they continued to call it liberty! In the name of liberty,
mob violence was encouraged, habeas corpus was abolished, and the guillotine was set up!

Look Behind The Label
Now who is opposed to liberty or progress or any of the
various other desirable ideals that government officials
claim will result from their "unselfish programs for the
people"? Probably no one. Thus do the people tend to
accept almost any idea-communism, socialism, imperialism, or whatever-if those ideas are advanced under attractive labels such as freedom from want, defense against
aggression, welfare, equality, liberty, fellowship, and security. Since most of the world today still suffers from this
disease of "word confusion," it is hardly surprising that
the French people in the 1790's were also misled by the
same device.

The rallying cry of this new Left was: All power to the
people. And, as always, it sounded good to the people.
But the point that the French people missed is the same
point that haunts the world today. It is this: The people
cannot themselves individually exercise the power of government; the power must be held by one or a few persons.
Those who hold the power always claim that they use it
for the people, whether the form of government is a kingdom, a dictatorship, a democracy, or whatever. If the
people truly desire to retain or to regain their freedom,
their attention should first be directed to the principle of
limiting the power of government itself instead of merely
demanding the right to vote on what party or person is
to hold the power. For is the victim of government power
any the less deprived of his life, liberty, or property merely
because the depriving is done in the name of-or even with
the consent of-the majority of the people?
It was on this point that Hitler, for instance, misled the
Germans, and Stalin deceived the Russians. Both of them
hastened to identify themselves as champions of the people. And there appears to be little or no doubt but that the
majority of the people approved or acquiesced in the overall programs that were initiated in their names.
As the "leaders" murdered millions of individual persons, their excuse for their deeds was that they were doing
them "for the people."
As they enslaved countless millions of human beings,
they brushed all criticism aside by exclaiming: "But the
people voted for me in the last election."
As they confiscated property and income, they claimed
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to be doing it "for the general welfare" and by "a mandate
from the people."
Hitler and Stalin merely adapted to their time and circumstances. the philosophy of the French Jacobins, the
new Leftists, who declared that power is always too great
in tyrannical hands, but that it can never be too great in
the hands of the people-meaning Hitler, Stalin, a Jacobin
leader, or any other person who wishes to possess and
increase the power of government over the individual
citizen.

Here is another illogical reason why the people of France
traded the freedom-with-responsibility offered by the
policy of the first Leftists for the bloody tyranny offered
by the policy of the second Leftists: They believed that
an organized police force-government-could be used to
force people to be good and virtuous.
It is true that this organized force of government can
be used, and should be used, to restrain and punish persons who commit evil acts-murder, theft, defamation, and
such-against their fellow men; but this force that is government cannot be used to force persons to be good or
brave or compassionate or charitable or virtuous in any
respect. All virtues must come from within a person; they
cannot be imposed by force or threats of force. Since that
is so, it follows that almost all human relations and institutions should be left completely outside the authority of
government, with no government regulation whatever.

But this seems to be a difficult idea for most persons to
grasp.
The idea of concentrated government power-force
against persons-is easy to grasp. And it is easy to imagine
that this power can be used to force equality upon unequal persons. Possibly this explains why so many persons
believe that the world could be near-perfect if only they
had the power of government to force other people to do
what they think best for them. That concept of government is, however, the direct road to despotism. Any person
who holds it is, by definition, a would-be dictator-one
who desires to make mankind over in his own image; to
force other persons to follow his concepts of morality,
economics, social relationships, and government. The fact
that such would-be dictators may seem to have fine intentions, and wish only to do good for the people, does not
justify their arrogant desire to have authority over others.
Thus it was that the terror of the second Leftists reversed the advance of freedom which had begun in France
in 1759. And the French Revolution finally became nothing
more than a fight among would-be rulers to gain possession of the power of government.
The new Leftists-as is the case with all persons who
desire authority over other persons-did not fear the power
of government. They adored it. Like Hitler, Stalin, and
other despots, their primary reason for inciting the people
to reject the old order was to get this power for themselves.
And the people did not object at first because they did not
understand that the power of government is dangerous
in any hands. They just thought that it was dangerous in

the hands of a king. So they took the power from the king
and transferred it to a "leader." They failed to see that it
was a brutal restoration of the very thing they had rebelled
against! In fact, those second Leftists heldfar more power
than Louis XVI ever had.
Is there a lesson for present-day America to be learned
from this French experiment with a highly centralized
"people's government"?
The majority of the American people voted approval
of this "Robespierre philosophy of government" as expressed by the holder of a high political office in 1936:
". . . in 34 months we have built up new instruments of
public power. In the hands of a people's government this
poweris wholesomeand proper. But in the hands of political puppets of an economicautocracy, such power would
provide shackles for the liberties of the people."
When translated into simple English, that statement
reads: Power is a good thing, so long as I am the one who
has it.
That concept of increasing the power of the national
government seems to have even more support today, by
the leaders of both major political parties, than it had in
1936. All of them claim, of course, that they will use the
power "for the good of the people."

Something For Nothing
Have we fully considered where this road may lead? Have
we forgotten the teachings of our forefathers and their

warning that the only hope for permanent liberty lies in
restricting the power of government itself, regardless of
who the government officials are or how they may be selected? Have we forgotten their warning to be especially
wary of the demagogues who promise us something for
nothing?
Our founding fathers, along with the first Leftists who
were of the same -political faith, were well aware that individual freedom and personal responsibility for one's own
welfare are equal and inseparable parts of the same truth.
They knew that history amply supports this truism: When
personal responsibility is lost-whether it be taken by
force or given up voluntarily-individual freedom does
not long endure.

FOR THE BETTER
ECONOMIC L I F E

WOMEN were not freed from their 18th Century servitude
by feminist agitation, but by the invention of the sewing
machine, the washing machine, the refrigerator, and the
dishwasher, together with the revolutionary developments
for handling and distributing foodstuffs.
Peasantry on the farm was not banished by reform or
edict, but by the iron plow, the reaper, and the tractor.
The 12-hour shift and the six-day week could not have
disappeared from the scene through laws or social upheaval. It was modern machinery, developed by research,
that made it possible for the American workman of 1950
to produce many times as much goods as the workman
of 1850.
The automobile, pre-eminently a product of research,
has widened and enriched lives in a manner impossible
to achieve through legislation. At every hand, it is plain
that the improvements leading to advancement have their
origin in invention and development. There is no alternative.
Ideas formed in a man's mind, after it has been trained
and sharpened by education and experience, are the basis

of successful research. Without the creative brain of the
scientist, all investment in research is worthless. American
scientific laboratories are the best equipped in the world.
Yet continued progress will be insured only if the rights
of the individual to exercise freely his initiative are reestablished and jealously guarded.
American research prospered by providing rewards for
success; the inventive genius of the nation was kept aliive
by adding to it what Lincoln called "the fuel of incentive."
Further, the integrity of American research was kept inviolate; the research worker was spared the necessity of
finding "political" conclusions as the goal of his investigations.
In this atmosphere of free inquiry a n d of freedom of
the individual to enjoy the fruits of his labor, science here
flourished. Elsewhere in the world, it has suffered serious
setbacks.
The German scientist, once a leader, found under Hitler
that he was falling behind. Specified results at a specified
time could not be guaranteed, no matter how urgent or
peremptory t h e orders. The Russian scientist under communism has learned that his findings must satisfy the official view, regardless of the facts. The British scientist
under socialism has seen the rewards of his enterprise
virtually confiscated by taxation.
Without freedom, scientific research and the progress
in its wake will falter in the United States, as has happened elsewhere. The individual must be assured the
freedom of incentive.The university scientist must have
freedom of inquiry, of discussion, and of publication.

And sponsors of industrial research, such as American
companies, must have the freedom and incentive to win
as well as to lose-the freedom to grow and expand, as is
necessary to fulfill their responsibilities. The means to
carry on future research will be forthcoming only as long
as it can pay its way.
When it can no longer do so, it will stop, and the retrogression process begin. In that event, a well-known principle would again be proved: A hoop rolling downhill
moves faster than one going up.

LIBERALISM
STANDS FOR FREEDOM

THE story about the Grand Inquisitor in Dostoevsky's
novel, The Brothers Karamazov, pictures Christ as appearing in the streets of Seville during the Spanish Inquisition
just as a large number of heretics had been burned a t the
stake. The Grand Inquisitor arrested Christ, visited him
in his cell, and said:

.

Thou wouldst go into the world . . with some promise of
freedom which men . . . cannot even understand, which they
fear and dread-for nothing has ever been more insupportable
for a man and a human society than freedom. But seest Thou
these stones in this parched and barren wilderness? Turn them
into bread, and mankind will run after Thee like a Bock of
sheep, grateful and obedient. . . . But Thou wouldst not deprive
man of freedom and didst reject the offer, thinking, what is
that freedom worth, if obedience is bought with bread? Thou
didst reply that man lives not by bread alone.'
The Grand Inquisitor was a good man, devoted to the
public welfare. But he believed in an authoritarian concept of life and he regarded Christ as a dangerous agitator.
The Grand Inquisitor believed in using authority to regi*Fyodor Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov (New York: The

Macmillan Company, 1927), p. 266.

ment man for the good of society. He told Christ that
liberalism would not work; that freedom is something
that men "fear and dread," but that men will follow, like
a flock of sheep, anyone who will give them, or promise
them, bread. His views foreshadowed those of today's neoliberals who want man to surrender his freedom for the
politician's promise of security, and to exchange his liberties for subsidies from the all-powerful "Social Welfare"
State.

The Soul Of Man
Today we are witnessing a great struggle for the soul and
mind of man. We are witnessing a struggle between the
authoritarian and the liberal concepts of life. In this struggle those who now falsely call themselves liberals are lined
up on the totalitarian side. That is not where they intend
to stand but it is nevertheless where they do stand. They
stand there because they have abandoned the philosophy
of traditional liberalism, which placed its main emphasis
upon individual freedom. The philosophy of neo-liberalism
wants to create an egalitarian society and to use the coercive power of the state to equalize possessions and incomes
even though in the process the individual is deprived of
freedom.
There is a sharp distinction between liberalism and the
fraudulent substitute that passes for it today. Throughout
history two basic philosophies of life have been in deadly
conflict. One concept, the liberal concept, is based upon
the belief in the importance of the individual soul and

personality. It is based upon the theory that the state was
made to serve man, not man to serve the state. The other
concept, the authoritarian concept, assumes that man, the
individual, is of no importance. It assumes that man, collectively, as represented by the state, the church, the labor
union or some other collective aggregate, alone is important. One concept exalts man, the other debases him.

The Struggle Of Man
To anyone familiar with the historic meaning of liberalism, it is crystal clear that what passes for liberalism today
is in fact its direct opposite. The principle of authority,
which now masquerades as liberalism and which has enslaved the human spirit during the greater part of recorded
history, has been challenged effectively only by that concept of life which historically is known as liberalism. In
simpler terms, the history of liberalism is the history of
man's struggle for freedom and liberty. Although the roots
of liberalism lie deep in history, the philosophy that was
later to be known as liberalism began to develop with the
long struggle between Parliament and the Crown in England, and with the rise of the Dutch Republic in Holland.
The right of free speech was asserted as early as 1644 by
John Milton in Areopagitica, an essay published in defiance of law, to protest against censorship. But John Locke,
the philosopher of the Glorious Revolution of 1688, was
the first to expound the principles of liberalism as a comprehensive philosophy of government. A century later, the
American Revolution established a new type of govern-

ment based upon the doctrines of Locke; and Adam Smith
formulated the liberal doctrine in economic terms.

Fear Of Authority
The Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of
the United States stem directly from the writings of John
Locke. Our Constitution expresses the fear of governmental authority, which is characteristic of liberalism. It does
so in the Bill of Rights which, to protect the rights of man,
places constitutional limits upon governmental authority.
It does so in our system of governmental checks and balances, which was conceived, not by the draftsmen of our
Constitution, but by John Locke. Our Constitution was
designed primarily to safeguard liberty. It shows distrust
of the President, of Congress and of the courts, and makes
each a check upon the other two.
Nowhere is the fear of authoritarian government expressed more graphically than in John Stuart Mill's essay
On Liberty:
The struggle between Liberty and Authority is the most
conspicuous feature in the portions of history with which we
are earliest familiar. . By liberty, was meant protection against
the tyranny of the political rulers. The rulers were conceived
. as in a necessarily antagonistic position to the people whom
they ruled.
To prevent the weaker members of the community from
being preyed upon by innumerable vultures, it was needful
that there should be an animal of prey stronger than the rest,
commissioned to keep t h e mdown. But as the king of the vultures would be no less bent upon preying on the Bock than any
of the minor harpies, it was indispensable to be in a perpetual
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attitude of defense against his beak and claws. The aim, therefore, of patriots was to set limitsto the power which the ruler
should be suffered to exercise over the community; and this
limitation was what they meant by liberty.

"A11 Men Are Created Equal"
The statement in the Declaration of Independence that
"all men are created equal" was not intended to mean that
they are equal in intelligence, in physical strength, in
character or in any other respect in which individuals
differ. On the contrary, that statement means that under
a just government, all m e n are equal under the law. This
was then a new and revolutionary doctrine in direct conflict with the principle of authority under which men are
not equal under the law. Under the rule of authority a
man's status in the social structure determines what laws
apply to him. Two examples will illustrate the point:
(1) In France, before the French Revolution, the nobility
and clergy were not subject to certain taxes imposed u p o n
other classes of society. ( 2 ) In England, under the Statute
of Artificers enacted in the reign of Queen Elizabeth, a
workman was not permitted to leave his parish without
the consent of his last employer. The special privileges of
French nobles and clergy and the discriminatory restraints
upon the freedom of Englishworkmen were based on their
status in society.
This concept of status is in direct conflict with the liberal
p h i l o s o p h y of equality under the law. This means the application to everyone alike of impersonal rules and principles of law. As Locke expressed it:

Freedom of man under government is to have a standing rule
to live by common to everyone of that society and made by the
legislative power vested in it,*
As Aristotle expressed it:
The only stable state is the one in which all men are equal
before the law.+

The Liberal Concept
In the last two decades, we have gone a long way from
the liberal concepts of individual freedom, limited government, equality under the law and the rule of law as contrasted with the rule of men. This trend is the result of
neo-liberalism which has changed the popular meaning
of the term "liberalism" so that to most people today it
stands for a philosophy diametrically opposed to traditional liberalism.
Equality under the law has been undermined by giving
special privileges to powerful groups, The special privileges now granted members of labor unions in no way
differ in principle from the special privileges that the
French nobles and clergy once enjoyed. Labor unions are
exempt from the anti-trust laws. In many states they cannot be sued although the congregation of a church may
be sued. They are immune from injunctions, except to a
very limited degree. Before the Taft-Hartley Law, the
United States Supreme Court held that they could lawfully engage in racketeering and extortion under the
* John Locke, Treatises on Government,II, 1690.
+Aristotle, Politics, V.
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threats of violence.* Thus the principle of equality under
the law has given way to the discredited, reactionary,
medieval concept of status under which a person's position
in society determines the laws to which he is subject.

The Rule Of Law
If equality under the law is one test of liberalism, another
is the concept of the rule of law rather than the rule of
men. This basic idea rests on the assumption that the
power of the state should be exerted according to the law
rather than through the arbitrary action of officials. But
today in administrative agencies of the government, the
arbitrary judgment of officialsis substituted for the r u l e
of law. We quote Roscoe Pound, former Dean of the
Harvard Law School:

. .

As a result . of the hostility of administrative agencies to
all attempts to impose effective legal checks upon them we have
been coming in practice to a condition of what may be called
administrative absolutism. . To them [government officials]
. law is whatever is done by administrative agencies. What
they do is law because they do it. . . . Instead of our fundamental doctrine that government is to be carried on according
to law we are told that what the government does is law.+

. .

..

Another test of liberalism is the doctrine that freedom
can exist only under a government of defined and limited
powers. This Lockian principle is written into our Consti*U.S. v. Local 807 International Brotherhood of Teamsters, 315
U.S. 521 (1942).
+Roscoe Pound, Administrative Agencies and the Law.
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tution. But our Supreme Court, bowing to popular pressure, has for all practical purposes wiped out the constitutional limitations upon the power of government. The
commerce clause has been stretched so far that the Court
has upheld the government's claims to jurisdiction over
the terms of employment of elevator operators in city
office buildings and of those employed in hosts of other
purely local activities on the tenuous ground that, since
these local activities are related, however remotely, to
interstate commerce, the federal government has jurisdiction.

T h e Decay Of Liberalism
The change from the liberal philosophy of a free society
to the neo-liberal philosophy of the Social Welfare State
did not develop overnight. In both England and the United
States early liberals were interested not only in promoting
the extension of individual liberty, in broadening the franchise and in obtaining the greatest measure of political
equality among men, but they were also strongly imbued
with humanitarian ideas. They were shocked by many of
the evils that characterized the industrial revolution in
England and in the United States, and they sought to reform them. As time went on, many who designated themselves as liberals became more and more interested in
reform and less and less interested in frcedom. They
wished to use the coercive power of the state to limit
liberty in order to protect the weak against the strong.
But the term "liberal" was identified historically with in-

dividual freedom. Neo-liberals resolved this difficulty by
gradually debasing the word "freedom" and changing its
meaning. Thischanged meaning began to evolve in our
universities and in intellectual circles based largely upon
German idealistic philosophy, which taught that man is
subordinate to a higher force or purpose and that it is only
as he serves this higher purpose and makes his desires
conform to it that he becomes really free. If this higher
force is conceived of as the state, then man is only free
as he serves the state. This is a collectivist and authoritarian conception of freedom. Marxian communism
teaches that the legal liberty of western democracies is
merely "formal liberty" without substance.

The Communist View
This communist view of liberty is constantly reiterated
by our neo-liberal left. We are told again and again by
those who claim to speak for liberalism that society must
give the average man " actual as distinct from merely legal
liberty"; that political freedom is meaningless without
"industrial democracy"that the old kind of liberty was
.
licensefor
the few and economic serfdom for the many";
and that, because of inequalities in wealth, the average
man has no opportunity and therefore no real freedom.
The old-fashioned liberal looked up to the man of moderate means who skimped and saved to put his children
through college. The neo-liberal thinks that he has been
victimized and that the government should perform this
duty for him.
"
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Expedient Bedfellows
I t is a curious thing that although most of our neo-liberals
are bitterly opposed to totalitarianism, they nevertheless
adopt the communist definition of freedom. It is necessary
for them to do so to provide a moral justification for the
"Social Welfare" State which they advocate. They have
adopted the definition of freedom which the Communists
share with the Fascists. I t is a definition upon which right
wing and left wing totalitarians agree. Let us look at the
record.
Molotov, in an attack upon Bernard M. Baruch at the
United Nations General Assembly, expressed the communist view of freedom. H e said:
[Baruch's] concept of freedom is far removed from the real
aspirations of common people for freedom. . . . He would like
to see all people satisfied with freedom under which only the
lucky ones can enjoy the benefits of life.*
Lenin wrote:

No amount of political freedom will satisfy the hungry
masses.+
Oswald Mosley, the British Fascist, wrote:
Real freedom means good wages, short hours, security in
employment, good homes, leisure and recreation with family
and friends.*
*Address before the United Nations General Assembly, October 30,
1946.
*Draft of Bolshevik Theses, March 17, 1917.
*Fascism, 1936.

Juan D. Peron, in a series of newspaper articles, contrasted the liberal idea of freedom with the totalitarian
definition of frcedom which he shares with neo-liberals,
Communists and his fellow Fascists. He w r o t e :
T h e equality of the French Revolution consisted in equal
treatment o f all persons, where as present equality consists of
an unequal treatment to compensate the differences. . . . T h e
liberty of t h e French Revolution w a s incompatible . . . with the
professional syndicates [labor unions], whereas in the present,
the syndicates or unions constitute the indispensable requirement for individual a n d collective freedom of the working
classes. In the nineteenth century, or at least in its beginnings,
it was impossible to understand t h einterventionismof t h estate
in social matters, whereas in the twentieth century we cannot
understand the relationship between capital and labor unless
we look at it o n the basis of state intervention. . . . Respect for
contractual freedom was an unchangeable point of this policy
of freedom;but in our times, it will be very rare to find a contract in which the state does not intervene. . . . Liberty w i l l
bestow fewer rights upon the individual to do as h e sees fit,
because liberty will increase the obligation to do whatever is
best for the community.*

Peron has written a platform on which the whole left
wing could stand. This should surprise no o n e because
neo-liberalism, in common with fascism and communism,
is basically authoritarian Peron has rationalized and put
in logical form the general philosophy of those w h o now
call themselves liberals, It will be noted that Peron's conc e p t of freedom,which the left wing has adopted, is that
of license for the organization at the sacrifice of freedom
for the individual to illustrate, the closed shop deprives
* S t . Louis Globe-Democrat, June 8, 1948.

the individual workman of the liberty of choice to go into
the union or to stay out of the union as he pleases. But
in neo-liberal eyes the closed shop and the union shop
increase the freedom of the workman because they increase the power of the organizations which claim to represent him. The same is true of permitting labor unions
to coerce and intimidate both their own members and
unorganized workmen. This is a collectivist concept of
freedom on which the Russian Communist, Molotov, the
British Fascist, Oswald Mosley, the Fascist dictator of
Argentina, Juan Peron, and neo-liberals all agree.

A Necessary Evil
The Grand Inquisitor was intellectually honest and recognized that freedom and free bread are alternatives. But
Communists, Fascists and our neo-liberal left wing argue
that government bounties of free bread and freedom are
identical.
Traditional liberalism regards government as a necessary evil. It fears government and seeks to impose restraints upon its power. As Woodrow Wilson expressed it,
"The history of liberty is the history of limitations of governmental power, not the increase of it."* Today's neoliberals believe in increasing the authority of the state at
the expense of individual liberty. Communists look upon
the centralization of all power in the state as a necessary
prelude to the police state which is their goal. But, many
neo-liberals abhor the police state. They merely want to
*Speech in New York, September 9, 1912.
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do good and improve the lot of mankind. But they want
the government to have unlimited power to do good. They
look upon the citizen with suspicion and upon the government with approval. They seek to build a government
of unlimited powers to control and regiment the individual
for the good of society, to prevent the strong from taking
advantage of the weak, to offset inequalities in incomes
and wealth, and to play the historic role of Robin Hood
who robbed the rich and distributed some of the proceeds
to the poor. Neo-liberals unwittingly are playing the communist game. They mean well but they fail to recognize
the harsh truth of Lord Acton's dictum: "All power tends
t o corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely." If we
follow them we shall end as slaves of an authoritarian state.
That is not the goal of neo-liberals but it is nevertheless
the destination toward which they are headed.

SOME WANDERING THOUGHTS

MAYBE the whole idea is impossible, but what do you
think of my wandering thoughts?
We all complain that the federal government is encroaching upon the authority of state and local governments and the rights of individuals. It takes unto itself
more and more of the functions historically exercised by
states and localities. Under the old way, "home government" was a blessing for the nation as a whole.
My thoughts went far off the beaten paths. Why should
we not forbid the federal government to collect taxes? Let
state and local governments collect all taxes, if needed.
Then reverse the present trend by giving state grants to
the federal government to cover the expenses involved for
its then limited services. Why federal "grants" to states
and localities when the residents of the various states and
localities furnish this money in the first place, and have to
pay for the administration and handling of these funds
which, if they come back at all, look awfully sick after
deductions for services rendered by the federal government?
Then the federal government would have to submitits
budgets to state legislatures where they could be scrutin-

ized before acceptance. The people would thus have a
broader picture of the cost of government. The centralization of power and even the "ism" of the "welfare state"
would be well on the way to elimination. Taxes, I am sure,
could be cut to a fraction under such a change, putting
the "bureaucrats" in Washington under the "dole" from
the states. That would be the kind of "social security" we
could stand. The power of the individual state and local
governments, and through them the power of the individual voters, could be re-established.
In 1916, Lenin advised Swiss workers t h a t direct federal
taxation would be an instrument through which Switzerland could be socialized. The same for the United States.

O N M I N D I N G ONE'S
O W N BUSINESS

THE passion for dealing with social questions is one of t h e
marks of our time. Every man gets some experience of,
and makes some observations on social affairs. Except matters of health, probably none have such general interest
as matters of society. Except matters of health, none are
so much afflictedby dogmatism and crude speculation as
those which appertain to society. The amateurs in social
science always ask: What shall we do? What shall we do
with Neighbor A? What shall we do for Neighbor B?
What shall we make Neighbor A do for Neighbor B? I t is
a fine thing to be planning and discussing broad and general theories of wide application. The amateurs always
plan to use the individual for some constructive and inferential social purpose, or to use the society for some constructive and inferential individual purpose. For A to sit
down and think, What shall I do? is commonplace; but
to think what B ought to do is interesting, romantic, moral,
self-flattering, and public-spirited all at once. It satisfies
a great number of human weaknesses at once. To go on
and plan what a whole class of people ought to do is to
feel one's self a power on earth, to win a public position,

to clothe one's self i n dignity. Hencewe have an unlimited
supply of reformers, philanthropists, humanitarians, a n d
would-be managers-in-genera1 of society.

The First Duty
Every man and woman in society has o n e big duty. That
is, to take care of his or her own self.This is a social duty.
For, fortunately, the matter stands so that the duty of
making the best of one's self individuallyis not a separate
thing from the duty of filling one's place in society, but
the two are one, and the latter is accomplished when the
former is done. The commonnotion, however, seems to be
that one has a duty to society, as a special and separate
thing, and thatthis duty consists in considering and deciding what other people ought to do. NOW, the man who
can do anything for or about anybody else than himselfis fit to be head of a family; a n d when he becomes head
of a family he has duties to his wife and his children, in
addition to the former big duty. Then, again, any man who
can take care of himself a n d his family is in a very exceptional position i f he does not find in his immediate surroundings people who need his care and have some sort
of a personal claim upon him. If, n o w ,h e is able to fulfill
all this, and to take care of anybody outside his family and
his dependents, he must have a surplus of energy, wisdom,
and moral virtue beyond what he needs for his own business. No man has this; for a family is a charge which is
capable of infinite development, and no man could suffice
to the full measure of duty for which a family may draw

upon him. Neither can a man give to society so advantageous an employment of his services, whatever they are,
in any other way as by spending them on his family. Upon
this, however, I will not insist. I recur to the observation
that a man who proposes to take care of other people must
have himself and his family taken care of, after some sort
of a fashion, and must have an as yet unexhausted store
of energy.

A Twofold Danger
The danger of minding other people's business is twofold.
First, there is the danger that a man may leave his own
business unattended to; and, second, there is the danger
of an impertinent interference with another's affairs. The
"friends of humanity" almost always run into both dangers.
I am one of humanity, and I do not want any volunteer
friends. I regard friendship as mutual, and I want to have
my say about it. I suppose that other components of humanity feel in the same way about it. If so, they must
regard any one who assumes the role of a friend of humanity as impertinent. The reference of the friend of humanity
back to his own business is obviously the next step.
Yet we are constantly annoyed, and the legislatures are
kept constantly busy, by the people who have made up
their minds that it is wise and conducive to happiness to
live in a certain way, and who want to compel everybody
else to live in their way. Some people have decided to
spend Sunday in a certain way, and they want laws passed
to make other people spend Sunday in the same way.

Some people have resolved to be teetotalers, and they
want a law passed to make everybody else a teetotaler.
Some people have resolved to eschew luxury, and they
want taxes laid to make others eschew luxury. The taxing
power is especially something after which the reformer's
finger always itches. Sometimes there is an element of
self-interest in the proposed reformation, as when a publisher wanted a duty imposed on books, to keep Americans
from reading books which would unsettle their Americanism; and when artists wanted a tax laid on pictures, to save
Americans from buying bad paintings.
I make no reference here to the giving and taking of
counsel and aid between man and man: of that I shall say
something in the last chapter. The very sacredness of the
relation in which two men stand to one another when one
of them rescues the other from vice separates that relation
from any connection with the work of the social busybody,
the professional philanthropist, and the empirical legislator.

Social Quacks
The amateur social doctors are like the amateur physicians
-they always begin with the question of r e m e d i e s , and
they go at this without any diagnosis or any knowledge
of the anatomy or physiology of society. They never have
any doubt of the efficacy of their remedies. They never
take account of any ulterior effects which may be apprehended from the remedy itself. It generally troubles them
not a whit that their remedy implies a complete recon-

struction of society, or even a reconstitution of human
nature. Against all such social quackery the obvious injunction to the quacks is, to mind their own business.
The social doctors enjoy the satisfaction of feeling themselves to be more moral or more enlightened than their
fellow-men. They are able to see what other men ought
to do when the other men do not see it. An examination
of the work of the social doctors, however, shows that they
are only more ignorant and more presumptuous than other
people. We have a great many social difficultiesand hardships to contend with. Poverty, pain, disease, and misfortune surround our existence. We fight against them all the
time. The individual is a centre of hopes, affections, desires,
and sufferings. When he dies, life changes its form, but
does not cease. That means that the person-the centre of
all the hopes, affections, etc.-after struggling as long as he
can, is sure to succumb at last. We would, therefore, as
far as the hardships of the human lot are concerned, go
on struggling to the best of our ability against them but
for the social doctors, and we would endure what we
could not cure. But we have inherited a vast number of
social ills which never came from Nature. They are the
complicated products of all the tinkering, muddling, and
blundering of social doctors in the past. These products
of social quackery are now buttressed by habit, fashion,
prejudice, platitudinarian thinking, and new quackery in
political economy and social science. . . .
The greatest reforms which could now be accomplished
would consist in undoing the work of statesmen in the past,
and the greatest difficulty in the way of reform is to find

out how to undo their work without injury to what is natural and sound. All this mischief has been done by men who
sat down to consider the problem (as I heard an apprentice of theirs once express it), What kind of a society do
we want to make? When they had settled this question
a priori to their satisfaction, they set to work to make their
ideal society, and today we suffer the consequences. Human society tries hard to adapt itself to any conditions in
which it finds itself, and we have been warped and distorted until we have got used to it, as the foot adapts itself
to an ill-made boot. Next, we have come to think that that
is the right way for things to be; and it is true that a change
to a sound and normal condition would for a time hurt us,
as a man whose foot has been distorted would suffer if he
tried to wear a well-shaped boot. Finally, we have produced a lot of economists and social philosophers who have
invented sophisms for fitting our thinking to the distorted
facts.
Society, therefore, does not need any care or supervision.
If we can acquire a science of society, based on observation of phenomena and study of forces, we may hope to
gain some ground slowly toward the elimination of old
errors and the re-establishment of a sound and natural
social order. Whatever we gain that way will be by growth,
never in the world by any reconstruction of society on the
plan of some enthusiastic social architect. The latter is
only repeating the old error over again, and postponing
all our chances of real improvement. Society needs first of
all to be freed from these meddlers-that is, to be let alone.
Here we are, then, once more back at the old doctrine-

Laissez faire Let us translate it into blunt English, and
it will read, Mind your own business. It is nothing but the
doctrine of liberty. Let every man be happy in his own
way. If his sphere of action and interest impinges on that
of any other man, there will have to be compromise and
adjustment. Wait for the occasion. Do not attempt to generalize those interferences or to plan for them a priori. We
have a body of laws and institutions which have grown
up as occasion has occurred for adjusting rights. Let the
same process go on. Practise the utmost reserve possible
in your interferences even of this kind, and by no means
seize occasion for interfering with natural adjustments.
Try first long and patiently whether the natural adjustment will not come about through the play of interests
and the voluntary concessions of the parties.

The Root Of Dictatorship
I have said that we have an empirical political economy
and social science to fit the distortions of our society. The
test of empiricism in this matter is the attitude which one
takes up toward laissez faire. It no doubt wounds the
vanity of a philosopher who is just ready with a new solution of the universe to be told to mind his own business.
So he goes on to tell us that if we think that we shall, by
being let alone, attain to perfect happiness on earth, we
are mistaken. The halfway men-the professorial socialists-join him. They solemnly shake their heads, and tell
us that he is right-that letting us alone will never secure
us perfect happiness. Under all this lies the familiar logical

fallacy, never expressed, but really the point of the whole,
that we shall get perfect happiness if we put ourselves in
the hands of the world-reformer. We never supposed that
laissez faire would give us perfect happiness. We have left
perfect happiness entirely out of our account. If the social
doctors will mind their own business, we shall have no
troubles but what belong to Nature. Those we will endure
or combat as we can. What we desire is, that the friends
of humanity should cease to add to them. Our disposition
toward the ills which our fellow-man inflicts on us through
malice or meddling is quite different from our disposition
toward the ills which are inherent in the conditions of
human life.
To mind one's own business is a purely negative and
unproductive injunction, but, taking social matters as they
are just now, it is a sociological principle of the first importance. There might be developed a grand philosophy
on the basis of minding one's own business.

PEACE OR POLITICS

PEACE is the business of Society. Society is a cooperative
effort, springing spontaneously from man's urge to improve on his circumstances. It is voluntary, completely
free of force. It comes because man has learned that the
task of life is easier of accomplishment through the exchange of goods, services, and ideas. The greater the
volume and the fluidity of such exchanges, the richer and
fuller the life of every member of Society. That is the law
of association; it is also the law of peace.
It is in the market place that man's peaceful ways are
expressed. Here the individual voluntarily gives up possession of what he has in abundance, to gain possession of
what he lacks. It is in the market place that Society flourishes, because it is in the market place that the individual
flourishes. Not only does he find here the satisfactions for
which he craves, but he also learns of the desires of his
fellow-man so that he might the better serve him. More
than that, he learns of and swaps ideas, hopes, and dreams,
and comes away with values of greater worth to him than
even those congealed in material things. . . .
The law of association - the supreme law of Society is self-operating; it needs no enforcement agency. Its

motor force is in the nature of man. His insatiable appetite
for material, cultural, and spiritual desires drives him to
join up. The compulsion is so strong that he makes an
automobile out of an oxcart, a telephone system out of a
drum, so as to overcome the handicaps of time and space;
contact is of the essence in the market-place technique.
Society grows because the seed of it is in the human being;
it is made of man, but not by men.
The only condition necessary for the growth of Society
into One Worldism is the absence of force in the market
place; which is another way of saying that politics is a
hindrance to, and not an aid of, peace. Any intervention in
the sphere of voluntary exchanges stunts the growth of
Society and tends to its disorganization. It is significant
that in war, which is the ultimate of politics, every strategic move is aimed at the disorganization of the enemy's
means of production and exchange - the disruption of his
market place. Likewise, when the State intervenes in the
business of Society, which is production and exchange, a
condition of war exists, even though open conflict is prevented by the superior physical force the State is able to
employ. Politics in the market place is like a bull in the
china shop.
The essential characteristic of the State is force; it originates in force and exists by it. The rationale of the State
is that conflict is inherent in the nature of man and he
must be coerced into behaving, for his own good. That is a
debatable doctrine, but even if we accept it the fact remains that the coercion must be exercised by men who
are, by definition, as " b a d as those upon whom the coer-

cion is exercised. The State is men. And the doctrine of the
super-personal State cannot cover up that disturbing fact,
Getting down to the facts of experience, political power
has never been used for the "general good," as advertised,
but has always been used to further the interests of those
in power or those who can support them in this purpose.
To do so it must intervene in the market place. The advantages that political power confers upon its priesthood and
their cohorts consist of what it skims from the abundance
created by Society. Since it cannot make a single good, it
lives and thrives by what it takes. What it takes deprives
producers of the fruits of their labors, impoverishes them,
and this causes a feeling of hurt. Intervention in the market place can do nothing else, then, than to create friction.
Friction is incipient war.

T H E INDIVIDUAL IN SOCIETY

THE words freedom and liberty signified for the most eminent representatives of mankind one of the most precious
and desirable goods. Today it is fashionable to sneer at
them. They are, trumpets the modern sage, "slippery" notions and "bourgeois" prejudices.
Freedom and liberty are not to be found in nature. In
nature there is no phenomenon to which these terms could
be meaningfully applied. Whatever man does, he can
never free himself from the restraints which nature imposes upon him. If he wants to succeed in acting, he must
submit unconditionally to the laws of nature.
Freedom and liberty always refer to interhuman relations. A man is free as far as he can live and get on without being at the mercy of arbitrary decisions on the part
of other people. In the frame of society everybody depends upon his fellow citizens. Social man cannot become
independent without forsaking all the advantages of social
cooperation.
The fundamental social phenomenon is the division of
labor and its counterpart-human cooperation.
Experience teaches man that cooperative action is more
efficient and productive than isolated action of self-suffi-

cient individuals. The natural conditions determining
man's life and effort are such that the division of labor
increases output per unit of labor expended. These natural facts are: (1)the ihnate inequality of men with regard
to their ability to perform various kinds of labor, and
( 2 ) the unequal distribution of the nature-given, nonhuman opportunities of production on the surface of the
earth. One may as well consider these two facts as one
and the same fact, namely, the manifoldness of nature
which makes the universe a complex of infinite varieties.

Innate Inequality
The division of labor is the outcome of man's conscious
reaction to the multiplicity of natural conditions. On the
other hand, it is itself a factor bringing about differentiation. It assigns to the various geographic areas specific
functions in the complex of the processes of production.
It makes some areas urban, others rural; it locates the
various branches of manufacturing, mining, and agriculture in different places. Still more important, however,
is the fact that it intensifies the innate inequality of men.
Exercise and practice of specific tasks adjust individuals
better to the requirements of their performance; men develop some of their inborn faculties and stunt the development of others. Vocational types emerge, people become
specialists.
The division of labor splits the various processes of
production into minute tasks, many of which can be performed by mechanical devices. It is this fact that made

the use of machinery possible and brought about the
amazing improvements in technical methods of production. Mechanization is the fruit of the division of labor,
its most beneficial achievement, not its motive and fountain spring. Power-driven specialized machinery could be
employed only in a social environment under the division
of labor. Every step forward on the road toward the use
of more specialized,more refined, and more productive
machines requires a further specialization of tasks.

Within Society
Seen from the point of view of the individual, society is
the great means for the attainment of all his ends. The
preservation of society is an essential condition of any
plans an individual may want to realize by any action
whatever. Even the refractory delinquent who fails to
adjust his conduct to the requirements of life within the
societal system of cooperation does not want to miss any
of the advantages derived from the division of labor. He
does not consciously aim at the destruction of society. He
wants to lay his hands on a greater portion of the jointly
produced wealth than the social order assigns to him. He
would feel miserable if antisocial behavior were to become universal and its inevitable outcome, the return to
primitive indigence, resulted.
Liberty and freedom are the conditions of man within
a contractual society. Social cooperation under a system
of private ownership of the means of production means
that within the range of the market the individual is not

bound to obey and to serve an overlord. As far as he gives
and serves other people, he does so of his own accord in
order to be rewarded and served by the receivers. He
exchanges goods and services, he does not do compulsory
labor and does not pay tribute. He is certainly not independent. He depends on the other members of society. But
this dependence is mutual. The buyer depends on the
seller and the seller on the buyer.

Self-Interest
The main concern of many writers of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries was to misrepresent and to distort this
obvious state of affairs. The workers, they said, are at the
mercy of their employers. Now, it is true that the employer
has the right to fire the employee. But if he makes use of
this right in order to indulge in his whims, he hurts his
own interests. It is to his own disadvantage if he discharges a better man in order to hire a less efficient one.
The market does not directly prevent anybody from arbitrarily inflicting harm on his fellow citizens; it only puts
a penalty upon such conduct. The shopkeeper is free to
be rude to his customers provided he is ready to bear the
consequences. The consumers are free to boycott a purveyor provided they are ready to pay the costs. What
impels every man to the utmost exertion in the service
of his fellow men and curbs innate tendencies toward
arbitrariness and malice is, in the market, not compulsion
and coercion on the part of gendarmes, hangmen, and
penal courts; it is self-interest. The member of a constrac-

tual society is free because he serves others only in serving
himself. What restrains him is only the inevitable natural
phenomenon of scarcity. For the rest he is free in the range
of the market.
In the market economy the individual is free to act
within the orbit of private property and the market. His
choices are final. For his fellow men his actions are data
which they must take into account in their own acting.
The coordination of the autonomous actions of all individuals is accomplished by the operation of the market.
Society does not tell a man what to do and what not to
do. There is no need to enforce cooperation by special
orders or prohibitions. Non-cooperation penalizes itself.
Adjustment to the requirements of society's productive
effort and the pursuit of the individual's own concerns are
not in conflict. Consequently no agency is required to
settle such conflicts. The system can work and accomplish
its tasks without the interference of an authority issuing
special orders and prohibitions and punishing those who
do not comply.

Compulsion And Coercion
Beyond the sphere of private property and the market
lies the sphere of compulsion and coercion; here are the
dams which organized society has built for the protection
of private property and the market against violence, malice, and fraud. This is the realm of constraint as distinguished from the realm of freedom. Here are rules discriminating between what is legal and what is illegal,

what is permitted and what is prohibited. And here is a
grim machine of arms, prisons, and gallows and the men
operating it, ready to crush those who dare to disobey.
It is important to remember that government interference always means either violent action or the threat of
such action. Government is in the last resort the employment of armed men, of policemen, gendarmes, soldiers,
prison guards, and hangmen. The essential feature of government is the enforcement of its decrees by beating,
killing, and imprisoning. Those who are asking for more
government interference are asking ultimately for more
compulsion and less freedom.
Liberty and freedom are terms employed for the description of the social conditions of the individual members of a market society in which the power of the indispensable hegemonic bond, the state, is curbed lest the
operation of the market be endangered. In a totalitarian
system there is nothing to which the attribute "free" could
be attached but the unlimited arbitrariness of the dictator.
There would be no need to dwell upon this obvious
fact if the champions of the abolition of liberty had not
purposely brought about a semantic confusion. They realized that it was hopeless for them to fight openly and sincerely for restraint and servitude. The notions liberty and
freedom had such prestige that no propaganda could
shake their popularity. Since time immemorial in the realm
of Western civilization liberty has been considered as the
most precious good. What gave to the West its eminence
was precisely its concern about liberty, a social ideal foreign to the oriental peoples. The social philosophy of the

Occident is essentially a philosophy of freedom. The main
content of the history of Europe and the communities
founded by European emigrants and their descendants in
other parts of the world was the struggle for liberty.
"Rugged" individualism is the signature of our civilization. No open attack upon the freedom of the individual
had any prospect of success.

New Definitions
Thus the advocates of totalitarianism chose other tactics.
They reversed the meaning of words. They call true or
genuine liberty the condition of the individuals under a
system in which they have no right other than to obey
orders. They call themselves true liberals because they
strive after such a social order. They call democracy the
Russian methods of dictatorial government. They call the
labor union methods of violence and coercion "industrial
democracy." They call freedom of the press a state of
affairs in which only the government is free to publish
books and newspapers. They define liberty as the opportunity to do the "right" things, and, of course, they arrogate to themselves the determination of what is right and
what is not. In their eyes government omnipotence means
full liberty. To free the police power from all restraints
is the true meaning of their struggle for freedom.
The market economy, say these self-styled liberals,
grants liberty only to a parasitic class of exploiters, the
bourgeoisie; that these scoundrels enjoy the freedom to
enslave the masses; that the wage earner is not free; that

he must toil for the sole benefit of his masters, the employers; that the capitalists appropriate to themselves
what according to the inalienable rights of man should
belong to the worker;-that under socialism the worker will
enjoy freedom and human dignity because he will no
longer have to slave for a capitalist; that socialism means
the emancipation of the common man, means freedom for
all; that it means, moreover, riches for all.
These doctrines have been able to triumph because they
did not encounter effective rational criticism. It is useless
to stand upon an alleged "natural" right of individuals to
own property if other people assert that the foremost
"natural" right is that of income equality. Such disputes
can never be settled. It is beside the point to criticize nonessential, attendant features of the socialist program. One
does not refute socialism by attacking the socialists' stand
on religion, marriage, birth control, and art.

A New Subterfuge
In spite of these serious shortcomings of the defenders of
economic freedom it was impossible to fool all the people
all the time about the essential features of socialism. The
most fanatical planners were forced to admit that their
projects involve the abolition of many freedoms people
enjoy under capitalism and "plutodemocracy." Pressed
hard, they resorted to a new subterfuge. The freedom to
be abolished, they emphasize, is merely the spurious "economic" freedom of the capitalists that harms the common
man; that outside the "economic sphere" freedom will not

only be fully preserved, but considerably expanded.
"Planning for Freedom" has lately become the most popular slogan of the champions of totalitarian government and
the Russification of all nations.
The fallacy of this argument stems from the spurious
distinction between two realms of human life and action,
the "economic" sphere and the "noneconomic" sphere.
Strictly speaking, people do not long for tangible goods as
such, but for the services which these goods are fitted to
render them. They want to attain the increment in wellbeing which these services are able to convey. It is a fact
that people, in dealing on the market, are motivated not
only by the desire to get food, shelter, and sexual enjoyment, but also by manifold "ideal" urges. Acting man is
always concerned both with "material" and "ideal" things.
He chooses between various alternatives, no matter
whether they are to be classified as material or ideal. In
the actual scales of value, material and ideal things are
jumbled together.

Preserving The Market
Freedom, as people enjoyed it in the democratic countries
of Western civilization in the years of the old liberalism's
triumph, was not a product of constitutions, bills of rights,
laws, and statutes. Those documents aimed only at safeguarding liberty and freedom, firmly established by the
operation of the market economy, against encroachments
on the part of officeholders. No government and no civil
law can guarantee and bring about freedom otherwise
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than by supporting and defending the fundamental institutions of the market economy. Government
means always
coercion and compulsionand is by necessity the opposite
of liberty. Government is a guarantor of liberty and is
compatible with liberty only if its range is adequately
restricted to the preservation of economic freedom. Where
there is no market economy, the best-intentioned provisions of constitutions and laws remain a dead letter.

Competition
The freedom of man under capitalism is an effect of competition. The worker does not depend on the good graces
of an employer. If his employer discharges him, he finds
another employer. The consumer is not at the mercy of the
shopkeeper. He is free to patronize another shop if he
likes. Nobody must kiss other people's hands or fear their
disfavor. Interpersonal relations are businesslike. The exchange of goods and services is mutual; it is not a favor
to sell or to buy, it is a transaction dictated by selfishness
on either side.
It is true that in his capacity as a producer every man
depends either directly, as does the entrepreneur, or indirectly, as does the hired worker, on the demands of the
consumers. However, this dependence upon the supremacy of the consumers is not unlimited. If a man has a
weighty reason for defying the sovereignty of the consumers, he can try it. There is in the range of the market
a very substantial and effective right to resist oppression.
Nobody is forced to go into the liquor industry or into a

gun factory if his conscience objects. We may have to pay
a price for his conviction; there are in this world no ends
the attainment of which is gratuitous. But it is left to a
man's own decision to choose between a material advantage and the call of what he believes to be his duty. In
the market economy the individual alone is the supreme
arbiter in matters of his satisfaction.

Consumers Choose
Capitalist society has n o means of compelling a man to
change his occupation or his place of work other than to
reward those complying with the wants of the coasumers
by higher pay. It is precisely this kind of pressure which
many people consider as unbearable and hope to see abolished under socialism. They are too dull to realize that the
only alternative is to convey to the authorities full power
to determine in what branch and at what place a man
should work.
In his capacity as a consumer man is no less free. He
alone decides what is more and what is less important for
him. He chooses how to spend his money according to
his own will.
The substitution o f economic p lanning for the market
economy removes all freedom and leaves to the individual
merely the right to obey. The authority directing all economic matters controls all aspects of a man's life and activities. It is the only employer. All labor becomes compulsory labor because the employee must accept what the
chief deigns to offer him. The economic tsar determines

what and how much of each the consumer may consume.
There is no sector of human life in which a decision is left
to the individual's value judgments. The authority assigns
a definite task to him, trains him for this job, and employs
him at the place and in the manner it deems expedient.

The " P l a n n e d " L i f e I s Not Free
As soon as the economic freedom which the market economy grants to its members is removed, all political liberties
and bills of rights become humbug. Habeas corpus and
trial by jury are a sham if, under the pretext of economic
expediency, the authority has full power to relegate every
citizen it dislikes to the arctic or to a desert and to assign
him "hard labor" for life. Freedom of the press is a mere
blind if the authority controls all printing offices and paper
plants. And so are all the other rights of men.
A man has freedom as far as he shapes his life according
to his own plans. A man whose fate is determined by the
plansof a superior authority, in which the exclusive power
to plan is vested, is not free in the sense in which the term
"free" was used and understood by all people until the
semantic revolution of our day brought about a confusion
of tongues.

THE MOST DREADED ENEMY
OF LIBERTY

OF all the enemies to public liberty war is, perhaps, the
most to be dreaded, because it comprises and develops the
germ of every other. War is the parent of armies; from
these proceed debts and taxes; and armies, and debts, and
taxes are the known instruments for bringing the many under the domination of the few. In war, too, the discretionary power of the Executive is extended; its influence in
dealing out offices, honors, and emoluments is multiplied;
and all the means of seducing the minds, are added to those
of subduing the force, of the people. . . . [There is also an]
inequality of fortunes, and the opportunities of fraud,
growing out of a state of war, and. . . degeneracy of manners and of morals. . . . No nation could preserve its freedom in the midst of continual warfare. . . .
[It should be well understood] that the powers proposed
to be surrendered [by the Third Congress] to the Executive were those which the Constitution has most jealously
appropriated to the Legislature. . . .
The Constitution expressly and exclusively vests in the
Legislature the power of declaring a state of war . . . the
power of raising armies. . . the power of creating offices.. . .

A delegation of such powers [to the President] would
have struck, not only at the fabric of our Constitution, but
at the foundation of all well organized and well checked
governments.
The separation of the power of declaring war from that
of conducting it, is wisely contrived to exclude the danger
of its being declared for the sake of its being conducted.
The separation of the power of raising armies from the
power of commanding them, is intended to prevent the
raising of armies for the sake of commanding them.
The separation of the power of creating offices from that
of filling them, is an essential guard against the temptation
to create offices for the sake of gratifying favourites or multiplying dependents.

THE GUARANTEED LIFE

"A GOVERNMENT is a group of men organized to sell protection to the inhabitants of a limited area at monopolistic
prices." So said Peter Stuyvesant in Knickerhocker Holiday, and so I believe now. In other words there's no such
thing as a "good" government; one and all they partake
of the nature of rackets. But government is better than
anarchy, and was invented as an insurance against anarchy. And some kinds of government are far better than
others. Specifically, our American experiment has worked
so well that we can point to it as one of the most successful
in the history of t h e world, if not the most successful.
In Knickerbocker Holiday I tried to remind the audience
of the attitude toward government which was prevalent
in this country at the time of the revolution of 1776 and
throughout the early years of the republic. At that time
it was generally believed, as I believe now, that the gravest
and most constant danger to a man's life, liberty and happiness is the government under which he lives.
It was believed then that a civilization is a balance of
selfish interests, and that a government is necessary as an
arbiter among these interests, but that the government
must never be trusted, must be constantly watched, and

must be drastically limited in its scope, because it, too, is
a selfish interest and will automatically become a monopoly in crime and devour the civilization over which it presides unless there are definite and positive checks on its
activities. The Constitution is a monument to our forefathers' distrust of the state, and the division of powers
among the legislative, judicial and executive branches
succeeded so well for more than a century in keeping the
sovereign authority in its place that our government has
become widely regarded as a naturally wise and benevolent institution, capable of assuming the whole burden of
social and economic justice. But there was nothing natural
or accidental about it. Our government has done so well
because of the wary thinking that went into its making.

A Selfish Interest
The thinking behind our Constitution was dominated by
such men as Franklin and Jefferson, men with a high regard for the rights of the individual, combined with a cold
and realistic attitude toward the blessings of central authority. Knowing that government is a selfish interest, they
treated it as such, and asked of it no more than a selfish
interest can give. But the coddled young reformer of our
day, looking out on his world, finding merit often unrewarded and chicanery triumphant, throws prudence to
the winds and grasps blindly at any weapon which seems
to him likely to destroy the purse-proud haves and scatter
their belongings among the deserving have-nots. Now he
is right in believing that the accumulation of too much
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wealth and power in a few hands is a danger to his civilization and his liberty. But when the weapon he finds is
economic planning, and when the law he enacts sets up
bureaus to run the nation's business, he is fighting a lesser
evil by accepting a greater and more deadly one, and he
should be aware of that fact.

Monopolistic Prices
A government is always "organized to sell protection to
the inhabitants of a limited area at monopolistic prices."
The members of a government are not only in business,
but in a business which is in continual danger of Iapsing
into pure gangsterism, pure terrorism and plundering,
buttered over at the top by a hypocritical pretense at patriotic unselfishness. The continent of Europe has seen too
many such governments lately, and our own government
is rapidly assuming economic and social responsibilities
which take us in the same direction. Whatever the motives
behind a government-dominated economy, it can have but
one result, a loss of individual liberty in thought, speech
and action. A guaranteed life is not free. Social security
is a step toward the abrogation of the individual and his
absorption into that robot which he has invented to serve
him-the paternal state.
When I have said this to some of the youthful proponents
of guaranteed existence, I have been met with the argument that men must live, and that when the economic
machinery breaks down men must be cared for lest they
starve or revolt. This is quite true and nobody is opposed
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to helping his fellow man. But the greatest enemies of
democracy, the most violent reactionaries, are those who
have lost faith in the capacity of a free people to manage
their own affairs and wish to set up the government as a
political and social guardian, running their business and
making their decisions for them. This is statism, or Stalinism, no matter who advocates it, and it's plain treason to
freedom.

Ward Of The State
And life is infinitely less important than freedom. A free
man has a value to himself and perhaps to his time; a ward
of the state is useless to himself-useful only as so many
foot-pounds of energy serving those who manage to set
themselves above him. A people which has lost its freedom
might better be dead, for it has no importance in the
scheme of things except as an evil power behind a dictator. In our hearts we all despise the man who wishes the
state to take care of him, who would not rather live meagerly as he pleases than suffer a fat and regimented existence. Those who are not willing to sacrifice their lives for
their liberty have never been worth saving. Throughout
remembered time every self-respecting man has been
willing to defend his liberty with his life. If our country
goes totalitarian out of a soft-headed humanitarian impulse to make life easy for the many, we shall get what
we vote for and what we deserve, for the choice is still
before us, but we shall have betrayed the race of men,
and among them the very have-nots whom we subsidize.

Our Western continent still has the opportunity to resist
the government-led rush of barbarism which is taking
Europe back toward Attila, but we can only do it by running our government, and by refusing to let it run us.

Dishonest Business
If the millions of workingmen in this country who are
patiently paying their social security dues could glimpse
the bureaucratic absolutism which that act presages for
themselves and their children they would repudiate the
whole monstrous and dishonest business overnight. When
a government takes over a people's economic life it becomes absolute, and when it has become absolute it destroys the arts, the minds, the liberties and the meaning
of the people it governs. It is not an accident that Germany, the first paternalistic state of modern Europe, was
seized by an uncontrollabledictator who brought on the
second world war; not an accident that Russia, adopting
a centrally administered economy for humanitarian reasons, has arrived at a tyranny bloodier and more absolute
than that of the Czars. And if England does not turn back
soon she will go this same way. Men who are fed by their
government will soon be driven down to the status of
slaves or cattle.
All these dangers were foreseen by the political leaders
who put our Constitution together after the revolution
against England. The Constitution is so built that while
we adhere to it we cannot be governed by one man or
one faction, and when we have made mistakes we reserve
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the right to change our minds. The division of powers and
the rotation of offices were designed to protect us against
dictatorship and arbitrary authority. The fact that there
are three branches of government makes for a salutary
delay and a blessed inefficiency, the elective rotation
makes for a government not by cynical professionals, but
by normally honest and fairly incompetent amateurs. That
was exactly what the wary old founding fathers wanted,
and if we are wise we shall keep it, for no scheme in the
history of the world has succeeded so wellin maintaining
the delicate balance between personal liberty and the
minimum of authority which is necessary for the free
growth of ideas in a tolerant society. But we shallnot keep
our Constitution, our freedom, nor our free elections, if we
let our government slide gradually into the hands of economic planners who bribe one class of men after another
with a state-administered dole.
Since K n i c k e r b o c k e r H oliday was written, the power of
government in the United States has grown like a fungus
in wet weather, price supports and unemployment benefits
and farm subsidies are the rule, not the exception, and
our government has turned into a giant give-away program, offering far more for votes than was ever paid by
the most dishonest ward-heeler in the days of Mark Hanna.
We march steadily toward the prefabricated state. Yet we
see clearly that in England, socialism turns rapidly into
communism, and that in Russia and Jugoslavia, communism gives neither freedom nor security. The guaranteed
life turns out to be not only not free-it's not safe. Do we
want a gangster movement? We're going toward it.
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THE COMMUNIST IDEA

PART I

We were warned of the general procedure and the specific
measures for a successful communist or socialist revolution by Karl Marx, the "father" of communism, in 1848:
"We have seen . . . that the first step in the revolution by
the working class is to raise the proletariat to the position
of the ruling class; to win the battle of democracy. The
proletariat will use its political supremacy to wrest, by
degrees, all capital from the bourgeoisie; to centralize all
instruments of production in the hands of the State. . . .
These measures will, of course, be different in different
countries. Nevertheless in the most advanced countries
the following will be pretty generally applicable:

2.
3.
4.

5.

1. Abolition of property in land and application of all
rents of land to public purposes.
A heavy progressive or graduated income tax.
Abolition of all right of inheritance.
Confiscation of the property of all emigrants and
rebels.
Centralization of credit in the hands of the State, by
means of a national bank with State capital and an
exclusive monopoly.

6. Centralization of the means of communication and
transport in the hands of the State.
7. Extension of factories and instruments of production
owned by the State; the bringing into cultivation of
waste lands, and the improvement of the soil generally in accordance with a common plan.
8. Equal liability of all to labor. Establishment of industrial armies, especially for agriculture.
9. Combination of agriculture with manufacturing industries: gradual abolition of the distinction between
town and country, by a more equable distribution of
the population over the country.
10. Free education for all children in public schools.
Abolition of children's factory labor in its present
form. Combination of education with industrial production, etc., etc."
P A R T II

Earl Browder, former leader of the Communist party i n
America, discusses the American trend toward communism i n a recent pamphlet:
"State capitalism leaped forward to a new high point in
America in the decade 1939-1949. . . . State capitalism,
in substance if not in formal aspects, has progressed farther in America than in Great Britain under the Labor
Government, despite its nationalization of certain industries, which is a formal stage not yet reached in America;
the actual, substantial concentration of the guiding reins

of national economy in governmental hands is probably
on a higher level in the U. S. A."

In appraising a list of 22 specific items of American governmental policy, Mr. Browder states:
"They have the single feature in common that . . . they express the growth of state capitalism. . . . [This is] an essential feature of the confirmation of the Marxist theory. . . .
It represents the maturing of the objective (material)
prerequisites for socialism, the basic factor which makes
socialism inevitable. . . .

1. Government deficit financing.
2. Manipulation of bank reserves requirements.
3. Insurance of bank deposits.
4. Guarantee of mortgages.
5. Control of bank credits.
6. Tinkering with the currency system.
7. Regulation of installment buying.
8. Price controls.
9. Price support for farm products.
10. Agricultural credits.
11. R.F.C. loans to business corporations.
12. Social security systems for workers.
13. Various benefits for veterans.
14. Government housing.
15. Public works to provide employment.
16. Many projects for conservation of natural resources.
17. Juggling of the tax structure.
18. New tariff regulations.
19. Government-organized foreign loans.
20. The Employment Act.
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21. The President's economic committee.
22. Last but by no means least, stimulated war armaments production on a large scale."
P A R T III

SOCIALISM has been defined as governmental ownership
or control of t h e means of production.
And communism, in this and most other respects, is the
same thing as socialism. Marx was a Socialist by his own
definition. Russia, after the communist revolution, became
the U.S.S.R.- the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.
Invasion of the United States by communism, as thus
defined, is evidenced in different ways. Among them are
the following:
GOVERNMENT

GOVERNMENT

OWNERSHIP

CONTROL

IN

U.S.A.

IN U.S.A.

P E R C E N T O F TOTAL WEALTH

25
GOVERNMENT OWNERSHIP
O F WEALTH
L A N D EXCLUDED

GOVERNMENT
LICENSING
"Practically every business, large or small, is
affected by some form of
governmental licensing
control. A license is a
permit or authorization
to engage in some b u s i ness or activity."

0

Source of data: Studies in Income
and Wealth, Vol. XII, p. 535; National Bureau of Economic Research,
1950.
Statistical Research by F . A. Harper.

Source: Small Business and Governm e n t Licenses, U.S. Department of
Commerce,p1. ; United States Government PrintingOffice, 1950.

OWNERSHIP IN COMMON

WHEN the government owns anything-be it a post office,
a school, a hydroelectric dam, or whatever-it is called
"common ownership" on the theory that it belongs to all
of the people. In a discussion of the ideas behind this
theory of government or common ownership, it is, of
course, unnecessary to examine all the examples of it. The
study of a single industry will sufficeto illustrate the problem. The example here selected is the electric industrywith particular emphasis on the device of river valley
development.

Government E l e c t r i c i t y
In 1932, the federal government was producing less than
one-half of one per cent of all electricity generated in the
United States. In 1949, this had increased to more than
13 per cent. If state and local government production is
added, this figure rises to almost 20 per cent. Further, it is
estimated that federal projects will account for at least
25 per cent of the new production capacity to be constructed in the United States during the next three years.
The implications for the future are far more serious

than shown by the actual figures of this trend toward
government ownership. Here is the reason: When even
one government electricity project is built, the result is
that private capital for t h e building and expanding of
private power companies in nearby areas tends to become
increasingly scarce. Many persons with money to invest
are beginning to realize that once the government enters
into any area on even a small scale, it willsooner or later
control the entire area. So it was in the Tennessee Valley.
So it is in the Pacific Northwest. And there is no evidence
to indicate a different result in any other section of the
country that contains a government electricity plant, regardless of the excuse used by government to build the
initial project. As in the past, private competitors will
continue to be ruthlessly driven out by such devices as
government-created and government-protected cooperatives; by price wars; by the building of duplicate facilities
at the taxpayers' expense; and by special elections and
referendums where public officials encourage the voters
to authorize the government to purchase privateIy-owned
electric systems at fire-sale prices.

Monopoly
In addition to these various methods of discouraging the
use of private capital and private ownership, the government has now even gone so far as to actually forbid private construction of additional hydroelectric capacity in
some instances. The most flagrant example of this is government's refusal to permit the Virginia Electric and

Power Company to construct a dam and power plant at
Roanoke Rapids, North Carolina. The reason given for
this refusal is that government itself may some day decide
to build a hydroelectric plant at that location.
Apparently, then, government no longer believes it
necessary even to claim that it operates only in areas
where private enterprise cannot or will not function. Government now merely issues an edict reserving for itself
whatever hydroelectric locations and distribution areas it
wants-or may want at some time in the future.

Dependent O n The State
This evil of government ownership feeds upon itself. Once
it starts, there seems no way to confine it to a given area, or
even to a given function. The private power companies
that are permitted to operate within the area of a government hydroelectric project are soon forced to depend upon
government for their own supplies of electricity. This situation should now be obvious to all persons in the Pacific
Northwest. For there many of the owners of private power
companies now literally must beg for the "opportunity"
to distribute electricity generated by the huge hydroelectric dams of government, This same procedure is becoming increasingly obvious in other areas where these
grandiose hydroelectric projects have been built by government through its programs for developing the river
valleys of the United States. The situation has progressed
so far today that we now find some of the owners of private power companies actually praising and encouraging

the idea of government electricity production. And many
of the private owners who do not praise the idea, have
at least been frightened into silence.

Irrigation Fallacy
These hydroelectric projects usually are first advanced
under the guise of the "comprehensive development of an
entire river valley-flood control, navigation, irrigation,
and any incidental electricity that may result as a byproduct of these other primary aims." But surely no one
now believes that the primary purpose of the Tennessee
Valley Authority, the Bonneville Administration, and other
similar government projects is either flood control or navigation. All of these projects now stand exposed for what
they were primarily intended to be in the first place:
government ownership of the means of producing electricity. And as for the irrigation features of Bonneville and
other similar projects, consider this question: How can
government justify the expenditure of public funds to
bring new land into agricultural production while, at the
same time, it is spending public funds to purchase and
store agricultural products and keep them off the market?
With one hand the government is trying to force abundance by means of its irrigation programs; with the other
hand the government is trying to force scarcity by means
of its price support programs. And with both hands the
government is bleeding the taxpayers and consumers in
the process-all in the beguiling name of irrigation and
river valley development.
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Source Of A False Idea
The advocates of government ownership and operation of
the means of producing electricity offer many reasons for
their philosophy of common ownership. In the first place,
they claim that they can "prove conclusively" that the
government can do it better and cheaper than private
enterprise. They advance the thesis that no person should
be denied the use of electricity merely because he is unable or unwilling to pay the market price for it. They
claim that private producers charge "too much," and that
such a vital and necessary product as electricity should
not be entrusted to misuse and neglect by private owners
who are motivated by a desire for profit instead of by
patriotism and the unselfish desire for a planned and controlled national prosperity.

Compulsory Investment
The advocates of common ownership who advance these
collectivistic arguments are probably sincere. They may
honestly believe that their grandiose schemes are best for
the people and the nation. But the fact remains that they
can put their plans into effect only if they can gain control
of government to enable them to do so at the forced expense of the taxpayers. This gaining control of government to make the people conform, is all-important to the
planners. It is necessary because, in advance, they already
know that a free people will not voluntarily support, with
their own money, what they consider to be uneconomic
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electric projects and river valley development programs.
That is why private enterprise in a free market would not
undertake the building of them in the first place. Thus
the planners literally have no alternative but to get themselves elected or appointed to public office. They must
have the law and the force of government on their side.
Only then can they ignore the supply and demand decisions of free people using their own money. Only then can
the people's taxes be used to force them to become "investors" in these uneconomic projects which have been repudiated by a free people in a market economy.

Private Enterprise Projects
Contrasted with the TVA and Bonneville method of
forced investment, let us now briefly examine an example
of the free market approach to river valley development.
Probably the most complete project for the integrated
development of a river valley by private enterprise is the
Wisconsin Valley Improvement Company. The WVIC
began its comprehensive development of the 430-milelong Wisconsin River in 1907. It has built 21 storage reservoirs for flood control and steadier water flow on the
tributaries of the river. There are 24 hydroelectric and
hydromechanical power plants on the main stream. In
addition to flood control, the basic needs for navigation,
fish life, elimination of water pollution, and other services
are provided-at no cost to the taxpayers. In fact, instead
of using the taxpayers' money like TVA and all other government power projects, the WVIC pays taxes-local, state,

and federal. The WVIC is proud to announce that it was
organized to make a profit for its voluntary investors, and
that it does so-a current return of 4.4 per cent on its
investment.

The Russian Comparison
The political managers of the Tennessee Valley Authority,
the Bonneville Administration, and others, generally claim
that these various compulsory projects by government
also "won't cost the taxpayers a cent; that all of the money,
including the equivalent of taxes, interest, and even a
profit to the government, will be paid back; that the common owners will then have their original investment, free
and clear, plus all the installations and services."
This is essentially the same claim that is advanced by
the Russian advocates of common ownership in defense
of their river valley programs. For example, the facts and
figures issued by the Russians to prove the success of their
Dnieper River hydroelectric project are of the same general nature as those issued by the Tennessee Valley Authority and other government power projects. The political
managers in both countries issue reports that are designed
to prove beyond a shadow of a doubt that government
ownership and operation of the means of producing electricity is superior to private ownership. These reports in
both countries are designed to show that "unselfish government managers" are more interested in national progress and prosperity than are "selfish private operators who
are governed entirely by the profit motive."
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And the point has now been reached where a person
has almost as much difficulty challenging the figures issued
by these United States government "authorities" as he has
challenging the figures issued by the common-ownership
managers in similar electric projects in Russia. In either
case, the objector will be called a propagandist, a reactionary, an enemy of the people, a lobbyist, a hireling of
Wall Street, a purveyor of half-truths and slantedfigures,
and the other time-worn and customary epithets that are
hurled at those persons who dare challenge the concept
of common ownership of the means of production. Yet
this concept of government ownership in America must
be challenged if freedom is to be revived.

A Cardinal Principle
The supporters of these various hydroelectric projects
often advance the argument that they would never be
built unless government built them; that the various river
valleys would remain "undeveloped" unless government
developed them; that all this water would continue to be
"wasted" unless government utilized it. Perhaps so. It is
also true that a free people have never voluntarily undertaken to transport to the tropics all the ice that is "going
to waste" around the North Pole. And the reason is simple: A free people do not knowingly support uneconomic
expenditures of effort and capital. They will not voluntarily invest their savings in a project where they anticipate that the cost will be greater than the return; where
there is no apparent economic demand for the product.
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That economic concept is the cardinal principle of private
ownership. For example, the former owners of private
electric companies in Tennessee generally chose to build
steam plants instead of hydroelectric dams, Why? Again
the reason is simple: In their opinions, it represented the
most economic expenditure of capital. If the hydroelectric
dam had seemed to be the better choice-as it was in some
instances-the private owners would have built them. If
this is not true, then the conclusion necessarily follows that
the private owners deliberately chose a lesser profit. And
no advocate of government ownership can afford to make
that statement, because it would eliminate his most effective argument for ownership in common.

A Spurious Claim
The supporters of these government electric projects and
river valley development programs sometimes argue that
the undertakings are "too big" for private enterprise to
finance and build. T O see the absurdity of this fallacy, it
is only necessary to compare these government hydroelectric dams with some of our large private industries in
various fields of production, including electricity. Private
enterprise could raise the money for any project, if there
were sufficient demand for the product or service. And
would not the workmen and engineers work just as efficiently-probably more efficiently--for private management than for government management?
Next, the advocates of common ownership will present
the facts and the figures to show that government elec-

tricity projects have brought prosperity to the various
river valleys where they are located. But they seem unaware that the various figures for increased prosperity in
the Tennessee Valley since the establishment of TVA can
be matched and exceeded by similar figures for many other
regions where there is no valley authority. For example,
one logical measurement would be the yearly income per
person in the various states. Department of Commerce
figures show that, relative to all other states, the so-called
seven TVA states as a group have lost ground since 1933
in per capita income payments. Tennessee itself was fortysecond in rank when TVA was begun. And in 1949, Tennessee was still forty-second. Other comparisons, again
on a relative or percentage basis, show that while the
Southern states as a whole have made great economic
gains in the last few years, Tennessee itself has generally
lagged behind her neighboring states in these various
economic gains.
It is true that there are now more homes and industries
in Tennessee and the Pacific Northwest than there were
before the advent of TVA and Bonneville. And the officials
of those federal agencies do not hesitate to accept full
credit for this increased industrial activity. How would
they answer this question: Is the privately owned Consolidated Edison Company in New York City primarily
responsible for the increased industrial activity there since
that company was first established?
Few persons now seem to remember that there were
twenty-one private electric companies in the Tennessee
Valley before TVA bought them up or otherwise drove

them out. Before TVA destroyed the free market in its
area, private power companies in Tennessee were producing all the electricity that the people were willing to
pay for. If there had been an increased demand for electricity in Tennessee, the private companies in that state
would have increased. their production to meet it, in the
same manner that private electric companies have doubled
and trebled their production in many other areas to meet
the increased demand from their customers-before TVA,
and after TVA.

Tax-Created Prosperity
It is true that the people in Tennessee now have more
actual dollars than they had before the advent of TVA.
But is this not due in large part to the inflationary schemes
of government, and in part to the specific fact that hundreds of millions of dollars were taken in taxes from the
people elsewhere and poured into the Tennessee Valley?
The cost of TVA, the Oak Ridge atomic project, and the
various other government projects in Tennessee, probably
runs into the billions of dollars. Any person could create
some "prosperity"wherever he wished-including the middle of a desert-if he had that amount of money at his
disposal. But in any case, the government cannot create
prosperity in Tennessee except at the expense of the prosperity of the taxpayers in other regions who had that much
less money to spend on their own welfare and on the private development of their own resources because some
of their money was spent in the Tennessee Valley.

The advocates of common ownership have still another
argument to "prove" that these various government river
valley projects that are paid for by all the taxpayers do
have a beneficial effect for all the people. It is argued
that if the people in Tennessee or the Pacific Northwest
have more money to spend, this in turn will mean that the
spending of this money will create additional prosperity
in other sections of the country. This is like saying that
a huge national expenditure of tax funds to level all the
mountains would create prosperity everywhere on the
theory that the mountaineers would then have more flat
lands for farming, and thus would soon have more money
to spend in this campaign of creating universal prosperity
by universal robbery.

The Market Verdict
Again, the advocates of common ownership, with their
charts and figures, will "prove conclusively" that it is an
economic expenditure of capital, and that all the people
will prosper if only the government planners are given
the power to force all the people to conform to their plans.
But, again, not a single one of these political managers is
willing-with his own money-to submit his plan to the
impartial test of the market place where free people make
their voluntary decisions. Since the political managers
suspect the market verdict in advance, they by-pass it and
resort to the political means. They make all sorts of glowing promises to the people if only the people will give
t h e m power over their actions and their taxes. It is never

stated that honestly, of course, but that is actually what
it means.

National Defense
When all other arguments fail, the advocates of common
ownership do not hesitate to advance the idea of "national
defense" and to play upon a person's love for his country.
For example, the Tennessee Valley Authority is generally
given credit for supplying the electricity that made the
atomic bomb. Yet the truth of the matter is that the Oak
Ridge atomic project contained its own steam generating
plant when it was first built. Oak Ridge was not designed
to be dependent upon TVA for its electricity. The fact that
Oak Ridge saves on its fuel costs by using large quantities
of TVA "dump power" during the seasonal peak T V Aproduction period, has no bearing whatever on this fact.
There have been times when Oak Ridge has supplied
electricity to TVA.
It is true that the United States has not lost a war to date.
But this has not been due to government ownership of
the means of production. On the contrary, our strength
has been in the fact that we have had less common ownership and fewer government controls than have our enemies. In America, free people-operating in a competitive
market over a period of time-have built huge industries
for the production of automobiles, nylon hosiery, and aluminum pots and pans for a profit. And the necessary electrical capacity to operate these plants has appeared when
and where needed. This capacity will continue to be avail-

able if the people are left free to build the plants with
their own money at no expense to the taxpayers. This
procedure automatically insures adequate reserve capacities for the building of tanks, uniforms, guns, and airplanes
when the need arises.

Erroneous Patriotism
The advocates of common ownership are exceedingly
careful to wrap their product In the American flag. They
will point out that this is a democracy; that the people can
vote for anything that pleases them; that the minority
must be forced to conform to the will of the majority, But
the fact that this is the case, does not mean that every
issue should necessarily be voted upon. For "might" does
not make "right" in America any more than it did in Germany, or does in Russia. For example, the issue of what
religion a person should follow should never be voted
upon-democracy or no democracy. Yet it is true that the
citizens of the United States could vote to establish a state
religion-and force everyone to follow it-if they so desired. The American people could, if they so desired, also
use this "majority rule" principle to divide up all the
wealth, to equalize all incomes, to abolish the right of a
person to own property, and to endorse the principle of
common ownership completely. These measures would,
of course, be immoral even though they should come to
pass by the democratic process. In truth, the surest way
to insure the loss of what most Americans consider to be
the real meaning of democracy and the right to vote, is

to vote our destinies into the hands of the advocates of
common ownership. For here as in Russia, there would
then be no real choice because we would then "own everything in common." And all these common-ownership projects would be "unselfishly" managed in the interest of all
the people rather than "for the profit of just a few persons." Or so we would be informed by the political managers who would then control our very lives.

Results O f Evil Ideas
We should remember that the Russian people are not
innately a n ymoreevil than we are; it is just that they have
adopted an economic philosophy that necessarily must
create evil, and exist upon evil. That econoinic principle
is the theory of government-controlled, compulsory, common ownership of the means of production, be it a complete river valley development or whatever. And what
will it profit u s even to attempt to stop the world-wide
spread of communism-"government ownership of the
agents of productionn-if in the process we adopt the selfsame economic principle that we claim to be fighting
against? Freedom will eventually cease to exist in any
nation that adopts that principle, for the fundamental
freedom upon which all other freedoms are based is the
economic right of an individual to work, trade, spend,
save, and invest as he himself decides is best. The only
possible way that this freedom can be expressed is through
the voluntary processes of the market economy, leaving
each individual responsible for the choice he makes.

A LESSON I N SOCIALISM

As a teacher in the public schools, I find that the socialistcommunist idea of taking "from each according to his
ability," and giving "to each according to his need" is now
generally accepted without question by most of our pupils. In an effort to explain the fallacy in this theory, I
sometimes try this approach with my pupils:
When one of the brighter or harder-working pupils
makesa grade of 95 on a test, I suggest that I take away
20 points and give them to a student who has made only
55 points on his test. Thus each would contribute according to his ability and-since both would have a passing
mark-each would receive according to his need. After I
have juggled the grades of all the other pupils in this
fashion, the resultis usually a "common ownership" grade
of between 75 and 80-the minimumneeded for passing,
or for survival. Then I speculate with the pupils as to the
probable results if I actually used the socialistic theory
for grading papers.
First, the highly productive pupils-and they are always a minority in school as well as in life--wouldsoon
lose all incentive for producing. Why strive to make a
high grade if part of it is taken from you by "authority"

and given to someone else? Why work for something if
you know you won't be permitted to keep it?
Second, the less productive pupils-a majority in school
as elsewhere-would, for a time, be relieved of the necessity to study or to produce. This socialist-communistsystem would continue until the high producers had sunkor had been driven down-to the level of the low producers. At that point, in order for anyone to survive, the
"authority" would have no alternative but to begin a system of compulsory labor and punishments against even
the low producers. They, of course, would then complain
bitterly, but without understanding.
Finally I return the discussion to the ideas of freedom
and enterprise-the market economy-where each person
has freedom of choice, and is responsible for his own decisions and welfare.
Gratifyingly enough, most of my pupils then understand
what I mean when I explain that socialism-even in a
democracy-will eventually result in a living-death for all
except the "authorities" and a few of their favorite lackeys.

R I G H T S FOR ROBOTS

I REGRET that I am unable to come in person from Britain
to t a l k directly to you, hut I am not prepared to accept the
only terms on which my government will allow me to
travel.
In the past I have always been able to meet you on more
or less equal terms. I could,for instance, at my own expense offer a handful of roses or a box of candies to a
charming hostess. Now I can come to you only as a government-created pauper, absolutely barred from securing,
of my own right, t h e dollars or dimes to spend as I myself
would like to do. I am not prepared to put myself into this
curious and uncomfortable position, Thus my address must
be read for me by another.

Socialism Is A Disease
I understand that in the United States there are still those
who think that the machinery of government can be used
as a substitute for personal responsibility on the part of
the governed, This idea, as we know only too well in
Britain, is the open road to disaster. It changes persons
with responsibilities into robots with rights.

And while you fortunate Americans will last a little
longer than the rest of us, your doom is also assured if
you, like us, rely upon politics and collective action to relieve you of the normal and natural responsibilities of
healthy men. For socialism is not a system; it is a disease.
The "something for nothing" mentality is, in fact, an economic cancer.
In England we have suffered nearly five years of effective socialist government. But that is only the end of the
story; we are merely completing 50 years of a sloppy sentimentalism in public affairs of which the present socia lism
is merely the logical outcome. In the process we have murdered old virtues with new deals. Well-meaning, shallowthinking, kindly people, aware of the scriptural injunction
that "the greatest of these is charity," have failed to notice
the distinction between the real article and the giving
away of other people's money. So, having lost our faith,
we come to the end of the story; we have accepted false
hopes and practiced a charity which is nothing of the kind.

A Drab Existence
You will remember that 50 years ago at the end of Victoria's reign, we had achieved in Britain, notwithstanding
many shortcomings and blemishes, a high general standard
of living. From that proud position we have now descended to the point where American tourists coming to
Europe go to the countries conquered by Hitler to escape
the drab austerity of utopian Britain.
We have had enough experience to know exactly what

"security" means: It is a prior government claim upon
salaries and wages. It is austerity rations bought with
Marshall Plan aid. It is more and more paper money, and
less and less of anything to buy.
This government-guaranteed "security" is steadily reducing output per man in our industries. There are, of
course, glorious minority exceptions. But in general, our
people have believed the promises of 1945 and have concentrated on their supposed rights and forgotten their
responsibilities. Most thinking people among us now realize that while it is easy to make the rich poor, it is quite
another matter to make the poor rich.

The Long View
There is little purpose to be served in wearying you with
the details of our life, especially business life, in Britain
today. To argue about taxes, pensions, houses, or even
groundnuts is merely to scratch the surface. You will be
more interested in the longer view and the lessons to be
learned from it.
In the short period of 50 years we have traveled the
whole road, starting whengovernment had almostnothing
to do with trade, and ending where all trade is under the
dead hand of the state. America, as I understand, is about
halfway along this road to disaster.
Among the disasters resulting from governmental planning in the economic field, I put at the top of the list the
loss of the market. We have no such thing that counts for
much in England today. Exchange by willing buyers and

willing sellers has, for practical purposes, disappeared.
Governmental buying, fixed prices, subsidies, and purchase taxes have substituted force for willingness. Goodwill is a thing of the past. Price, properly the result of a
compromise between the willing buyer and the willing
seller, is now replaced by an official abstraction arrived
at for political rather than economic reasons. The word
"willing" is not to be found in any official vocabulary.
The sanctity of contract is also a thing of the past, and
that again shows how far we have departed fromthe principles upon which civilization was constructed. Governments, here and elsewhere, fail to set much value on their
pledged word.
Perhaps the biggest of all the changes in this connection
is the destruction of the price mechanism. Before the politicians usurped the right of the citizen to provide for himself, the price mechanism indicated with speed and certainty the degree of plenty or of scarcity. It did not require
committees of experts and official inquirers to discover
changes in production and consumption, and the need for
adjusting action accordingly. The price mechanism has
been put so completely out of action that we now pay a
series of varying prices for the same article at the same
time.

Freedom Of Choice
The natural process, named by economists "the law of
supply and demand," insures the freedom of choice that
is essential to the worthwhile life of free citizens. Socialism
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tries to put the matter the other way around. Some authority, claiming to know what the people want, issues orders
for supply without being able to know the requirements
of the buyers or demanders. This theory ignores completely the forces which govern the ordinary actions of the
ordinary man. The natural order of things requires that
the maker shall produce his goods and display them for
the inspection of the buyer who is, at all times, free not
to buy. The right to buy or not to buy is vital to economic
well-being and, of course, to personal liberty.
It is only now that we are beginning to reap the inevitable fruits of wrong thinking. Millions of our people now
look to the government much in the same fashion that their
fathers of Victorian times looked to God. Political authority has taken the place of heavenly guidance.
Herbert Spencer in that wonderful prophecy, The Man
Versus the State, explained in detail what would happen.
He foretold with exactitude the present rush of the weaklings for jobs as planners and permitters, telling other
people what not to do.
You will have noticed that while we are all under the
thumb of authority, authority becomes composed of those
who, lacking the courage to stand on their own feet and
accept their share of personal responsibility, seek the
safety of official positions where they escape the consequences of error and failure. Active, energetic, and progressive persons, instead of leading the rest, are allowed
to move only by the grace and favor of that section of the
population which from its very nature lacks all the qualities needed to produce the desired results. Authority is

the power to say no, which requires little or no ability.
On a broad view, the all-important issue in the world
today is individualism versus collectivism.
The Individualist thinks of millions of single human
souls, each with a spark of divine genius, and visualizes
that genius applied to the solution of his own problems.
His conception is infinitely higher than that of the politician or planner who at best regards these millions as
material for social or political experiment or, at worst,
cannon fodder.
The Individualist believes self-help to be twice blest.
For not only does it provide the help required, but it also
gives a self-respecting satisfaction in accomplishment
which can never attach to help that is received.

Character Must Be Earned
When a man is on his own, an individual responsible for
himself, he must earn a character-a personal character
that is perhaps his first necessity. Others may then learn
and imitate his qualities and capabilities. In a planned
society he has no need of a character, for no such thing
is wanted. No national or universal plan can afford to take
the least notice of his personal character.
As an individual responsible for himself, a man must
also acquire credit. Others must be convinced that he is
credit-worthy; that he can be trusted; that what he undertakes he will perform to the limits of his ability. But when
he is planned, nothing so troublesome is in the least necessary.

The individual responsible for himself must try to avoid
the loss that results from mistakes. But if he is the planner
or the planned, the loss comes out of the public purse,
a n dhe is relieved of personal responsibility. He can then
waste and lose just as much as his inherent laziness may
dictate.
The individual responsible for himself must strive to do
better-better than his previous performance and better
than others. But in a planned society, the only upward
route available to a person is into the ranks of the planners
where he can presume to arrange the affairs of others.
The Socialistadvances the supposition that the individual can be so trained and managed as to cause his every
act to be performed in the interests of society as a whole.
The idea of the Socialist is to substitute for the enormously
constructive natural power of the self-interest of each of
us, a manufactured force composed of the theoretical interests of the state. To the Individualist this socialist idea
is utter nonsense-a view much strengthened by the losses
and disasters of the last five years in England alone.

Honesty The Best Policy
Perhaps, above all, I am an Individualist because it makes
for honesty. In a society of free men, each acting on his
own responsibility, honesty is the best policy. But as we
move further from the individualist position into compulsory associations, unions, districts, counties, nations, and
states, we tend to lose touch with that essentially personal
quality-honesty. Honesty may be described as a force

governing dealings between individuals. When the transactions are between masses, they tend to become lesshonest; when between nations, there is, indeed, littlepretense
of honesty about them. That simple circumstance arises
not from evil intent but from the very nature of man's
conduct.
All this concerns a philosophy; a point of view from
which to start. And if only individualism could get these
foundations well laid in the minds of the people, we could
then proceed with our voluntary social services and other
humanitarian plans for the comfort of the less fortunate
minority. As it is-without these foundations-charity, good
feeling, desire to help, sympathy, and many other virtues
have been brushed aside. And in their place there has been
set up the mean, unworthy, degrading, and destructive
notion of rights for robots, which is mankind under complete government planning.
You happy people in the comparatively cleaner atmosphere of the United States are better able to recognize
these greater, all-pervading considerations. And you are
in a better position to reverse this mad rushto turn persons
into robots by means of the "planned economy" and the
"welfare state." May God guide you in your decision.

DOLLARS MAKE POOR EATING

I N America today, we are surrendering our basic liberties.
The complexity of the daily affairs of 150 million Americans baffles us. Perhaps we can more clearly appraise the
danger of economic suicide under the "welfare state" if
we think in terms of our own small group.
Imagine, if you can, that those of us gathered here are
the only survivors of a thoroughly destructive hydrogen
bomb explosion. Gone are our factories, offices, homes.
Every product of civilization has been reduced to the natural state which prevailed when Adam first set foot on
earth. How shall we proceed under these conditions to
solve the problem of survival?
We know, of course, that we must put our minds and
our hands to producing food, clothing, shelter-the things
we use in our daily living. Represented here in this pile
are the raw materials-wood, soil, ore, rocks-from which
we may produce finished consumer goods. If each of us
were to attack this pile of materials, molding them into
finished goods, we could soon demonstrate to our own
satisfaction that the supply of finished goods depends entirely upon how hard and how long and how efficiently
we work. The more finished goods a person produces, the

more there is for him to eat, wear, and enjoy. By hard
work, our standard of living can improve; there is no other
way.
We know, also, that we face a problem of distribution
of these finished goods among ourselves, once they have
been produced. Shall each of us retain what he produces
for use or exchange or disposal according to his own
choice? Or is there a better system?
Few persons enjoy work. Some downright abhor it, and
they envy the hard workers who are enjoying a better
and better living, and who by saving some of it, have
more and more. Suppose these drones call a meeting.
Since it is mainly their kind who would attend the meeting, while the others are working, they might votein a purely democratic way, among those present-to set
a limit of 32 hours of work per week, and to compel a
minimum wage of $100 per week. And they might also
vote unemployment benefits of $98 a week, and vote every
citizen a $200 per month pension beginning at age 45.
"Why wait," they would argue, "to enjoy old age until
you're too old?" All payments would be made in paper
money, which they would make the legal and lawful currency.
Under this plan it would be necessaryfor some of the
workers to watch the other workers, and see that they
don't do too much work, or accept pay below the legal
minimum, or retire too late; and some must handle the
pension scheme. The remaining producers will discover
the futility of their efforts under these conditions, and
the pile of goods will dwindle toward nothing. Why work

to produce more if the results of your efforts are taken
from you against your will?
Despite little or no production, leaving the pile of wood
and soil and rocks untouched, the unemployed and the
pensioners could continue to get their weekly checks just
the same. They would receive pieces of paper on which
the dollar sign is printed, offered with the kindly words:
"There you are, my good man; use this to buy things you
need to eat, wear, amuse yourself-in fact, do anything
you wish with it."
Dollars make poor eating.

PRICE SUPPORTS

STRIPPED to its essentials, the basic objective of the overall price support program for agriculture is to prevent a
general collapse in farm prices such as occurred in 1921
and 1929. Few persons disagree with the desirability of
the objective; the basic disagreement lies in whether or
not price supports are a suitable means to this end.
Prices of goods and services may be compared with
water in a lake. Ripples and waves on the surface of the
lake correspond to the prices of individual commodities.
They rise and fall in varying degrees depending on supply
and demand conditions for each commodity, even though
the over-all level of the lake may not change. The level
of the lake itself rises and falls because of what happens
at the inlet and outlet of the lake. A price support or ceiling on one commodity may change the height of that particular ripple, but it is offset by the height of others. It has
little or no effect on the over-all level of the lake, the
general price level.
Changes in the prices of individual commodities, constantly going on even in a stable economy, serve a useful
and important function. We saw this function in operation in the fall of 1948 in the relation of the price of hogs

to corn. With a very short corn crop in 1947, corn prices
advanced relative to hogs. And farmers economized in the
feeding of corn. In 1948, with a very large corn crop,
farmers received the signal-cheaper corn-to expand the
feeding of corn to hogs and other livestock. These adjustments run all through our economy. In a free market,
farmers will constantly shift their production of cabbage,
sweet corn and all other crops and livestock products to
meet changing demand and supply conditions. When the
signals are tampered with, faulty prices may call for too
little of this or too much of that so that consumers are
unable to satisfy their demands in the market.
It is not denied that the legal price of a single commodity can be maintained above or below where it would
be in a free market. The price of potatoes, for example,
could be set at 25 cents a bushel or at $25 a bushel and
if a large enough number of policemen were assigned to
the job of rationing the very small production at 25 cents,
or of restricting the very great attempted production at
$25, the price might be maintained. But even if this were
done for one commodity, or for many commodities, the
major problem of preventing general inflation or deflation
would not be solved.
The solution of the problem of the giant swings in the
general price level lies in the area of the monetary and
fiscal policy of the nation and is outside the scope of this
discussion.
It might be asserted that price supports or price ceilings
on individual commodities are not effective in preventing
major inflationary and deflationary swings, and end the

discussion here. But it is important to point out some of
the harmful effects of such programs.
Price supports are a one-sided form of price control.
Price control is a part of the more important question,
namely, whether the nation shall have an economy of free
markets, or whether it shall be one of price control leading
to production control, allocation of labor, and ultimately,
socialism. It matters little whether the outcome of the
latter choice is called Democratic Socialism, Socialized
Capitalism, State Socialism, Social Democracy, Marxian
Socialism, Collectivism or just plain Communism.

The Function
Of The Free Price Mechanism
A free market system is perhaps the most essential ingredient of a voluntary economy. Without this freedom to
express his wants-and thus to have a hand in guiding
production and ccuisumption-man can hardly be called
free.
The sole purpose of economic production is to cater to
the wants of consumers and thus to satisfy the wants of
both producers and consumers. The most satisfactory
method by which consumers can make their preferences
known to producers-and thus to guide production-is
through the free price system. Millions of consumers are
thereby enabled to vote for or against individual products
by their acceptance (purchase) or rejection of items of
consumption.
Another method of guiding production and consump-

tion is to have the decision of a single individual or of a
central bureau substituted for the decisions of millions of
individuals interested in that particular or related commodity. There is no third choice. Either the free price
system will be permitted to do the job or it will not. The
only way in which there is a middle ground is in the sense
that not all items of goods and services may be under control. Some may be free while others are controlled, But
there is abundant evidence to indicate that, once started,
price control spreads because of the complex influence
which products have on each other. First, the price of a
single item may be controlled. Then it is found desirable
to control its substitute and then the substitutes for the
substitute, and so on.
It must be assumed that those who favor price control
of a commodity-whether it be price supports, price ceilings, subsidies, marketing agreements, forward pricing or
other forms-believe that the price should be either higher
or lower than it would be if voluntarily arrived at by a
willing buyer and a willing seller. Otherwise it would not
be price control.

A Delicate Instrument
The free price mechanism is as delicate as a fine precision
instrument with millionsof moving parts. Each part contributes to the operation of the whole. It operates so
smoothly that it is sometimes calied automatic. But it is
anything but automatic in the sense that it runs without
direction.

Consider, for example, some of the factors which, together, make the price of a bushel of wheat. They include
the prospects for rain in the wheat country, the amount
of snow in the mountains, the amount of insect damage,
the availability of harvest help and machinery, the burning of a few thousand bushels in a local elevator, the
availability of boxcars for shipping, the amount of wheat
fed to livestock, the production of wheat in Canada, China
and Russia, and literally thousands of other things that
are wrapped up in what we call supply, or prospective
supply.

A Variety Of Influences
The price of wheat is influenced by the price of oats, corn,
potatoes, rye and many other competing crops. The
amount of money in the country and the freeness of persons' spending of it, the amount of wheat purchased for
foreign account, the price of automobiles and radios, and
an unknown number of other factors all have a bearing.
No one person or bureau can possibly know all the contributing reasons why I reject a radio offered at $12.98
and you decide to buy it. Perhaps my wife wants a new
hat and yours doesn't. Fortunately it is not necessary that
each buyer and seller have all this information. All that
is necessary to consummate a sale is for a seller to say,
"I am willing to sell," and the buyer to say, "I am willing
to buy" at the same price. The seller may say, "I can't
continue to sell for that and stay in business," or the buyer
may say, "I can't continue to pay that much and stay in

business." Suffice it to say, the exchange was made. And
in view of the alternatives known to each party, the exchange was agreeable to both. A price set arbitrarily at a
point different from where a willing buyer and seller
would voluntarily set it, is certain to make one of the
parties feel he was cheated. In fact, it does cheat one of
them.

Who Should Plan?
The basic question involved here is not whether there
should be economic planning, but rather who should d o
it. Economic planning there will be. It will be done either
by millions of individuals who are directly concerned,
each making his own independent decisions, or it will be
done by a central planning committee, given power to
ignore the judgment of these individuals.
A central statistical bureau may assemble volumes of
data concerning the demand for and supply of a certain
commodity. There is a strong temptation for the bureau
then to feel that it knows so much more about conditions
than a single producer or consumer can possibly know,
that it can therefore decide the price more wisely. Actually, they cannot have all the pertinent facts and certainly
not the most important ones which individuals use in
deciding on whether or not to buy a certain item.
The delicate free price mechanism works miracles in
guiding workers into each branch of the economy and in
guiding the use of raw materials and other resources according to the wishes of consumers. Some have argued
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that our economy has become too complex to let it r u n
without central planning. Actually, the more complex it
becomes, the more important it is to have the economic
planning done by the individuals concerned; the more
important it becomes to have their decisions reported in
a free market.

A Personal Guide
The free market serves as a guide to persons in deciding
whether they should be dentists, doctors, farmers, lawyers,
school teachers, grocery clerks or bank clerks. When this
function of price is tampered with, it becomes necessary
to dictate to the workers what jobs they shall fill and how
and where they shall fill them. England has already discovered this.
The free price system is a guide as to how much steel
shall be used for tractors, for automobiles, for housing,
for toys, for railroads and for other purposes, It suggests
whether oil or gas or coal shall be used for heating a house.
It serves as a guide in determining how much feed grain
shall be fed to dairy cows, or hens, or hogs. This system
tells the users of a commodity whether to economize in
its use or to expand it. It tells the potato producer, for
example, how many acres to plant and whether to harvest
all of his crop or leave the smaller potatoes on the ground
at harvest time. It suggests how much fertilizer to use and
whether or not it will pay him to put in an irrigation system. It tells him whether he will profit more by packing
his crop in wholesale lots or in consumer packages. All

this guidance appears almost accidental and without direction, but behind it all is a vast amount of experience, study
and thought by all of the persons concerned. The result
is that the crop moves to market in an extremely orderly
fashion just meeting the demand. All this serves to guide
producers of next year's crop.

Costs Of Central Planning
It is not denied that a central planning bureau could make
decisions (disregarding the quality of these decisions) involving the jobs which each person should fill, as well as
the amount of production and the distribution of each
individual commodity. This, of course, is the design of a
planned economy. Space will not permit a complete discussion of the cost of a -planned economy. This cost invalves the tremendous staff of planners, administrators
and policemen who might be otherwise employed in the
production and distribution of goods and services. It involves the question of the right of an individual to the
product of his own labor; it involves the question of incentives to high production which come with this right. It
involves the satisfactions which individuals gain from
making decisions in questions involving themselves. In
short, the whole question of human liberty and the purpose of life itself is tied up in this one issue.
If the price of a commodity is arbitrarily set by a central
bureau, it might conceivably be where it would have been
in a free market at some place and at one time. If so, it
serves no purpose at that time and place. It is likely to be

wrong at all other places and at all other times because
no central bureau can possibly master all of t h e differentials that a free market solves.
There is no one price for a commodity like potatoes.
There are literally thousands of different prices, depending on different conditions, making up what we think of
as "the market price." And strangely enough, in a free
market, each of the many different prices is the "right"
price for the given situation.

Price Is A Signal
Price is somewhat like the signal which the captain on
the bridge of a ship sends to the engine room or the instructions he gives to the helmsman. If the signal is right,
the ship stays on its course. If it is wrong, the ship cannot
go where it is intended it should go. Price is a signal to
both producers and consumers of a commodity as well as
to all of the agencies involved in distribution. We have had
experience with mixing up the signals. We have seen
potato prices set too low with a resulting potato famine
before a new crop came along. Under the fixed low prices,
the signal to economize in the use of potatoes failed to
reach consumers. Had this faulty signal continued, it would
also have been interpreted by producers to cut future
production. A similar situation has existed in the rents of
dwellings which were fixed too low. The signal to renters
was not to economize on space but to expand. And they
did just that. The signal to build new housing was not
given. The result was that we had a housing "famine."

Tampering With The Signal
When the price of a commodity is set lower by controls
than the market would set it, the product becomes scarce
and its allocation becomes a problem. When a free price
is prohibited from rationing a product, some other method
must be used. It may be done outside the law in black
markets, or with tickets, or special favoritism, or by some
other method.
In the other direction, we have had experience with
arbitrarily setting the prices of a commodityhigher than
a free market would set them. Price supports contemplate
doing this. In such a situation, a wrong signal is sent to
both producers and consumers, with the result that a
"surplus" arises. The consumer does not buy the whole
supply, because the price is higher than he will pay for
the amount offered. The producer is encouraged to expand the production of a commodity already in unsalable
supply.
A system of price supports where prices are maintained
above the free market level by government is not unlike
a system tried by a number of agricultural marketing cooperatives some 25 years ago. They found that by keeping
prices too high, they were encouraging more and more
production and discouraging consumption. They discovered they were building up a larger and larger carry-over
from one crop to the next. One after another, cooperatives
based on this principle either failed, or changed their
policy. An important difference, of course, between the
government and a private cooperative following such a

policy is t h a tthe government can use its taxing power to
make up losses and can conceal the error for a longer time
by sending the bill for "services rendered" to others.
Whereas "scarcities," due to setting prices too low, require some kind of a rationing system, "surpluses," due
to setting prices too high, require some kind of a disposal
plan as well as arbitrary production controls. Otherwise,
farmers are paid from taxes to expand acreage or to put
in irrigation systems, or to use heavy applications of fertilizer to produce potatoes to be used for livestock feed
or to be destroyed.

Subsidize: Control
Agricultural leaders, like leaders in other industries, have
long been trying to devise somesystem to raise the price
of their products above free market prices, without at the
same time exercising some direct control over production.
Such a search seems doomed to failure because of the
very nature of the price system. If prices of individual
commodities are too high, they stimulate too much production and too little consumption at that level of prices;
some kinds of production controls thus become necessary
unless the government dumps its surplus abroad or gives
it away or diverts it into other uses at home. If prices are
too low, some other type of stimulus such as subsidies or
direct compulsion is required to bring out the production
assumednecessary. It is but a short step fromthere to the
British system where prices are guaranteed and producers
told what to produce. It is a still shorter step from that

to complete nationalization of t h e industry. Our own
Supreme Courthas stated that government may properly
regulate that which it subsidizes.

A Crutch For Inefficiency
Another consequence of a price support which holds a
price above where it would be in a free market, is its
effect in keeping less efficient producers in business. A
competitive economy, based on free market prices, has
been an important factor in improving efficiency in all
types of business. The market price serves as a signal to
the high cost or less efficient producer to use his talents
and resources elsewhere. Think what would be the situation in the automobile b u s i n e s tsoday if, through support
prices, all of the hundreds of auto manufacturers that
have fallen by the wayside bad been kept in business at
public expense. Suppose we had adopted a system of price
supports to keep buggy manufacturers in business.
The New York State College of Agriculture supervises
detailed cost accounts on a number of New York farms
each year. On those farms in 1946, where potatoes were
grown and detailed records of costs were kept, the cost to
produce a bushel of potatoes varied from 49 cents for the
lowest to $1.92 for the highest cost farm. The average
cost was 75cents a bushel.
Now, suppose in 1946 the predominant judgment of
potato growers had been that, for the following year, the
potato business didn't appear as attractive as some other
crop and some growers decided to reduce potato acreage.

Which ones should have reduced? We will probably all
agree that it is the high cost producers or those who have
a more profitable use of their resources, regardless of their
costs, who should drop out. They might better spend their
time doing something more profitable. The free market is
the guide in this course of action. As a result, the entire
economy, as well as individual producers, benefits.

Planning Dilemma
Instead of a free market for potatoes, suppose the price
is arbitrarily set above the market at, say, $2.00 a bushel.
What happens? Not only are the less efficient producers
encouraged to stay in the potato business, but also new
producers who are still less efficient may be drawn in. As
a result, more potatoes may be produced than can be sold
at the designated price. The problem of the planners now
is what to do about the surplus production. They may
decide that acreage should be reduced or marketing quotas
should be established. How will they do it? Your guess is
as good as mine because it is now a political football. They
may decide to scale down each grower's acreage by the
same percentage. It would be virtually impossible to set
up a workable formula that would affect nearby areas and
areas far from the market, the way a free price would.
The method chosen is not likely to be one that will eliminate the less efficient producers.
This illustrates some of the problems involved on the
production side when free markets are interfered with.
Problems on the consumption side are just as involved
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and critical. Consumers are prevented from having a hand
in directing production according to their wishes. It is
self-evident that people can consume no more than what
is produced. The free market permits consumers to express
a choice for fewer potatoes at a higher price per bushel
together with the things produced by those who were
formerly potato producers. It permits them to make this
choice if they wish, in preference to having more and
cheaper potatoes, but without the production of the other
things. Certainly, few consumers would voluntarily call
for so bountiful a supply of potatoes that they be fed to
livestock, used for fertilizer or be destroyed.
Over the years, less efficient farmers have found that
they could not meet the competition of more efficient ones.
In our expanding economy they have found their services
useful elsewhere. This has made it possible for the efficiency of our farms to increase from the point where an
average farm produced little more than enough for the
farmer and his family to where a farm family now feeds
itself and five or six other families. The farmer not only
feeds his family better but also gains from the production
of automobiles, refrigerators, bathtubs, transportation, entertainment, education, churches and many, many other
goods and services produced by non-farmers.

Competition And Progress
This kind of progress will continue only with competition
and free markets. It is conceivable that farm efficiency
can further develop to a point where only one family in
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twenty or
will be required to raise the nation's food
supply. Such progress cannot continue if inefficientproduction is encouraged.
Efficient farm producers have nothing to fear from competition. It is the lack of competition that they should fear.
It has been estimated that one-third of the farmers produce 80 per cent of the nation's food. Price supports will
tend to keep in competition the least efficient one-third
of the farmers who produce only 4 per cent of the food
and who might far better be doing something else.
Another aspect of price supports for agricultural products isthe matter of special privileges for minority groups.
Under a political system such as ours, there is a tendency
for certain groups to seek special privileges at the expense
of other groups. If they are strong enough politically, they
may be able to obtain them. Agriculture has been and still
may be strong politically. But it is rapidly becoming a
smaller and smaller minority. In the interest of equal rights
for all, it would seem that farmers would gain more in the
long run by promoting the idea of no special privilege
for any group.
To illustrate the point of what may happen to minority
groups, we have only to observe what has been happening
to wheat farmers in Canada. The Canadian government
has been marketing the farmers' wheat and has been receiving for it a price well over a dollar in excess of what
they have paid the wheat producers. By this process, Canadian farmers have been forced to subsidize the consumers
of Canada and Britain. They have paid what amounts to
an occupational tax to their own government. This hap-

pened in a country where farming is far less of a minority
occupation than it is in the United States.

Two Wrongs
An argument frequently used by agricultural leaders for
various farm programs is that labor and other types of
business have "enjoyed" advantages in the form of tariffs
and other devices, and that therefore agriculture is entitled to a share of "protection." These are exactly the
tactics used in a pressure-group economy. Two wrongs do
not make a right. And in the end, this process leads to a
thoroughly confused situation where vast numbers of persons become willing to turn the whole sorry mess over to
government, as they are rapidly doing in England and
have done in other nations of the world.
Summarizing briefly, price supports, like other forms
of price control, are not an answer to the important problem of bringing reasonable stability to our economy-of
eliminating major swings in our general price level caused
by monetary inflation and deflation. In addition to their
failure to reach this objective, price supports rob us of the
most important function of free prices-the guiding of
production and consumption of goods and services in accordance with the wishes of those directly concerned.
Finally-and this is most important-price controls must
be accompanied by controls of production and consumption. It cannot be otherwise. Such controls lead to complete economic domination of citizens by agents of the
State.
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THE OTHER SIDE O F
THE SUBSIDY
From MONTHLY ECONOMIC LETTER, Northeast Farm
Foundation, Ithaca, New York, October 1, 1949

WE are this fall beginning to feel more of the iron fist
beneath the velvet glove.
. . . Farmers have been forced to sow winter wheat this
month in accordance with permission granted by the
United States government. One, reading the official document giving a certain farm owner in the Genesee Valley,
for instance, permission to sow 13 acres of wheat on his
200 acre farm for the year 1950, cannot help but wonder....
When the farmer applies for a larger allotment he is
informed that he can have five minutes on a certain Tuesday afternoon to present his case. . ."Failure to appear at
this hearing may be considered a waiver of your right in
connection with such appeal."
An insidious part of this system is that it makes use of
local committees to harness the farmers in every county.
The allotment is issued in the name of the local county
. . committee, but in fact it is sent out by a bureaucrat in
the Federal Building at the county seat. The original idea
of having local committees do the hatchet work was bor-

.

.

rowed from Russia. It works well and helps to silence
opposition.

It is hardly lack of due process for the
government to regulate that which it
subsidizes.
UNITED STATES SUPREME COURT
Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. 111, p. 131, Oct. 1942

This court decision shocked many persons who believed that they could have both liberty and subsidies.
But the government must of necessity control the
spending of money collected from taxpayers.
Avoiding control requires avoiding a subsidy,
whether it be as a wheat payment or in any other form.
A person cannot be both dependent and independent.

NO VACANCIES

A DOLLAR a month will pay a wage-earner's rent in Paris.
Our authority for this assertion is the Communist-dominated Federation of Labor Unions, the CGT. In setting
forth its demands for a minimum wage to insure a decent
living, it produced a worker's budget where the expenditure for rent was put at 316 francs. (In this analysis, all
figures will be stated in dollars at the rough valuation of
300 francs to the dollar.)
Against this figure one may set the estimate of the conservative Union of Family Associations. Thinking in terms
of families, this source sets the expenditure on rent, providing adequate space, at a dollar and a half for a man and
wife with a child and an infant; for a family of six the
expenditure on rent should go up to a little less than two
dollars.
Such cheapness is amazing. In the C G T budget, rent is
reckoned as equal in cost to transportation to and from
work. To put it otherwise, a month's rent for an individual
worker costs little more than six packages of the cheapest
cigarettes. For a large family of six it costs as much as
eleven packages of cigarettes (cigarettes, now unrationed
in France, cost 15 cents a package).

Even in a worker's very modest budget such an expenditure absorbs but a smal1 part of the income, 2.1% of the
minimum income demanded by the CGT;as little as 1.2%
of the income of a six-member family as calculated by the
Union of Family Associations.
Against such estimated blueprint budgets we can resort
to actual declarations of wage-earners canvassed by the
French statistical services. It appears from their budgets
that, on an average, rent makes up 1.4% of wage-earners'
expenses; for white-collar workers rent goes up to 1.7% of
total expenses.
In fact there are many rents lower than a dollar a month,
rents of half-a-dollar are not uncommon, nor should it be
believed that the lodgings are necessarily worse, for price
and comfort, as we shall see, are unrelated.
Such low rents are not a privilege of wage-earners only.
Middle-class apartments of three or four main rooms will
frequently cost from a dollar and a half to two dollars and
a half per month. Rents paid by important officials or
executives range from $3.50 a month to $8 or $10 a month.
There is no regular relation between income and rent.
Rent seldom rises above 4% of any income; frequently it
is less than 1%.
It is then not surprising that the Parisians spend on
shows every month far more than they pay for three
months' rent.
This may seem a very desirable state of affairs. It has,
of course, its drawbacks.
While you pay no more than these quite ridiculous
prices if you are lucky enough to be in possession, on the

other hand if you are in search of lodgings you cannot find
them at any price. There are no vacant lodgings, nor is
anyone going to vacate lodgings which cost so little, nor
can the owners expel anyone. Deaths are the only opportunity.
Young couples must live with in-laws, and the wife's
major activity consists in watching out for deaths. Tottering old people out to sun themselves in public gardens
will be shadowed back to their flat by an eager young wife
who will strike a bargain with the janitor, the concierge,
so as to be first warned when the demise occurs and to be
first in at the death. Other apartment-chasers have an understanding with funeral parlors.

Bootleg Housing
There are two ways of obtaining an apartment which
death has made available. Legally, if you fulfill certain
conditions which give you a priority, you may obtain from
a public authority an order of requisition; you
usually
find that the same order for the same apartment has been
given to possibly two or three other candidates. The illegal method is the surest. It is to deal with the heir, and
with his complicity to immediately carry in some pieces
of your furniture. As soon as you are in, you are the king
of the castle.
Buying one's way into an apartment will cost anywhere
from $500 to $1,500 per room. At such prices you may also
share flats which the tenants will agree to divide. As for
wage-earners, they may as well give up the hope of set-

ting up house; they have to stay with their families or live
in very miserable hotels by the month.
In short, rents are very low but there are no lodgings
available. Nor are any being built. And practically none
have been built for the last twelve years.
There are some 84,000 buildings for habitation in Paris.
27.2% of these were built before 1850; 56.9% of the total
were built before 1880. Almost 90% of the total were built
before the First World War. Most of the supplementary
building occurred immediately after that war; then it
slackened, and by 1936 had practically stopped.

Parisian Plight
Even a very lenient officialdom estimates that there are
about 16,000 buildings which are in such a state of disrepair that there is nothing else to do with them than pull
them down. Nor are the others quite satisfactory.
To go into sordid details, 82% of the Parisian population
have no bath or shower, more than half the population
must go out of their lodgings to find a lavatory, and a fifth
do not even have running water in the lodgings.
Little more than one in six of the existing buildings is
pronounced satisfactory and in good condition by the
public inspectors. Disrepair is spoiling even these.
Owners can hardly be blamed. They are not in a financial position to allow them to keep up their buildings, let
alone improve them. The condition of the owners can
hardly be believed. To take an example of a very common
situation, here is a lady who owns three buildings con-

taining thirty-four apartments, all inhabited by middleclass families. Her net loss from the thirty-four apartments, taxes and repairs taken care of, is eighty dollars
per year. Not only must her son put her up and take care
of her, but he must also pay out the eighty dollars. She
cannot sell; there are no buyers.
When the owner tries to milk a little net income from
his property by cutting down the repairs, he runs great
risks. Another person postponed repairs on his roofs; rain
filtering into an apartment spoiled a couple of armchairs.
He was sued for damages and condemned to pay a sum
amounting to three years of the tenant's paltry rent.
The miserable condition of owners is easily explained.
While rents since 1914 have been at the outside multiplied
6.8 times, taxes have been multiplied 13.2 times and the
cost of repairs has been multiplied from 120 to 150 times
the 1914 price!

By Easy Stages
The position is, of course, as absurd as it is disastrous. An
outsider may be tempted to think that only an incredible
amount of folly can have led us to this. But it is not so.
We got there by easy, almost unnoticed stages, slipping
down on the gentle slope of rent control. And this was
not the work of the Reds but of succeeding parliaments
and governments, most of which were considered to be
rather conservative.
The story starts with World War One. It then seemed
both humane and reasonable to preserve the interests of

the families while the boys were in the army or working
for victory. So existing situations were frozen. It was also
reasonable to avoid disturbances at the end of the war.
The veterans' homecoming should not be spoiled by evictions and rent increases. Thus prewar situations were
hardened into rights. The owner lost-"temporarily," of
course-the disposition of his property, and the stipulations of law superseded agreement between the parties.
This was only for a time.
But by the time the situation was reviewed in 1922,
retail prices had trebled with rents still at their prewar
level. It was then plain that a return to liberty would imply
huge increases, an index to them being provided by rents
in the small is free sector, which hovered around two and
a half times the 1914 rents. The legislator shrank from this
crisis. Wages were by then three and a half times what
they had been in 1914, and the expenditure for rent in
the worker's budget had shrunk from something like 16%
before the war to around 5%. In our times habits grow up
rapidly: Instead of regarding rent as constituting normally one-sixth of one's expenditures, one took it now as
being normally one-twentieth. Also, a "right" had developed, the "right" to dig in. Always very sedentary, the
French now had struck roots in their rented lodgings.
The legislator decided to deal with this matter in a
prudent, statesmanlike manner. So the tenant's right to
stay in possession was confirmed but the rent was slightly
raised. Successive increases were granted in further laws,
all warmly debated. A new owner-tenant relationship
thus took shape. The owner was powerless either to evict

the tenant or debate the price of rent with him, the State
took care of that price. The price rose but slowly, while
in the meantime the field of regulation was successively
enlarged to bring in such Aats as had not been previously
regulated. New buildings put up since 1915 were alone
left unregulated to stimulate construction. This exception
was not to endure for long.

The Fear Of Liberty
NO systematic view inspired this policy. It just grew from
the fear of a sudden return to liberty which seemed ever
more dangerous as prices stepped up. And, of course, if
one must control the price of rent, one could not allow the
owner to dismiss tenants, because in that case he might
so easily have stipulated secretly with the new tenant; so
rent control implied necessarily the denial of the owner's
right to dismiss.
What then happened to rents under this regime? In
1929, with retail prices more than six times what they had
been in 1914, rents had not yet doubled; the real rents,
the rents in terms of buying power, were less than a third
of what they had been before the war.
Lawmaking went on, no single subject has taken up
so much of the time and energy of Parliament. But the
improvement in the condition of the owners, when it
occurred, was not the work of the lawmakers. It was
brought about by the economic crisis which lowered retail prices. Thus by 1935, rents then being up to almost
three times their prewar level, retail prices were down

and the owners obtained almost two-thirds of their prewar real income. Or they would have obtained it had not
the Laval government then decided on a cut of 10% in
rents as one of the measures designed to bring down the
cost of living and implement a policy of deflation.
When the Popular Front came in, in 1936, the process of
devaluations started again, retail prices soared, and the
real income from buildings crumbled from year to year.
Then came World War Two. The return to liberty which
had been devised for 1943 was, of course, dismissed, and
all rents were frozen, including this time those of recent
buildings which had till then escaped.
Since the Liberation, an order in council of 1945 and two
laws in 1947 have intervened, bringing up to 119 the number of laws or quasi-laws on the subject since 1918. The
new laws have provided for increases jacking up rents.
The lodgings built before 1914 can now be rented at prices
70% above the 1939 price. But while rents increased 1.7
times, retail prices increased more than fourteen times.
In other terms, the buying power of rents was set at 12%
of its 1939 level, already greatly depressed as we have
seen. The buildings put up since 1914 were more severely
treated on the assumption that the ruling rents in 1939
had been more adequate. The permissible increase was
set at 30% as against 1939, thus keeping the buying power
of rents at % of what it was before World War Two. It
was further specified for the buildings dating back to
1914 or earlier, which comprise as we have noted nine out
of ten buildings, that their rent should in no case be
more than 6.8 times the 1914 rent. This, in spite of the fact

that retail prices were then 99.8 times as .high as in 1914.
In short, owners of new buildings have been allowed to
get in terms of real income less than a tenth of what they
got before World War Two.
Owners of old buildings, that is, nine-tenths of all buildings, have been allowed to get in terms of real income
either 12% of what they got in 1939 or a little less than 7%
of what they got in 1914-whichever is least, the law took
care to specify!

The Price Predicament
If on the other hand a builder were now to put up apartments similar to those in existence, these new apartments
would have to rent for prices representing from ten to
thirteen times present rent ceilings, in order to reward
the costs of construction and the capital invested. According to an official source, a report of the Economic Council,
a wage-earner's apartment of three small rooms and a
kitchen now renting for $13 to $16 a year ( ! ) would have
to be rented for $166 to $200 a year; and a luxury apartment of 1600 square feet floor space would have to be
rented for $55 to $70 a month, comparing with a present
price of $14 to $17 a month, Quite obviously, as long as
the buildings in existence are as low priced as they are,
it will be psychologically impossible to find customers at
prices ten or twelve times higher, and hence construction
will not be undertaken.
Such is the spread between the legal and the economic
price of lodgings that even the most fervent advocates of

freedom are scared at the prospect of a return to freedom;
they shudder at the thought of a brutal return to reality.
They feel that if the right to dismiss tenants and the right
to bargain and contract with them were restored, evictions
could not be executed, the whole nation of tenants sitting
down to nullify the decision. The thing, they say, has now
gone too far, the price of rent is too far removed from the
cost.
Hence the strange plans which are now being considered by the French Parliament. It is proposed to maintain a right of occupation, a right to retain one's lodgings,
and it is proposed to come to a "fair price-fixing." That is,
the true service value of every Bat would be fixed according to Boor space, the value of the square meter being
multiplied by a coefficient according to the amenities,
situation and so forth. Thus the "fair rent" would be ascertained. But it would not be wholly paid by the tenant.
He would benefit by a special subsidy, an inflationary
measure of course, as are all subsidies. Nor would the
greater part of this fair rent be paid to the owner. It would
be divided in slices. A slice to correspond with the cost
of upkeep would be paid in to the owner, but to a blocked
account to make sure it did go for repairs. A much bigger
slice for the reconstitution o f the capital would not go to
the owner at all, but to a National Fund for Building.
Thus the dispossession of the owners would be finally
sanctioned. They would be legally turned into the janitors
of their own buildings, while on the basis of their dispossession a new State ownership of future buildings would
rear its proud head.

Road To Ruin
Possibly the French example may prove of some interest
and use to o w friends across the sea. It goes to show that
rent control is self-perpetuating and culminates in both
the physical ruin of housing and the legal dispossession
of the owners. It is enough to visit the houses in Paris to
reach conclusions. The havoc wrought here is not the
work of the enemy but of our own measures.

THE FREEDOM TO COMPETE

IT is recognized that aggressive competition may result in
a virtual identity of prices. It is also suggested that an
unlawful price conspiracy will achieve price identity. Yet
the Committee will discover that a considerable part of
the present uncertainty flows from the insistence of government and particularly administrative officials in assuming that where substantial price identity is found there
must have been a conspiracy in fact.
This is sometimes put in terms of saying that where
competitors sell at about the same prices the result is the
same as though there had been a conspiracy and that there
must be some illegality. Any such theory is not only a
calumny on American business, it is also a conclusion contrary to fact. It assumes without realism that the lower
price level produced by competition would be identical
with the higher price level produced by collusion.
No one can assume - the lawyers prefer to say infer that the competitive hammering of prices to a common
level betokens conspiracy instead of competition ,any
more than the fact that most men wear collars and ties is
the basis for a proper inference that they have conspired
to do so.

The lawful conduct of one businessman may be made
unlawful by the independent acts of his competitors over
whom he has no control. This is no more realistic than to
say that all of the citizens of one community are either
righteous or criminal, depending upon what people in
other towns in the same state might do.
Editorial Comment: Apparently, a seller now
1. is guilty of collusion if he sells at the same
price as competitors, in recognition of the fact
that consumers in a free market will refuse to pay
more to one seller than to another for virtually
the same thing;
2. is guilty of profiteering if he raises his price
to avoid the charge of collusion;
3. is guilty of "cut-throat competition" if he lowers his price to avoid the charge of collusion.

CHARITY
B I B L I C A L AND P O L I T I C A L

CHARITY is defined as an "act of loving all men as brothers
because they are sons of God." This is a purely personal
matter; an act voluntarily performed by one person for
another; an act of faith in God and His commandments
for governing our relationships with our fellow men. When
we keep this concept in mind, it becomes a simple matter
to distinguish between true charity and the spurious
schemes that now masquerade under its name.

Charity Debased
The original concept of charity as an expression of love,
now appears to have been largely replaced by a concept
of government-guaranteed security. One possible explanation for the development of this concept of charity may
be that so many people felt that personal responsibility
in the dispensing of charity was too slow and inadequate.
Thus they chose to move into the speedier method of the
use of public funds.
Admittedly, the motives of these people were probably
good and charitable. But the method chosen was unchari-

table because love was replaced by force. The spirit of
charity was debased to "public welfare," and the shift
from personal responsibility to grants by the state was on.
The flow of state funds for relief and rehabilitation has
become greater and greater, and the part that personal
responsibility can play has necessarily become less and
less.
The element which gives meaning to charity is personal
consideration and responsibility, but that element is lost
when the edicts of the state are substituted for the voluntary decisions of persons. The means have destroyed the
ends.

Double Responsibility
There are two areas in which this sense of personal responsibility comes home to us. One is the person's responsibility for himself, and the other is in the person's responsibility to his fellow men. Both of these lie in the area of
religion, and of them the Judeo-Christian religion has
something definite to sap. It states, unequivocally, t h a t
man himself is responsible both for his personal life and
for his social relations.
This is one of the first lessons taught in the Bible. In the
drama with which the Bible opens, there is the picture
of God as One who is walking in the cool of the evening
in the Garden of Eden, and He calls out to Adam: "Where
art thou?" And Adam replies: "I heard Thy voice in the
garden, and I was afraid." It was the picture of man being
afraid of what God would ask of him. But then God puts

responsibility upon the man and the woman, and sends
them forth out of the ease and the luxury of Eden into the
reality of the world God had formed, in which man was
to find himself through the acceptance of his personal
responsibility.

The Teachings Of Jesus
This was also the theme of the Hebrew prophets. And in
the teachings of Jesus Christ we find this concept of personal responsibility emphasized over and over again. Jesus
faced all kinds and conditions of men and women, but
He never allowed anyone to escape the sense of responsibility for his own life, and for the needs of others. The
parable of the talents is set in the midst of the teachings
of Jesus, and each person, no matter whether he is endowed with ten or five talents-or even one-is responsible
for the preservation of them, and also for the development
of them.

The Good Samaritan
So it is concerning the need of others. The one story which
best exemplifies all the teachings of Jesus regarding our
relationship to the need of others is the story of the Good
Samaritan. There was a man who was beaten by robbers
and left to die. A priest, and then a Levite, came along.
As it should be, the choice of helping the man was left
with each of them. Both chose not to help. Then a Samaritan came by. He personally and voluntarily accepted a
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responsibility for the man who was in need. He knelt
down and bound up the man's wounds, took him to the
nearest inn, and paid for having him cared for until he
could return and pay the full bill. In accepting his personal responsibility for the need of his neighbor, he acted
in accord with God's commandments.
But in this immortal story, we should remember that
Christ did not say that part of the duty of the charitable
man was to levy a tax upon t h e priest and the Levite so
that they would be forced to pay two-thirds of the cost
of helping the wounded man, even against their will,
while he would pay the other third, which would be his
share under such an arrangement. The Bible confronts
each with his responsibility. But in addition to being
purely personal, it is also completely voluntary. And the
excuse of "good motives" in voting to confiscate another's
money will hardly be adequate. For how can charity-the
love of a person for his fellow men-ever be connected
with force and compulsion in any form? Are not these two
concepts- - voluntary law of love of person for person,
and the compulsory law of force of person against person
-irreconcilable in all respects?

C hristian Philosophy
Over and over again Jesus emphasized this teaching. Always He spoke of what one docs with his personal life,
with the responsibilities which are the cost of his being
a person. With love and understanding and example, He
explained that there can be no escape from personal re-

sponsibility by taking refuge in customs and in laws and
in a subserviency to the state. In fact, i n His condemnation
of the tradition or law of "corban," Christ specifically
stated that no person could use the law to relieve himself
of the responsibility of caring for the aged and dependent
members of his family. He said that this denial of responsibility was a rejection of God's commandments, even
though the excuse for denying such responsibility was
"corban"- a dedicating of one's resources to God. And
since Jesus would not accept even this high purpose as
sufficient excuse for rejecting personal responsibility for
the maintenance and welfare of one's kindred, how do you
suppose He would react to our present-day mania for
turning this responsibility over to the secular state? What
does the future hold for a nation wherein parents have
come to believe that the purpose of government is to relieve them of the responsibility for their children, and
wherein the children in turn demand that government
relieve them of the responsibility for their parents?

This Christian philosophyof freedom of choice and personal responsibility for one's own actions was offered to
men who were steeped in totalitarianism. It is not surprising that it was difficult for them to understand this
concept. And even today, many persons are still trying to
reconcile communistic methods-public ownership and
control of land and resources, equalization of property by
force for "the good of all"-with the teachings of Christ.

But the parable of the talents teaches that equalitarianism
is not a Christian concept. In truth, God has designed each
person to be an individual; except in value before God
and before the law, no person is identical or equal to any
other person. And as for the references in the New Testament that allegedly advocate some equalization or common ownership of resources, they are always on a voluntary basis among persons who wish to participate. They
are never advanced in the form of a commandment or a
law. Compulsory collectivism, on the contrary, takes both
responsibility and resources from the individual and places
them in the secular state. This is a denial of the rights of
the individual, as well as a denial of his duty, for then the
individual ceases to be a person who must make account
for his stewardship of the gifts granted by God. As a collectivized member of the state, man is held accountable
to the state for his every thought or action, and so the
collectivization has deprived him of his birthsight as a
personality accountable only to God.

Disasters
Now many persons will agree t h a t aid to the unfortunate
should theoretically be voluntary and a purely personal
matter, and that the state shoulcl not enter into the process.
But then they will recall various natural and man-made
disasters—such as floods, droughts, depressions, explosions,
and earthquakes-and claim t h a t the economic problems
then involved are too great for strictly private solution.
This, of course, is a legitimate question. Let us examine it.

First, where is the proof that the children of God will
refuse to voluntarily help their brothers who are victims
of any disaster, however great? An examination of the
evidence reveals that-as any Christian would expect-the
necessary voluntary aid through private organizations
soon makes its appearance wherever disaster strikes. Persons do not starve-or even for long remain ill fed, ill
housed, or ill clothed-in a free, Christian nation. Starvation is found only in countries where God is denied and
where persons are fed and controlled by their governments. If this voluntary aid is now less than what could
ordinarily be expected, is it not due solely to the fact that
the force of government has entrenched itself in this area
of love which, by its very nature, can apply only to individuals acting alone or through their voluntary organizations?

Eternal Principles
And as for the governmental controls that have been perpetuated upon us on a "temporary" basis during an alleged
national emergency, we must remember that the Christian
philosophy deals with eternal or timeless principles. Is a
thing right or wrong? If it is wrong, then reject it; if it is
right, then accept it-regardless of the temporary opposition and the shallow arguments of political expediency
that will surely appear. For example, must we continue
the evil of governmental "charity" merely because so many
people-those who receive it and those who have the
political jobs of dispensing it-now have a vested interest

in its continuance? If governmental control over people's

lives is evil, let us abolish it now before this evil consumes us.

Jesus Did Not Compromise
The proponents of social control by the state collide as
directlywith the teachings of Christas would two trains
running toward each other upon the same track. Jesus
was so uncompromising in his insistence that responsibility be placed upon the individual for both his personal life and for his attitude toward others that Jesus
never suggested an institution of any kind that could take
the place of such individual responsibility. Nor did He
ever mention an institution or a power to which an individual could transfer such responsibility, either by acquiescence, force or plunder.
Nevertheless, this fatal temptation-the temptation to
believe that functions which are spiritual can be transferred to the secular state because it possesses the necessary force and power to "get things done-continues to
confront both religious and social effort. This temptation
shows itself in our modern mood of believing that it is
the function of religion to force a change in the spirit of
people by law, by the naked power of the state. In socialist
democracies this is done by the due process of law; in
more realistic totalitarian states the naked power is used.
But both take away the resources of those who do not contribute willingly to whatever t h e government may currently designate as "social need," The Soviet system, which

is the ultimate development of socialism, did this by killing many millions of farmers who resisted the collectivization of all the farms of Russia, The state then owned
all the land and the resources, so it could do what it
wanted with them, and personal decisions were no longer
permitted.

Good Intentions Not Enough
Such action rudely shocks the well-intentioned people
who believe in what they call the welfare provisions of
the socialist state, but who deplore police-state methods.
But though the words describing the welfare state methods are more honey-covered, the results are the same.
That is, the laws of the welfare state are imposed to plunder the resources-and control the actions-of the farmer
or the businessman to the same extent as does the dictate
of the totalitarian state. In either case, the objector is
either fined or jailed or liquidated, if he refuses to conform.

Not A Christian Idea
There is no Christianity in the concept that pressure
groups, desiring material benefits, have the right to use
the power of the state to take property from some individuals for the material gain of those who have the political power. That is plunder, and it is still plunder even if
Robin Hood declares that he is robbing the rich to help
the poor.
It is strange that even many of our churchmen should

trust neither themselves nor others to do the right and the
good thing about the need of the world. But we can see
that they lack faith when churchmen themselves advocate
these civil laws to take money away from people by force
to give it to those who demand material benefits. This
procedure may be a way to distribute money, but it is as
far from being a spiritual experience as anything in this
world could be.

Who Will Refuse?
We need new recognition of the power which lies within
us. We need to know that the life of God is within us i n
far greater measure than we now believe. We turn despairingly to the state, which is the vainest of hopes, because
we do not believe enough in either God or man. Let us
lift up our hearts. For which one of us is it that will refuse
his help in a case of real human need? You? I? Or is the
finger to be pointed again at that nebulous scapegoat
"someone else"?
I write as a minister, and I want to attest that through
an experience of thirty years I have never seen a church
member fail to respond to an authentic case of human
need. And from those who could and did help when I
have described such a case, I have invariably received
expressions of gratitude that the opportunity was presented.
It is that faith which we need restored today. If we will
only believe that such is the spirit of man we will not
only be believing more in God, but we shall receive a

response from the people of God that no one has yet
dreamed of. We act as though the opposite were truethat men are not really like God and are unable and reluctant to be moved by Him.
If we need laws to make people treat men of other faiths
and races as friends; if we need the police power of the
secular state to take money from men for human need; if
it is believed that the only hope of a city of God is to seek
the alternative of a collectivized mass leveled to the lowest common denominator of mentality and ability-if all
this be the limit of our hope for mankind, then even such
activity is sheer futility, for even if such an effort could
be achieved it would have no meaning at all for mankind.
This rejection of personal responsibility would prove only
that it is possible to make men live like whipped dogs,
and the proving of it would be hell.

Two Vital Questions
There are two questions in the beginning of Genesis that
illustrate the God-given personal responsibility of man.
The first is the question of God to Adam: "Where art
thou?" The second is the question of God to Cain: "Where
is Abel thy brother?" In both questions the Bible goes to
the heart of man's being and meaning. He is to make a
response to the personal search of God, and he is to bear
a personal responsibility for his brother. Man could not
evade his personal response to God by saying that the
woman tempted him, and he could not evade his personal
responsibility for his brother by saying that such respon-

sibilitywas not his and could be turned over to any other
power. When God raises such questions as those-and He
raises them to every man and woman in every generation
as He did in the Garden of Eden-God is not speaking to
a community. He is alone with a man. And in that moment
man cannot excuse himself by saying that his community
is immoral and has corrupted him, any more than Adam
could transfer his responsibility to a temptress, or any
more than Cain could transfer his responsibility to the
community.
The concept that the community is a moral object which
can accept such responsibility is utterly absurd. Only persons are moral or immoral; responsible or irresponsible.
Society and community are secular in form and substance;
they are terms describing social units which are without
moral significance at all. There is no more of a moral sense,
good or bad, about a state or a community than there is
about a crowd at a game. One would not dream of saying
that he could give over his responsibility for himself, or
for his brother, to the crowd in the bleachers. And no
more can a Christian believe that he can do so with the
state.

Charity Is Secret
Finally, we must remember one other biblical principle
when we are considering t h e plight of the poor and unfortunate: "Take heed that ye do not your alms before
men, to be seen of them: Otherwise ye have no reward
of your Father which is in heaven. Therefore when thou

doest thine alms, do not sound a trumpet before thee, as
the hypocrites do in the synagogues and in the streets,
that they may have glory of men. Verily I say unto you,
they have their reward. But when thou doest alms, let not
thy left hand know what thy right hand doeth: That thine
alms may be in secret; and thy Father which seeth in
secret Himself shall reward thee openly."
How can any attempt at governmental almsgiving be in
harmony with this Christian principle? Do the advocates
of social security legislation, relief laws, United Nations
rehabilitation programs, Point Four, and other compulsory
governmental schemes to aid poor and unfortunate people
"do their alms in secret"? Or do they "sound their trumpets before them" in order "that they may have glory of
men"? Is it their own money, or is the money taken from
others without their consent? Are their theory and practice
of "police-grants from the state" in harmony with the
teachings of Christ? If so, then are our voluntary social
and missionary societies really in accord with the mind
of Christ?

Christ Rejected
In defense of their acts, some of these legislators point
out that they-like Christ-have distributed food to those
who were hungry, and clothed those who were naked,
and housed those who were cold. This is a true statement.
But, nevertheless, they have rejected Christ in the process.
They have introduced the evil principle of force into an
arrangement that should be voluntary. They have made

a Roman holiday out of a responsibility that is essentially
spiritual, both for the giver and the receiver. These rulers
of men have rejected the spiritual, and have made this
stated or implied compact with their supporters: Elect
me to a position of power and I will then reward you-or
others designated by you-with special privileges and the
money that I will legally take from others.
Robbery is thus legalized. Equality before the law is
thus denied. Personal responsibility is thus rejected. Freedom is thus destroyed.
This political approach to charity may or may not be
effective strategy for winning elections, but let us never
inject the name of Christ or the principles of Christianity
into this sordid bargain. Rather let us hang our heads in
shame at the evil we have clone or tolerated in the name
of charity-especially to the very ones we have claimed
to be helping. Let us search for the lesson to be found in
this statement by the Apostle Paul: "And though I bestow
all my goods to feed the poor . . . and have not charity,
it profteth me nothing."
Let us render unto the state that which belongs to the
state, and unto God that which belongs to God. It is God's
commandment that there must be a personal concern, as
well as a persona1 sharing, with those in need. The use
of the force of government in this area of compassion and
charity precludes any personal expression of Christianity.
It becomes a mechanistic and secular thing, devoid of
feeling. So let us return to the teachings of the Gospels,
and render unto God our willing response to those of His
children who need our help and ourselves.

I N S U R I N G YOUR I N S U R A N C E

THE life insurance business was founded and has existed
on faith in the validity of certain economic principles.
One of them has been that only through investment in
productive enterprise could real earning power and true
prosperity be achieved, and that only through thrift and
conservation of resources could it be maintained.
We have believed that prosperity could not long continue under a system whereby one man reaped what another had sown; that it could not be increased by wars,
trade barriers, artificial or natural famines, high taxes,
restraints of trade or production, special-privilege legislation, currency debasement-the very obstacles to progress
against which our forefathers tried to protect us when they
set up our Constitution and form of government.
The trust that our policyholders have in us depends on
a confidence that when we repay our obligations in dollars, those dollars will have a commensurate exchange
value for something else. It is our unwritten, but nevertheless moral, obligation to do all we can to repay value
with value.
But we must now frankly face the fact that our own
government has become predatory. As long as we had a
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government which performed the functions of protecting
us against those who would seek to take our money or
possessions without compensation, this tendency to take
advantage of the belongings of others was held in check.
But now that our government itself has become predatory,
a good part of this protection has vanished.
If we include the foreign aid grants with the costs of
preparation for future wars, then almost one-half of our
40-odd billion dollar budget is being spent presumably to
fight off foreign collectivist threats to our security, our
liberty, and our way of life. And yet a vast part of the
rest of it is being spent right here at home to promote
steps which are leading us inexorably toward exactly the
same kind of collectivism-the same fallacies, the same
delusions.
The life insurance companies of America have 78 million
policyholders. What efforts have we made, let us ask
ourselves, to convey to them any idea of the damage the
something-for-nothing policies of government have done
to their savings a n d to their future?
I t seems to me that the only hope for our economic
salvation must lie in a determined expansion of an informational program. This is a good time to start. We must
all of us turn salesmen for this, the most important sales
campaign we have ever conducted. We must be fighters
in the most important war we have ever fought-a war
once again for American independence.

INFLATION

INFLATION can be prevented. Failure to do so is purely
and simply a matter of negligence.
Inflation is a trick done with money. Suppose that the
government were to provide vending machines all over
the country where persons could deposit each dollar they
now have and get two in return, by merely pressing a
button. If everyone were to use this gadget, each person
could then pay twice as much as before for everything he
buys. That would be inflation in a clear and simple form.
People could, of course, put away some of this new
money in "a sock" or otherwise hide it from circulation and
use. But with this inflation gadget operating, there would
be less incentive than before to keep the money in hiding,
because it would become worth less and less with passing
time. So the hoarding of money isn't likely to solve the
present inflation problem, if it persists.
Inflation means too much money. The way to prevent
inflation, then, is to close down the money factory. It is
just that simple, All the complicated gibberish one hears
and reads about inflation simply blocks an understanding
of the essentials of the problem-though it may impress the
ignorant, or hide the negligence of those who are respon-

sible for inflation by making the task of preventing inflation seem hopelessly complicated.

T h e Money Factory
Where is the money factory? Who operates it?
The money factory in our present money system is operated by the federal government, either directly or by farming it out to sub-contractors under the control of government." It makes paper money to replace that which has
become dirty or worn out. It makes new paper money to
increase the supply. It makes pennies, nickels, and the
silver coins. It permits the banks to grant credit to borrowers, which becomes money that is interchangeable
with any of the other forms of money in use.
But for purposes of seeing where responsibility lies in
the inflation problem, we need not concern ourselves with
all these different kinds of money. It is necessary only to
say that at present all forms of money come out of the
government factory, or are controlled by the government,
under a complete monopoly.
If anyone doubts the existence of this money monopoly
by the government, he can test it by manufacturing some
money himself-even one cent. He would then be charged
with counterfeiting, and be given a penitentiary sentence
for having infringed on the monopoly. The policeman in
this instance is the one who holds the monopoly.
"Beyond the scope of this analysis is the important question of
alternative money systems,with advantages or disadvantages so far
as the danger of inflation is concerned.
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The money monopoly is a strange one. We usually think
of a monopoly as restricting output, which can then be
sold at a much higher price. But in the money monopoly,
the government can force the citizens to take the entire
output of its product.

A Highly Profitable Monopoly
Not only that, but the operation is highly profitablenearly 100 per cent, or almost the entire price of the product. This is one clear case of an "excess profit" which the
victimized customers are forced to pay.
If the money monopoly were not so profitable, there
would be no inflation problem at this time. The profit incentiveworks with money and stimulates its production,
just as it does with anything else. In olden days when
some otherwise useful commodity like gold, for instance,
was used as money, anyone who wished could produce as
much of it as he liked. The production of money was then
legal and competitive, rather than being a crime as it is
now. Its production was so costly in time and expense
that the inefficient producers were crowded out, just as
they are crowded out of the production of brooms or
mouse traps.
But it is not so with present-day money, with the paper
bills and deposits that make up most of our money of
exchange. It doesn't cost much for the paper and ink and
printing needed to make a $100 bill. It is probably the
most profitable monopoly that ever existed, and the entire
force of the federal government is available to protect its

monopoly against the infringement of private counterfeiting.
When a private citizen counterfeits money, the wrath
of other citizens is aroused and they say: "He did no useful work to get that money, and yet he spends it in the
market place, taking food, clothing, and other things away
from those of us who have earned our money by working
for it. He takes useful things out of the market without
producing other useful things to go into the market, as we
do. The effect of his chicanery is that prices go up and the
rest of us receive less and less for our money."
This is a correct statement of what happens under counterfeiting. It is the reason for objecting to counterfeiting,
because the counterfeiter gets something for nothing. And
it is the reason for objecting to legal counterfeiting, too.
If everybody tried to live off counterfeit money, one would
at once discover its effect in the extreme. There would be
nothing to buy with the money and it would be completely
worthless.
When the government makes new money and spends
it, the effect on the supply of things in the market to be
bought by people with their earnings-and the effect on
prices-is exactly the same as when any private counterfeiter does so. The only difference between the two is
whether it is a private counterfeiter that gets benefits
looted from others, or whether it is a counterfeiting government spending it on pet projects-projects that the citizens are unwilling to finance either by private investment
or by tax payments.
Counterfeit money affects what you can get for your

money in the market much like water affectsthe punch at
a bring-your-own party. Each in attendance is to be allowed to dip into the punch bowl in proportion to the
quantity of ingredients he has brought and dumped into
it. All bring some pure ingredient wanted in the mixture.
Now suppose that one person brings water, and dumps
it in. This dilutes the punch, but the person who does it
is permitted to drink of the mixture the same as those who
are being cheated. We gets something for nothing, and the
rest get nothing for something by an equal amount. If
everyone were to do the same as he has done, it would be
perfectly clear what the adding of water does to the taste
of the punch. So it is with counterfeit money, whether
done privately or by the government.

Why Government InflatesMoney
The government makes this new money in order to cover
what it spends in excess of its income-its costs in excess
of its tax revenues. The government makes up the shortage with the new money made in its monopolistic money
factory. For our present purposes, it makes no difference
whether this is done withpaper bills directly, or with bills
which it obtains by issuing another form of paper moneygovernment bonds-which are forcecl upon the banking
system.
What the government does is like a counterfeiter who
continuously spends more than his earnings, a n d who goes
to his basement print shop each evening and makes enough
counterfeit money to balance the shortage. His pringshop

might put out either paper money direct, or counterfeit
bonds which he sells to the banks in exchange for the
money; the effect would be the same in either of the two
instances.

Living Within Income
The way-the only way-to stop this form of inflation is
for the government to live within its income. This can be
done either by raising enough in taxes to m e e t its costs,
or by paring down its costs to equal its income.
I n a family, t h ehousewife may try the formerm e t h o d
nudging the husband to ask for a raise, or to hustle for
more sales-but in the end the family must always resolve
the problem by spending less than it would like to spend,
and living within its income.
The government holds unlimited power to tax every
family in the nation, and for two decades has been raising
more and more taxes, but it has never resolved the problem that way.It appears to have forgotten the possibility
of reducing expenses as the means of living within its
income and avoiding inflation. So we have had inflation
almost continuously for twenty years, and are now faced
with its acceleration.
The only way to prevent inflation is to prevent these
governmental deficits; to pay currently and in full all the
expenses of government that we either demand or tolerate. To do this it is necessary either to increase taxes or to
cut clown the costs of government. We are only kidding
ourselves if we say that we can avoid both taxes and

governmental frugality, by inflation-financingof the excess
of its costs over its income.

Inflation A Form Of Tax
Inflation of the type we are discussing is in reality a form
of tax, not an alternative to taxes. It is, in fact, perhaps
the most pernicious form of tax, for the reason that it is
not recognized as such. It can ply its evil way under cover
of this ignorance, and without the resistances and disciplines of a tax that is open and recognized.
We speak of direct and indirect taxes. Property taxes or
income taxes which are paid by individuals are direct
taxes; only about one-third of all taxes are of this type
where we can see them clearly. Indirect taxes, making up
the other two-thirds, are collected at some point away
from the consumer, and become buried in the prices of
the things we buy and the services we employ. All these
direct and indirect taxes are at specific rates which are set
by a governmental body charged with that responsibility.
They decide what will be taxed, and how much.
But with inflation, which is in reality also a tax, it is not
these taxing bodies which designate the tax. It is a tax
created by default. When the spending part of government outruns the taxing part, the difference is financed by
governmental counterfeit, by inflation which falls as a tax
on each person in the market place in the form of higher
prices for what he buys. Everyone who uses money for
buying in the market pays some of this form of tax. It is
the close equivalent of a sales tax on everything. One who

favors deficit spending-the inflation tax-should not be
opposed to a sales tax imposed on all purchases of goods
and services, without exception. The only important difference is that the sales tax is known to be a tax, but the
inflation tax is thought to be avoidance or postponement
of the tax.

Postponed Taxes A Myth
This makes clear, I believe, why inflation is such a pernicious form of tax. People who would otherwise protest
and curb the extravagances of government are lulled by
the foolish notion that inflation is a means of postponing
payment of some of the current costs of government.
It is especially tempting to try to avoid taxes when the
government is spending with abandon for a "national
emergency." It is then argued that "since the expensive
projects of government are largely for the benefit of later
generations," why shouldn't part of the costs be left for
them to pay? This notion, as has been said, has become
a steady habit in the United States, especially during the
past two decades.
The truth is, however, that if the government this year
dips into the national punch bowl of goods and services
that are produced and available, what it takes out and
squanders this year is not there for others this year. The
more government takes and squanders this year, the less
someone will get back this year compared with what he
produces.
Why, if we ignore the minor item of foreign trade

balances, is it believed that a nation can postpone this
year's cost of government? Probably it is the presence of
money that confuses us. If we were to think only of punch
and potatoes and things-exchanged by barter-we would
not be confused, because we would then realize that we
cannot eat potatoes this year which are to be grown next
year.
A whole nation of persons can't go on year after year
consuming more than it has to consume. It can't do it for
one year, or even for one day. It can't do it by allowing
inflation, or by any other means. Failure to realize that
inflation is a form of tax leads to the false belief that inflation affords a means of postponing some of the costs
of government. But it can't be done.
If it were possible for a whole nation to postpone onethird of this year's cost of government until next year, why
not postpone half of it? All of it? And if it is possible to
postpone it until next year, why not postpone it for two
years? Ten? Forever? If this were possible, we would not
need to wait for Utopia. We could have it now!

Guns And Butter
The error in this line of thinking leads us to false hopes
about what the preparation for war will do to our living.
We are being told that both guns and butter are possible,
and that we can add the cost of a m i l i t a r ymachine without sacrifice in our civilian welfare.
We find these promises either stated or implied in statements given out by government and by various other

"leaders." People are to be protected, they tell us, against
suffering any decline in their living. They are to continue
to receive incomes about as high as before, after taxes.
Wage rates are being increased by about as much as the
prospective increase in personal taxes. The price control
program is offered as a promise to hold prices down. This
amounts to a promise that each dollar of wages will buy
as much as before the war program started. A promise of
the same take-home pay, with a promise that each dollar
will continue to buy as much as before, means a promise
of no decline in consumption.

Four M inus One Is Four
It has been claimed that the economy of the United States
was running full blast-"full employmentx-prior to going
on a wartime basis. Now a part of the national output is
to be absorbed into the military machine and its operation.
t
that in 1951 about oneOne qualified e c o n o m i sestimates
fourth of the output will be drained off for that purpose,
leaving three-fourths for civilian goods and services.
If one-fourth of our national effort is to be drained from
consumer living into military use, then one who believes
all these promises about no decline in consumer living
must believe that 4 minus 1 is 4. He should have learned
the error of this in first grade arithmetic. But apparently
he did not-not in a form that prevents his becominga
dupe for all these dishonest promises.
A comprehensive survey shows that about half the
people believe we can keep up our previous livingstand-

ards, without any sacrifice, during this war effort. One
person in six expects that living standards will even be
increased!
There is much talk about suddenly increasing production to meet this added burden, by more output from no
more employed persons. Small increases may be possible,
of course, but an increase of such proportions cannot be
accomplished merely by somebody ordering it to be done.
One who believes that must be obsessed with the authoritarian idea. If it were that easy, why haven't the orders
accomplished it long ago? There has never been any
shortage of the wish for more things, even in peacetime.
If it could be done that way, why is the output per manhour in Russia one-sixth below what it was in the prerevolution days of 1913, and even below that of 50 years
ago? If it could be done that way, why was the output
per man-hour in manufacturing in the United States in
1945-46 lower than in 1 940?
It is a terrible disservice to these persons to lead them
into this trap of expectations.One might as well try to do
a person a service by convincing him that if he walked
off a cliff he would not fall and hurt himself. Such an illusion might be pleasant before its truth is tested, but it
cannot cushion the fall.
Our present situation comes into clearer focus when it is
realized that inflation is a form of tax. A part of the cost
of government is paid for by what is c o m m o n l ycalled
taxes, in both direct and hidden forms, levied by the taxing part of government. The remainder of the cost of
government is paid for by the inflation tax, which is in

reality levied by the appropriations part of government
over the protest of the taxing part of government, which
has refused to raise all the taxes needed to cover all appropriations. This results in inflation, and prices rise.
There then is said to arise "need" for another big project
in government, the "inflation fighters." A big force of
lawyers, economists, and policemen is hired. They organize the citizens into community inflation-fighting
gangs, to lend an appearance of local respectability to the
endeavor. These local organizations also insure that neighbors will be enrolled to serve as policemen over their
neighbors, in the front line trenches where the fiercest
fighting is most likely to occur.
Why does all this .new machinery seem to be necessary?
What are they doing? The new branch of government is
set up for the purpose of fighting the payment of the inflation tax that has been assessed, by another branch of
government-the appropriations division. It would be as
logical to have the government set up a big unit in Washington, with citizens' committees and all that, to conduct
a tax revolt against the payment of income taxes-to fight
the Internal Revenue branch of the Treasury Department.

Economic Quackery
Every illusion floats on a plausibility.
Quack medical doctors attack the most vivid symptom
with something that is plausible to the suffering patient.
The treatment may be to throw cold water on a fevered
patient, or to throw hot water on one with chills. The quack

doctor may use two thermometers-one that does not rise
above 98.6 degrees which he uses for fever patients, and
another that does not fall below that point which he uses
for chill patients-to "prove" that his "cure" has been
effective.
A quack engineer might try to prevent an explosion by
adjusting the pressure gauge downward or closing the
safety valve. Or a quack railroad engineer might try to
prevent a wreck by adjusting the speed gauge downward
instead of reducing the speed.
All these are silly, indeed, but no more silly than their
equivalents in the economic field. "Price control to prevent inflation" is also silly. The only reason why the medical plausibilities seem more silly than these economic ones
is that medicine is further advanced and more widely
understood. The economic mistakes we are now bringing
upon ourselves may one day appear to our descendants
to be just as foolish as the medical superstitions of old
now appear to us.

Freezing T h e Price Thermometer
When there is inflation, prices rise. It wouldappear, then,
that inflation is caused by rising prices. And this is the
weapon of plausibility selected by the price-control part
of government to justify its fight against the appropriations part: "The way to fight inflation is simple-just establish price controls, and prohibit prices from rising."
There are two ways, in general, to test the truth of a
proposal like this, and to prevent the practice of quackery:

( 1 ) judging from experience, and ( 2 ) reasoning to the
right answer. By both of these tests, price control is shown
to be economic quackery.

Lessons From History
There has been a wealth of historical experience with
price controls. In fact, a recent archaeological discovery
reveals that the oldest known laws in the world were price
control laws-3,800 years ago in ancient Babylonia.
One of the best summaries of historical experience with
price controls is easily accessible to governmental officials
and others. In 1922, Mary G. Lacy, Librarian of the government's Bureau of Agricultural Economics, addressed
the Agricultural History Society under the title, Food
Control During Forty-sir C e n t u r i e sShe
. pointed out how
her search of history over this entire period revealed repeated attempts in many nations to curb by law the inflationary rises of price. She said:
The results have been astonishingly uniform. . . . The history
of government limitation of price seems to teach one clear
lesson: That in attempting to-ease the burdens of the people
in a time of high prices by artificially setting a limit to them,
the people are not relieved but only exchange one set of ills
for another which is greater. . . . The man, or class of men,
who controls the supply of essential foods is in possession of
supreme power. . . . They had to exercise this control in order
to hold supreme power, because all the people need food and
it is the only commodity of which this is true.
But we need not go so far back into history, and to a
foreign land, for evidence. Five short years ago we were

experiencing some of the vivid consequences of these
controls in the form of the "meat famine." It was not a
true shortage of meat at all. The trouble was that controls
were preventing its exchange, all along the lines of trade
from producer to consumer. This was only one small sample of the consequences of those wartime controls. H OW
short are our memories?

Free Price Is Economic Governor
Some may be tempted to ignore this long history of failure
of price controls on grounds that "conditions are now
different." Then they evidently do not understand the
reasons why price controls must always fail. These reasons
are perhaps the best test of whether they are likely to fail
of their avowed purpose this time.
It is impossible to consumesomething that has not been
produced, and it is foolish to produce something that is
not going to be consumed-to throw it away, or let it rot.
It follows, then, that a balance between what is produced
and what is consumed is the most desirable condition-if,
in fact, it is not economically imperative to have this balance. How is this balance of "supply" and "demand" to
be attained?
Under a condition of price freedom, those who produce
and those who consume will resolve this problem peacefully. The means by which they do it can best be visualized by the use of a chart, simplified for purposes of illustration. The details, shown here as equal changes in price
and quantities, differ from one product or service to an-

other and change with passing time. But despite these
differences, the principles we shall derive apply to each
product; and they apply whether the price is controlled
directly by governmentor by any other form of monopoly.
These are the principles of price-free and controlled
as revealed by the following chart:
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1. Reductions in price cause increases in the quantities
wanted (on the chart, five times as much at 10 cents as at
50 cents ) .

2. Reductions in price cause decreases in the quantities
offered (one-fifth as much at 10 cents as at 50 cents).
3. Supply and demand are equal at only one pointthe free market price (30 cents); higher prices always
cause surpluses (four-fifths remaining unsold at 50
cents); lower prices always cause shortages (four-fifths
of the demand not supplied at 10 cents).
4. Trading and the economic welfare of both producers
and consumers are greatest at the free market price, and
are prevented as prices are forced either higher or lower.
The only instance in which "price fixing" fails to have
these consequences is where it is set at the free market
level (30 cents), in which event the governmental edict
is a sham because that is where the price would be in the
absence of this pointless edict. This is the point where
people are freely acting in response to the inexorable signals of the market place. Yet, doing business at this price
becomes "lawlessness" and "irresponsibility" by edict
when price control sets it elsewhere.
Prices that are rigged very high or very low will kill
off practically all trading. Attempts to stimulate production, consumption, and trading by forced labor, socializing
of property, and subsidies to producers and consumers
are all awkward attempts to replace the performance of
people in a free market.
Under controls, those near the source of supply get most
of it, and those at a distance have to go without. Black
markets spring up. Distant consumers try to get some of
the supply. Confusion increases and tempers mount.
More and more price policemen are hired who, instead

of producing useful things, try to quell the confusion and
chaos. The bill for their salaries and other costs is sent to
the unfortunate victims of the controls.
This simple chart reveals the answer to the question:
Will price control stop inflation? All history has shown
it to have failed. There is only one point of price where
supply and demand are in balance, where both shortage
and surplus are avoided, where trade is most peaceful,
and where welfare is at a maximum. If this incontestable
fact is understood, the belief that we can escape reality
by enacting price control laws must bc dispelled as an
illusion.

From Price Lies T o Rationing
Price control really means that laws are passed to make
official prices tell lies. One of the penalties for the lying
is the creation of shortages that cannot be peacefully
resolved.
The shortage, once created, must be dealt with by further powers of government and law. There must be "rationing"-rationing by the government of the shortage it
has created by law, rationing of goods and services to
individuals because the government failed to limit the
output of its money factory.
When the free market is allowed to operate and to set
the price at a point where supply and demand willequate,
each person will have purchase tickets in the market which
correspond to the supply of something he puts into the
market. Gifts, of course, are an exception; but in the case

of gifts, the rights to draw on the market are still given by
the person who supplied the market with something to be
bought. These purchase rights are tickets of merit based
on production. And the whole thing balances out, as we
have said, peacefully.
When the government intervenes with price control
laws, this balance is no longer maintained. There are now
more tickets for things than there are things to redeem.
There are shortages created by law. Then governmental
rationing seems to be needed, whereby government officials are empowered to decide who shall get the short
supplies. This substitutes political considerations for the
merit of production under a free price in a free market.

Laws That Promote Dishonesty
Not only do government-controlled prices lie, but the
process also rapidly promotes dishonesty among all
groups-mercants, producers, consumers, government
employees, everybody. The temptation of bribery of government officials becomes great. Late during World War
II, a grocer of extremely high integrity and wide experience, told me that it was absolutely impossible for anyone
to practice honesty according to the law and still stay in
that business under price controls. The reason for this
should be clear when we consider the legislated falseness
and interference with business operations that become
involved.
If this nation is to carry a role of moral leadership in the
world, it will have to be founded on the morality of indi-

vidual persons. And this base is destroyed by such laws.
The shortages that result from price and wage controls
are purely a legalcreation, created by the price control
law and nothing else. I n an otherwise free economy, the
"success" of any price control law can be measured by the
extent of the shortage it creates, or the decline in production which it causes. And if such controls were complete
and effective, they would probably stop all production for
trade, which uses money. This conclusion is inescapable.
Under present conditions of inflation, caused by rampant governmental spending-with laws aimed at the
symptoms of inflation rather than dealing with its causethe time is short for making an important choice. Its nature is indicated by what Lenin allegedly said in 1924:
"Some day we shall force the United States to spend itself
into destruction." And Lord Keynes reports: "Lenin is said
to have declared that the best way to destroy the Capitalist
System was to debauch the currency. By a continuing
process of inflation, governments can confiscate, secretly
and unobserved, an important part of the wealth of their
citizens." Lenin probably knew that price and other controls-one of the main objectives of the system he favored
-would then be imposed.
Unless the price control law is rescinded, its disrupting
influence will lead to governmental enslavement of all
labor and confiscation of all production facilities-to adopt,
in other words, a completely socialist-communist system
which we are presumably opposing.
The only escape from the consequences of these laws
would seem to be for the citizens to ignore them. This

means lawlessness, technically, in the form of black market operations and all the other forms of evasion. This
places the honest citizen who favors human liberty in a
strange dilemma. He must choose between practicing lawlessness in this technical sense, or supporting a socialistcommunist regime.

A Sobering Thought
If we add to a moral breakdown of the people the confusion that is created when illusions and wishful thinking
bump up against economic laws which cannot be revoked
by man-made laws, and add to this the animosity that
grows under these conditions and the utter distrust of one
another that is aroused, then the prospect is too sobering
to be ignored.
A step in the direction of taking away the government's
monopoly in the production of money, and restricting government to the judicial aspects of exchange, would be to
compel the government to live within its income. This
means limiting government expenditures, strictly and absolutely, to taxes that are openly acknowledged to be
taxes. It means prohibition of the concealed and deceptive
tax of inflation.
If this were to be done, there no longer would be an
inflation problem of the type we now have. If this were
to be done, there no longer would be any excuse for the
enactment of socialist-communist rneasures-these deceptive processes of legalized price fictions and interference
with exchange. If this were to be done, it no longer would
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be "necessary" to give up our liberty under futile controls
aimed at the consequences of inflation rather than at its
cause.
Ruthless measures are called for after the citizens have
allowed their servant-government-to become their master. But it is better to be ruthless and successful in preventing inflation than to become the victims of both ruthlessness and failure.

ATHLETES, TAXES, INFLATION

Williams Signs with Red Sox
for Record Baseball Pay of $125,000
BOSTON, Feb. 7 (AP)-Ted
Williams, the Red Sox slugger,
today signed the highest salaried
contract in baseball history-for
an estimated $125,000.

Dollar Salaries
This is a comparison of Ruth's and
Williams' dollar
salaries.

Babe Ruth's $80,000 salary in
1930 and '31 was tops in the old
days.
The New York Times,
February8, 1950

Take-Home Pay
But after federal income taxes, this is a
comparison of their
take-home pay.

RUTH

WILLIAMS

RUTH

WILLIAMS

1931

1950

1931

1950

What the TakeHome Will Buy
Inflation has shrunk
the buyin power
of the do ar since
1931, so Williams'
real take-home pay
is only a little over
half of Ruth's-57
per cent.

RUTH

WILLIAMS

1931

1950

If Ted Williams were to have as much buying power in
1950 as Babe Ruth had in 1931, he would have to be paid
$327,451.

WARDS O F THE GOVERNMENT

THE constitutions of former American slave states generally specified that the masters must provide their slaves
with adequate housing, food, medical care and old-age
benefits. The Mississippi Constitution contained this additional sentence:
The legislature shall have no power to pass laws for the
emancipation of slaves . . . [except] where the slave shall have
rendered the State some distinguished service;
The highest honor that Mississippi could offer a man
for distinguished service to his country was personal responsibility for his own welfare! His reward was freedom
to find his own job and to have his own earnings, freedom
to be responsible for his own housing, freedom to arrange
for his own medical care, freedom to save for his own old
age. In short, his reward was the individual opportunities
-and the personal responsibilities-that have always distinguished a free man from a dependent.
What higher honor can any government offer?
But many present-day Americans are trying to avoid this
personal responsibility that is freedom. They are voting
for men who promise to install a system of compulsory,
government-guaranteed "security"-a partial return to the

old slave laws of Georgia that guaranteed to all slaves
"the right to food and raiment, to kind attention when
sick, to maintenance in old age. . . ." And the arguments
used to defend this present-day trend toward the bondage
of a Welfare State are essentially the same arguments that
were formerly used to defend the bondage of outright
slavery.
For example, many of the slave-holders claimed that
they knew what was "best for the slaves." After all, hadn't
the masters "rescued the slaves from a life of savagery?
The advocates of government-guaranteed "security" also
claim that they know what is best for the people. Many
of them argue in this fashion: "After all, haven't the
American people conclusively shown that they are incapable of handling the responsibility for their own welfare?"
Many of the slave-holders sincerely believed that the
"dumb, ignorant slaves" would starve to death unless their
welfare was guaranteed by the masters. And the advocates
of compulsory "security" frequently say: "Are you in favor
of letting people starve?"

Most Precious Of All
But as proof of the fact that personal responsibility for
one's own welfare brings increased material well-being,
consider the emancipated slaves. Among them, there were
old and crippled and sick people. They had no homes, no
jobs, and little education. But-most precious of all-the
former slaves were responsible for their own welfare.

They were free. They had the privilege of finding their
own security.
Now compare the remarkable progress of those former
slaves to the lack of progress of the American Indians who
were made wards of the government; who were given
state-guaranteed "security" instead of freedom with responsibility. In 1862, most American Negroes were slaves.
Today they are about as self-supporting and responsible
as other American citizens. Meanwhile the Indians as a
group have become less self-supporting and more dependent on government aid. It has been claimed that
many thousands of Indians will actually die of starvation
unless the government feeds them. If this is true-why?

Caretakers
There seems to be no scientific basis for calling the Indians
an innately inferior race. As has been proved by the success of many individual Indians, they have just as much
capacity for understanding and advancement as the Negroes and the so-called Nordics. But today there are more
than 12,000 federal employees directly "taking care" of
the 233,000 reservation Indians who are still classified as
wards of the government. The number of government
caretakers for the Indians has been steadily increasing over
the years. As a result, the reservation Indian is becoming
less self-sufficient and more dependent upon what he calls
"the Great White Father in Washington."
Instead of freedom, the Indian has government-guaranteed "security." Instead of individual responsibility, he

has a government bureau to handle his personal affairs.
There are special laws governing his right to own land
and to spend tribalmoney. Under that system of bondage
it should surprise no one to find that many thousands of
Indians have remained uneducated, hungry, diseased, and
mismanaged.
The only lasting solution is for the Indians themselves to
handle their own affairs on the basis of individual freedom
and personal responsibility. If this is not true, then the
blessings of freedom would appear to be fanciful myths.
But for some queer reason, we Americans seem to believe
that just because our pioneer fathers once subjugatedthe
Indians, we in turn are obligated to keep them in the
bondage of government "security." As a result, the Indian
has the status of a ward instead of a citizen. Instead of
being a responsible person, he is a dependent.
And in a like manner, if we free Americans continue to
turn to government for our security, we too will surely
become dependent wards instead of responsible citizens.
There will be a Commissioner to control our personal
affairs and our individual responsibilities, Instead of calico
and blankets, we may be promised a hundred dollars
every month. But since the principle is the same in both
cases, the results will also eventually be the same.

A Return To Bondage
The advocates of this compulsory "security" honestly seem
to believe that most Americans-including the Indiansare too ignorant, or lazy, or worthless to be trusted with
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their own destiny; that they will literally starve in the
streets unless their welfare is guaranteed by a "benevolent"
government. However good their intentions may be, these
disciples of a Relief State are demanding that they be
given the power to force mankind to follow their plans.
In the name of liberty they advocate bondage!
This is true because the persons who receive support
from the state are thereby led to expect-and then to demand-more support from the state. They become dependents. Thus they enter into a form of bondage. They
lose their individual freedom of choice to whatever extent
the state assumes responsibility for their personal welfare.
I11 time, as is now the case in the Welfare State of Russia,
the people become completely subservient to the state. In
effect, they become slaves of the "benevolent" government that has promised to solve all of their personal problems for them!
Admittedly, this is not the intent of the planners. Apparently, most of the advocates of government paternalism really believe that they are able to know and to do
what is "best" for all of the people. Most of them may
honestly desire to help the people. But their efforts always
result in some form of bondage. For example, the leaders
of the Labor government in Britain probably never even
dreamed of bringing compulsory labor to its supporters.
Yet that is what they did. In England today the democratically elected leaders can-and do-force persons to
work where the government decrees they are most needed.
And if the person objects to his government's decision,
force is used to make him conform.
[ 202 ]

The Road To Hell . . .
In Russia we find another example of the fact that good
intentions are no guarantee of freedom. For instance, in
the beginning Lenin and Stalin probably had no desire
whatever to bring slavery to Russia. Their announced
plan was to free the Russian people from the slavery of
an all-powerful government. But look what happened!
We Americans of today are following this same path
toward the bondage of a Welfare or Slave State. Just as
the law once guaranteed "adequate" medical care for
American slaves, so a law to guarantee adequate medical
care for all Americans is being demanded today. And who
will determine what is adequate medical care for a person? Not the person, but the government official who has
the authority.
And jobs? Of course the government can guarantee
every man a job-just as every slave was "guaranteed
a job; just as every Russian is "guaranteed" a job. But it
is impossible, of course, for the government to guarantee
everyone a job of his own choosing. Some persons must
be guaranteed the scavenger jobs. They may not like it,
but dependents have little choice.

The Only Hope
It is true that many citizens in this country are old and
crippled and sick and homeless.Possibly sorne of them
are jobless through no fault of their own. The same conditions existed during our Revolutionary War. But our

ancestors knew that their only hope for permanent security lay in their own individual efforts, They k n e w
that the main purpose of government should be to protect
whatever security the people were able to attain individually or in voluntary cooperation. They knew that
electing or appointing a man to public office cannot endow
him with wisdom; it can endow him only with power.
Thus they took no chances on this power of government
being used to encroach upon their individual liberties and
their personal responsibilities. In advance, they put positive restrictions on all office-holders. And as a final guarantee of freedom, they specified that any powers not expressly given to the federal officials were to remain with
the individual citizens and their local governments.

The Use Of Force
The American Constitution naturally did not list virtuessuch as compassion, charity, and respect for one's fellow
man-as functions of government. The statesmen who
founded our government knew that all virtues are purely
personal and voluntary. It is utter nonsense to imagine
that a person can be forced to be good. Government can
and should use force to punish a person who commits
a crime. But this same force cannot be used to create
kindness and compassion within the mind and heart of
any person.
Thus the authors of our Constitution left compassion
and charity-aid to the unfortunate-on a strictly voluntary basis. They designed a form of government based on

individual freedom, personal responsibility, and equality
before the law for all citizens. Wisely, they made no attempt whatever to separate freedom of choice from the
resulting reward or punishment, success or failure. Since
they recognized the absurdity of passing laws to protect
a person from himself, they left all citizens free to make
their own decisions concerning their own personal welfare. From all viewpoints, including that of material security for the so-called common man, those decisions concerning the proper functions of government proved to be
the most effective that the world has ever known in this
field.

Bread And Circus
If this state-guaranteed "security" idea were new, it might
help explain why so many people insist on trying it. But
it is not new. It was written into the Code of Hammurabi
over 4,000 years ago. In one form or another, it has been
tried time and again throughout history-always with the
same result. In the Roman Empire it was called "bread
and circus." More recently, Karl Marx called it socialism.
He believed that the state should take "from each according to his abilities" and "give to each according to his
needs."
Marx said that it was the duty of government to provide
all people with adequate housing, medical care, jobs and
social security. Word for word, the advocates of government "security" in this country are saying the same thing
today.

And just as the Russians are enslaved to a Welfare
State, so this country is being carried into bondage by
accepting the same false principle. Just as force is used in
Russia to make the people conform to the security laws
designed "for their own good," so we also are now forced
to submit to American security laws designed "for our
own good." And just as the Russian state punishes any
objector, so the American state will now imprison us if we
refuse to conform.

Enemy Of The State
If you doubt that compulsory socialism has gone to that
extreme in this country, just test it, for instance, by refusing to pay the social security tax that is taken from
your salary. The government will do the same thing to
you that it did to the owner of a small battery shop in
Pennsylvania who balked at the idea of compulsory social
security. First, the state confiscated his property. Still he
refused to obey. Then the state preferred criminal charges
against him. And in January of 1943, the government gave
him the choice of conforming or going to prison as a
criminal-an enemy of the state because he refused to pay
social security! He paid. And his six-months' prison sentence was suspended.
Next may come total government housing-"for our own
good," of course. Then the state will assign us so many
square feet of "adequate" living space. This is true because, under complete state ownership of housing, there
is no other way that government can do it. We may ask
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"free" medical care, more government "welfare" projects,
and more special privileges to various groups and interests.
Most of our movies, magazines, newspapers and radio
programs generally endorse-directly or indirectly-the
idea of some form of government-guaranteed "security."
Even the few objections seem to be aimed mostly at poor
administration instead of a recognition that the theory
is wrong in principle.
And, whether we like it or not, many of the instructors
in our schools and colleges are teaching the desirability
of the Relief State, the "planned economy" and government ownership in general.

Golden Rule Rejected
Finally,even some of our church leaders are teaching that
the force of government should be used to make people
charitable and good. Some of these Christian leaders seem
to have forgotten that the principles of the Good Samaritan and each individual doing unto others as he would
have others do unto him are voluntary principles. In many
cases, these principles have now been discarded for this
evil slogan: "It is the duty of government to care for the
sick, to feed the hungry, to aid the unfortunate, and to
build houses for those who need them." Probably one of
the main reasons for the declining influence of the church
is that the church is defaulting on many of its own responsibilities by turning them over to government. Many of
our church leaders are rendering unto Caesar that which
does not belong to Caesar.

cal power could very well decide to leave every person
free to do as he pleases so Iong as he does not infringe
upon the same right of every other person to do as he
pleases. However, that concept appears to be utterly without reason to a person who wants to exercise political
power over his fellow man, for he asks himself: "How can
I 'do good' for the people if I just leave them alone?"
Besides, he does not want to pass into history as a "do
nothing" leader who ends up as a footnote somewhere.
So he begins to pass laws that will force all other persons
to conform to his ideas of what is good for them.

A Strain On Morality
That is the danger point! The more restrictions and compulsions he imposes on other persons, the greater the
strain on his own morality. As his appetite for using force
against people increases, he tends increasingly to surround himself with advisers who also seem to derive a
peculiar pleasure from forcing others to obey their decrees.
He appoints friends and supporters to easy jobs of questionable necessity. If there are not enough jobs to go
around, he creates new ones. In some instances, jobs are
sold to the highest bidder. The hard-earned money of
those over whom he rules is loaned for questionable private endeavors or spent on grandiose public projects at
home and abroad. If there is opposition, an emergency is
declared or created to justify these actions.
If the benevolent ruler stays in power long enough, he
eventually concludes that power and wisdom are the same

thing. And as he possesses power, he must also possess
wisdom. We becomes converted to the seductive thesis
that election to public office endows the official with both
power and wisdom. At this point, he begins to lose his
ability to distinguish between what is morally right and
what is politically expedient.

of those decisions. Thus it seems to me that it is an act
against God for men to pass laws which destroy individual
liberty; which deprive persons of the responsibility for
their own acts or for their own welfare. Such laws are advocated by persons who lack faith in God and in their
fellow men!
It seems to me that there is convincing evidence to support my beliefs on this subject. And the basic evidence is
found in the fact that no person is physically or mentally
or morally identical to any other person. For example,
everyone knows that the fingerprints of all persons are
different. And these differences-these individualities,
these inequalities-carry through all the physical, mental,
and moral characteristics of mankind. It seems to me that
if we have faith in God, we must realize that He had a
purpose in designing us so that no person is like any other
person; that is to say, so that each person is an individual.
Let us examine this God-given individuality of men and
speculate upon its relationship to liberty and responsibility
and survival.

The Right To Choose
It must be obvious that liberty necessarily means freedom
to choose foolishly as well as wisely; freedom to choose
evil as well as good; freedom to enjoy the rewards of good
judgment, and freedom to suffer the penalties of bad judgment. If this is not true, the word "freedom" has no meaning. Yet there are persons in America who wish to pass
laws to force people to do only "good," or at least their

concept of what is good. These would-be dictators are not
content with a preventive law which punishes a person
who deliberately chooses to injure his neighbor; a law
which prevents any person from forcing his viewpoint
upon any other person; a law which penalizes the person
who interferes with the liberty of others. On the contrary,
these persons who arrogate to themselves the functions
of God demand a positive law to compel others to do as
they wish them to do. And-for some reason which I cannot understand-these same people use the words "liberty"
and "democracy" to justify their plans to deprive other
men of freedom.
These proposed laws are frequently justified on the
ground that there are physical and mental inequalities in
the world; that those inequalities result in economic inequalities; and that the primary function of government
is to pass laws that will tend to equalize such inequalities.
Is not this concept of government a rather brazen indictment of God? Is not this an acceptance of the communistic
theory of using force to take "from each according to his
abilities" and to give "to each according to his needs"?
It is true that no two persons are equal, and that some
persons receive more pay for their services than do other
persons. But my faith in God makes me insist that there
is a logical and good reason for this fact. And I believe that
this is the reason:
This inequality among persons is a law of nature, a law
which is just as unchangeable and just as necessary to
understand as is any other natural law, as, for example, the
law of gravity. This particular law is known as the "law
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of variation," and from the unrestricted operation of this
law of nature comes all human progress. The law of variation permits children to be different from their parents.
It permits brothers to think differently and to act differently. It permits the existence of both misers and philanthropists; saints and sinners; rich and poor. It permits inventors to invent, managers to manage-and purchasing
agents to purchase. It permits each person to seek a job
or profession which is most suited to his inherent talents
and his desires. It encourages a voluntary division of labor,
with resulting maximum efficiencyand greater prosperity
for all. Without this variation-this unequalness-our social
structure would be similar to that of an anthill or a beehive, where each member is born to do a certain predetermined job which he does with blind allegiance to his
society and with no consideration of personal interests or
preferences.
Unfortunately there are many persons in the world who
hate variations and inequalities, who admire the type of
society developed by the ants and bees. These people see
that variation among human beings has allowed one person to produce more than another, with resulting differences in material possessions and comforts. And then these
self-appointed supervisors of human destiny, who cannot
tolerate variation, begin to agitate for a law to take away
from the high producer and give to the low producer.
They want to use the force of government to repeal the
law of variation; to redesign mankind; to force their concepts of morality and economics on all other persons; in
short-to play God.

Masterminds At Work
And in this process they deny to every person the right
to dispose of the products of his own labor as he chooses.
On the contrary, it must be as they, the "masterminds,"
decree! These so-called do-gooders and benevolent legislators deny this right of choice to the producer because they fear that other people will spend their earnings in a pattern different from that which they would
plan for them. They have no faith in the voluntary decisions of free persons!
For example, the person who earns the money might
want to endow a college or a hospital or a summer camp
for poor children; but the planner wants to take the money
away from him and use it to subsidize "cheap" electricity
for the people who live in Tennessee or in the Pacific
Northwest. The person with a good income might want
to spend some of his money for a trip around the world,
but the planner calls this "social inequality," and he proposes a law whereby the government may take the individual's money, by force, and use it for some so-called
socially-useful purpose like encouraging the growth of
surplus potatoes, for which there is no market, in order
that they may be destroyed. Or the planner may propose
to deprive the producer of his money and apply it to some
alleged "social good" like government ownership of housing, or a government steel plant, or government-controlled
education, or some similar project which gives to government the power to tell the people what they must or must
not do; how they must or must not live.

Even in conquered Germany and Japan, we would not
dare to take 38%of the industrial earnings, because we
know that the results would be disastrous. And yet, in the
face of this knowledge, we are seriously considering taking
41%of the earnings of all successful American industries.
Unless we change the present course of our thinking in
America, the next step will be 50%-and then more!

The End Of The Road
It makes one wonder whether we are deliberately trying
to destroy ourselves. All along this course our liberties
begin to slip away from us. In the beginning this happens
slowly and almost unnoticed. The "emergency" and "temporary" restrictions and compulsions by government are
not generally recognized as lost liberties. But the end result of this procedure-a procedure that always comes
neatly wrapped in the American flag and labeled "social
justice -is complete government control, complete loss
of liberty, and the extinction of civilized man as we know
him. Why should this confiscation-a percentage of our
production that even a conqueror would not dare to takebe called liberty? Why should the word "freedom" be used
to describe these government compulsions and restrictions? Certainly the founders of this republic had no such
concept of freedom.
Now I know that those who disagree with me will say
that this is a democracy and that we can vote for anything
we please; that, in fact, we can vote to turn all industry
and all income over to the government, if we so desire.
H

That is true; but consider this: It is also true that we
could vote to re-establish slavery in America. Would that
make slavery "right" or "democratic"? We could democratically vote to have a state religion and to force everyone to conform to the majority decision; but that would
make a mockery of democracy and the right to vote. We
could democratically vote to print enough money to give
every person a million dollars; but would such exercise
of the franchise help anyone except those who wish to
destroy America?

Inalienable Rights
All these measures-and others of a similar nature-could
be enacted legally and democratically under the concept
of majority rule. But would any person be so foolish as to
say that they should be enacted? Willany thinkingperson
say that a law is "right" merely because a majority has
voted for it? W e must always remember that our Constitution was designed to protect the freedom of the smallest
possible minority-one person-against the demands of the
greatest possible majority-all other persons combined.
That single idea of inalienable rights of the individual
person is-or, at least, was-the fundamental spirit of the
American tradition of government. And if we Iose that
concept of government, by force or by our own votes, the
American dream of liberty will be ended.
I am very glad that we have a form of government that
requires voting, because so Iong as this condition exists,
there is nothing to prevent US from voting against these

immoral laws that are leading the American people into
bondage to their own government. It is still possible to
turn back; and it is not yet too late to turn back. If we
really want to face the responsibility, to pay the price, of
a return to freedom, we ean still have it.

How To Destroy Progress
Let us speculate on the price which we must pay for liberty. First and foremost, all so-called welfare schemes
must go; for dependence upon government will destroy
progress and production in two ways: First, the high producers will not continue to do their best if most of the
product of their labor is taken from them. Second, the low
producers will not be eager to work harder if they know
that government will guarantee to them the security of
housing, food, medical care, old age benefits, and the other
necessities of life. If we continue along this path to the
misnamed welfare state, we must soon find ourselves in
the position of our reservation Indians, who have had a
system of government-guaranteed "security" for the past
hundred years.
The inevitable result of such "security '-to the Indians
or to any other people who try it-is dramatically told in
a report from a young minister, R. J. Rushdoony, who is
now a missionary to the Indians on one of our American
reservations:
3

One of the surest consequences of a government of "welfare"
and "security" is the rapid decline and death of responsibility
and character.

Whatever the pre-reservation Indian was, and his faults
were real, he was able to take care of himself and had a character becoming to his culture and religion. He was a responsible
person. Today he is far from that. The wretched security he
has had, beginning with the food and clothing dole of early
years, designed to enforce the reservation system and destroy
Indian resistance, has sapped him of character. The average
Indian knows that he can gamble and drink away his earnings
and still be sure that his house and land will remain his own,
and, with his hunting rights, he can always eke out some kind
of existence.
Government men too often hamper and impede the man
with initiative and character. This is because their program
inevitably must be formulated in terms of the lowest common
denominator, the weakest Indian. In addition, the provisions
of the government for the "welfare" and "security" of the
Indians remove the consequences from their sinning and irresponsibility. The result is a license to irresponsibility, which
all the touted government projects cannot counteract.
And I believe the results would be no better for the best
hundred or thousand persons selected from any society, after
a generation or so of the same kind of "welfare" and "securityo
government. . . .

Let us look a t another example from our own history.
Here is a statement from a recently-published article
called Wards of the Government by Dean Russell:
The constitutions of former American slave states generally
specified that the masters must provide their slaves with adequate housing, food, medical care, and old-age benefits. The
Mississippi Constitution contained this additional sentence:

"The legislature shall have no power to pass laws for the
emancipation of slaves
[except] where the slave shall
have rendered the State some distinguished service;"
The highest honor that Mississippi could offer a man for
distinguished service to his country was personal responsibility
for his own welfare!His reward was freedom to find his own
job and to have his own earnings, freedom to be responsible
for his own medical care, freedom to save for his own old age.
In short, his reward was the individual opportunities - and the
personal responsibilities-that have always distinguished a
free man from a dependent.
What higher honor can any government offer?
But many present-day Americans are trying to avoid this
personal responsibility that is freedom. They are voting for
men who promise to install a system of compulsory, government-guaranteed "security"-a partial return to the old slave
laws of Georgia that guaranteed to all slaves "the right to food
and raiment, to kind attention when sick, to maintenance in old
age.
And the arguments used to defend this present-day
trend toward the bondage of a Welfare State are essentially
the same arguments that were formerly used to defend the
bondage of outright slavery.
For example, many of the slave-holders claimed that they
knewwhat was 'best for the slaves." After all, hadn't the masters "rescued" the slaves from a life of savagery? The advocates
of government-guaranteed "security" also claim that they know
what is best for the people. Many of them argue in this fashion:
"After all, haven't the American people conclusively shown
that they are incapable of handling the responsibility for their
own welfare?"
Many of the slave-holders sincerely believed that the "dumb,
ignorant slaves" would starve to death unless their welfare was
guaranteed by the masters. And the advocates of compulsory
"security" frequently say: "Are you in favor of letting people
starve?"

...

. . ."
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But as proof of the fact that personal responsibility for one's
own welfare brings increased material well-being, consider the
emancipated slaves. Among them were old and crippled and
sick people. They had no homes, no jobs, and little education.
But-most precious of all-the former slaves were responsible for their own welfare. They were free. They had the privilege of finding their own security.
Now compare the remarkable progress of those former slaves
to the lack of progress of the American Indians who were made
wards of the government; who were given state-guaranteed
"security" instead of freedom with responsibility. In 1862, most
American Negroes were slaves. Today they are about as selfsupporting and responsible as other American citizens. Meanwhile the Indians as a group have become less self-supporting
and more dependent on government aid. It has been claimed
that many thousands of Indians will actually die of starvation
unless the government feeds them. If this is true, why is it
so?

...

How T o Destroy A Person
To those two reports on the results of government-guaranteed "security" I desire to add this thought: If I should
want to destroy you, I would try to relieve you of the
responsibility for your own welfare and to make you dependent upon me for food, clothing, housing, medical
care, and the other necessities of life. After a few years of
such dependence you would be helpless, subject to my
every command-in effect, a slave.
But in spite of the two cases I have noted above, and
many similarones which can be cited from the long record
of history, there are well-intentioned but misinformed
persons who still insist that unless government supports

its citizens they will be ill-clothed, ill-housed, and ill-fed.
This belief is often expressed by the question: "Would
you let them starve?"

Freedom Rejected
Do the people who utter such nonsense understand the
meaning of their proposals? In effect they are saying that
a free person in a free society cannot support himself;
that a free American cannot or will not support his own
family; that free Americans will permit their less fortunate
neighbors to starve; that our American doctors will not
aid a sick person who has no money; that persons with
freedom of choice will choose to let homeless people sleep
in the streets; that a free people will reject their responsibilities to their fellow men; and that we have renounced
Christ's commandments on love and charity.
I refuse to concede that we Americans have sunk so low.
If we have, then liberty is dead, and we are taking part
in its interment. If we cannot and will not accept the responsibilities of liberty and a voluntary society of free
men, then indeed is civilized man at the end of his rope.
If I had any thought that this is the case, I would not be
speaking to you today. For I believe that we Americans
want liberty, and that we are willing and able to pay the
price for it.
This price which we must pay is the abolition of all special laws for all special groups and interests. Subsidies to
businessmen as well as to farmers must stop. Special privileges and preferences for able-bodied veterans must be
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ended. There must be an end to special laws which exempt
labor groups from the consequences of their actions. The
special tax privileges for producer and consumer cooperatives must be repealed, or extended to all corporate business. The law which gives tenants special treatment at the
expense of home owners must be abolished. Whatever the
sacrifice, our government must live within its income; and
the amount of that income which is taken from the people
must be drastically reduced. We must abolish all privileges
and ask of government the only equality which can possibly exist-equality before the law. In short, we must demand that government confine itself to the primary functions of protecting the life, liberty, and property of the
individual-all individuals. Then each person will be free
to do as he pleases so long as h edoes not interfere with the
right of any other person to do as he pleases. Then each
person will enjoy as much equality and security as it is
possible for him to have in a world of admitted inequality
and insecurity.

Liberty The Key To Survival
I am aware that this price for liberty may seem high to
some people. I know that those groups and persons who
now enjoy those special privileges will do all in their
power to keep them-and to extend them. Even so, I have
faith that the vast majority of the American people want
liberty and are willing to accept the persona1 responsibility which liberty requires. I believe that the only requirement for the return to liberty is an understanding of

what it is. I believe that we will understand it and that
we will then return to it. I have this faith in my fellow
Americans because I believe they will know that upon
liberty--and upon liberty alone-depends the survival of
the species!

FOOD CONTROL D U R I N G
FORTY-SIX C E N T U R I E S
A Contribution T o The History Of Price Fixing

THEman, or class of men, who controls the supply of essential foods is in possession of the supreme power. The safeguarding of the food supply has therefore been the concern
of governments since they have been in existence. They
had to exercise this control in order to hold the supreme
power, because all the people need food and it is the only
commodity of which this is true.
In connection with this control it would seem that every
possible expedient and experiment had been tried. One of
the most frequent methods of control used has been the
limitation of prices by legal enactment. The results have
been astonishingly uniform considering the variety of conditions and circumstances under which the experiments
have taken place. They make an interesting record and one
which contains food for thought. . . .
The history of government limitation of price seems to
teach one clear lesson: That in attempting to ease the burdens of the people in a time of high prices by artificially

setting a limit to them, the people are not relieved but
only exchange one set of ills for another which is greater.
Among these illsare: (1) the withholding of goods from
the market, because consumers being in the majority, price
fixing is usually in their interest; (2) the dividing of the
community into two hostile camps, one only of which considers that the government acts in its interest; ( 3 ) the
practical difficulties of enforcing such limitation in prices
which in the very nature of the case requires the cooperation of both producer and consumer to make it effective. . . .

ON T H A T DAY B E G A N LIES

From the day when the first members of councils
placed exterior authority higher than interior, that is
to say, recognized the decisions of men united in
councils as more important and more sacred than reason and conscience; on that day began lies that caused
the loss of millions of human beings and which continue their unhappy work to the present day.
LEO TOLSTOY*

This is a striking statement. Is it possible that there is
something of a wholly destructive nature which has its
source in councilmanic,or in group, or in committee-type
action? Can this sort of thing generate lies that actually
cause the loss of "millions of human beings"?
Any reasonable clue to the unhappy state of our affairs
merits investigation. Two world wars that settled nothing
except adding to the difficultiesof avoiding even worse
ones; men lacking in good character rising to positions of
power over millions of other men; freedom to produce, to
trade, to travel, disappearing from the earth; everywhere
the fretful talk of security as insecurity daily becomes
more evident; suggested solutionsto problems made of the
stuff that gave rise to the problems; the tragic spectacle,

* The Law of Love and the Law of Violence (Rudolph Field, N.Y.)
p. 26.

even here in America, of any one of many union leaders
being able, at will,to control a strategic part of the complex exchange machinery on which the livelihood of all
depends; these and other perplexities of import combine
to raise a tumultuous "why," and to hasten the search for
answers.

The Search For Answers
Strange how wide and varied the search, as though we
intuitively knew the cause to lie in some elusive, hidden,
unnoticed error; tens of thousands of not too well tutored
folks trying to find light in Toynbee's difficultand erudite
A Study of History, other thousands desperately groping
through the pages of Du Noiiy's Human Destiny, and
The Big Fisherman by Lloyd Douglas maintaining week
after week its best-seller position.
Yes, the search is on for the errors and their answers.
These are definitely not being sought from the comics,
from advertisements, or from over-simplified screeds prepared for the "Mortimer Snerd" trade. The affair is serious.
The stake is life itself. And the error or errors, it is agreed
at least by the serious-minded, may well be found deep
in the thoughts and behaviors of men, even of well-intentioned men. Anyway, everything and everyone is suspect.
And, why not? When there is known to be a culprit and
the culprit is not known, what other scientifically sound
procedure is there?
". . . on that day began lies. . . ." That is something to
think about. Obviously, if everything said or written were

lies, then truth or right principles would be unknown.
Subtract all knowledge of right principles and there would
not be even chaos among men. Quite likely there would
be no men at all.
If half of everything said or written were lies . . .
Human life is dependent not only on the knowledge of
right principles but dependent, also, on actions in accordance with right principles. Admittedly there are wrong
principles and right principles. However, the nearest that
any person can get to right principles-truth-is that which
his highest personal judgment dictates as right. Beyond
that one cannot go or achieve. Truth, then, as nearly as
any individual can express it, is in strict accordance with
this inner, personal dictate of rightness.
The accurate representation of this inner, personal dictate is intellectual integrity. It is the expressing, living,
acting of such truth as any given person is in possession of.
Inaccurate representation of what one believes to be right
is untruth. It is a lie.
Attaining knowledge of right principles is an infinite
process. It is a development to be pursued but never completed. Intellectual integrity, the accurate reflection of
highest personal judgment, on the other hand, is within
the reach of all. Thus, the best we can do with ourselves
is to represent ourselves at our best. To do otherwise is to
tell a lie. To tell lies is to destroy such truth as is known.
To deny truth is to destroy ourselves.
It would seem to follow, then, that if we could isolate
any one or numerous origins of lies we might put the spotlight on the genesis of our troublous times. This is why it

.

seems appropriate to accept Tolstoy's statement as a
hypothesis and examine into the idea that lies begin with
"decisions of men united in councils as more important
and more sacred than reason and conscience." For, certainly, today, much of the decision that guides national
and world policy springs from "men united in councils."
In what manner, then, do "the decisions of men united
in councils" tend to initiate lies? Experience with these
arrangements suggests that there are several ways.

The Spirit Of The Mob
The first has to do with a strange and what in most
instances must be an unconscious behavior of men in
association. Consider the mob. It is a loose-type association. The mob will tar and feather, burn at the stake,
string up by the neck, and otherwise murder. But dissect
this association, pull it apart, investigate its individual
components. Each person, very often, is a God-fearing,
home-loving, wouldn't-kill-a-fly type of individual.
What happens, then? What makes persons in a mob
behave as they do? What accounts for the distinction between these persons acting as responsible individuals and
acting in association?
Perhaps it is this: These persons, when in mob association, and maybe at the instigation of a demented leader,
remove the self-disciplines which guide them in individual
action; thus the evil that is in each person is released, for
there is some evil in all of us. In this situation, no one of
the mobsters consciously assumes the personal guilt for
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what is thought to be a collective act but, instead, puts
the onus of it on an abstraction which, without persons,
is what the mob is.
There may be the appearance of unfairness in relating
mob association to association in general. In all but one
respect, yes. But in one respect there is a striking similarity.
Persons advocate proposals in association that they
would in no circumstance practice in individual action.
Honest men, by any of the commonstandards of honesty,
will, in a board or a committee, sponsor, for instance, legal
thievery-that is, they will urge the use of the political
means to exact the fruits of the labor of others for the
purpose of benefiting themselves, their group, or their
community.
These leaders, for they have been elected or appointed
to a board or a committee, do not think of themselves as
having sponsored legal thievery. They think of the board,
the committee, the council or the association as having
taken the action." The onus of the act, to their way of
thinking, is put on an abstraction which is what a board
or an association is without persons.
Imagine this: Joe Doakes passed away and floated up
to the Pearly Gates. He pounded on the Gates and St. Peter
appeared.
"Who are you, may I ask?"
"It is acknowledged that most of us acting in association do not
consciously regard any of our acts as bad. Yet, the fact remains that
we persist in doing things in this circumstance that we would not do
on our own responsibility. Actually, involved is a double standard
of morality. Morality is exclusivelya personal quality. Any action
not good enough to be regarded as attached to one's person is,
ipso facto, bad.

"My name is Joe Doakes, sir."
"Where are you from?"
"I am from Updale,U.S.A."
'Why are you here?"
"I plead admittance, Mr. St. Peter."
St. Peter scanned his scroll and said, "Yes, Joe, you are
on my list. Sorry I can't let you in. You stole money from
others, including widows and orphans."
"Mr. St. Peter, I had the reputation of being an honest
man. What do you mean, I stole money from widows and
orphans?"
"Joe, you were a member, a financial supporter and once
on the Board of Directors of The Updale Do-Good Association. It advocated a municipal golf course in Updale
which took money from widows and orphans in order to
benefit you and a hundred other golfers."
"Mr. St. Peter, that was The Updale Do-Good Association that took that action, not your humble applicant, Joe
Doakes."
St. Peter scanned his scroll again, slowly raised his head,
and said somewhat sadly, "Joe, The Updale Do-Good
Association is not on my list, nor any foundation, nor any
chamber of commerce, nor any trade association, nor any
labor union, nor any P.T.A. All I have listed here are persons, just persons."
It ought to be obvious that we as individuals stand responsible for our actions regardless of any wishes to the
contrary, or irrespectiveof the devices we try to arrange
to avoid personal responsibility. Actions of the group character heretofore referred to are lies for in no sense are

they accurate responses to the highest judgments of the
individuals concerned.

The Spirit Of The Committee
The second way that lies are initiated by "the decisions
of men united in councils" inheres in commonly accepted
committee practices. For example: A committee of three
has been assigned the task of preparing a report on what
should be done about rent control. The firstmember is
devoted to the welfare-state idea and believes that rents
should forever be controlled by governmental fiat. The
second member is a devotee of the voluntary society, free
market economy and a government of strictly limited
powers and, therefore, believes that rent control should
be abolished forthwith. The third member believes rent
controls to be bad but thinks that the decontrol should
be effected gradually, over a period of years.
This not uncommon situation is composed of men honestly holding three irreconcilable beliefs. Yet, a report is
expected and under the customary committee theory and
practice is usually forthcoming. What to do? Why not hit
upon something that is not too disagreeable to any one of
the three? For instance, why not bring in a report recommending that landlords be permitted by government to
increase rents in an amount not to exceed 15% Agreed!
In this hypothetical but common instance the recommendation is a fabrication, pure and simple. Truth, as
understood by any one of the three, has no spokesman.
By any reasonable definition a lie has been told.

The Lowest Common Denominator
Another example. Three men having no preconceived
ideas are appointed to bring in a report. What will they
agree to? Only that which they are willing to say in c o n cert which, logically, can be only the lowest commondenominator opinion of the majority! The lowest commondenominator opinion of two persons cannot be an accurate
reflection of the highest judgment of each of the two. The
lowest common-denominator opinion of a set of men is
at variance with truth as here defined. Again, it is a fabrication. Truth has no spokesman. A lie has been told.
These examples (numberless variations could be cited)
suggest only the nature of the lie in embryo. It is interesting to see what becomes of it.
Not all bodies called committees are true committees,
a phase of the discussion that will be dealt with later.
However, the true committee, the arrangement which
calls for resolution in accordance with what a majority of
the members are willing to say in concert, is but the instigator of fabrications yet more pronounced. The committee, for the most part, presupposes another larger body
to which its recommendations are made.
These larger bodies have a vast, almost an all-inclusive,
range in present-day American life. The neighborhood development associations; the small town and big city chambers of commerce; the regional and national trade associations; the P.T.A.'s; labor unions organized vertically to
encompass crafts and horizontally to embrace industries;
farmers' granges and co-ops; medical and other kinds of

professional societies; ward, precinct, county, state and
national organizations of political parties; governmental
councils from the local police department board to the
Congress of the United States; the United Nations; thousands and tens of thousands of them, every citizen embraced by several of them and millions of citizens embraced by scores of them; most of them "resoluting" as
groups, deciding as "men united in councils."
These associational arrangements divide quite naturally
into two broad classes, (1) those that are of the voluntary
type, the kind to which we pay dues if we want to, and
( 2 ) those that are a part of government, the kind to which
we pay taxes whether we want to or not.
For the purposes of this critique, emphasis will be
placed on the voluntary type. In many respects criticisms
applying
to the former are valid when applied to the
q
latter ; nonetheless, there are distinctions between the
way one should relate oneself to a voluntary association
and the way one, for the sake of self-protection, is almost
compelled to relate himself to a coercive agency.
Now, it is not true, nor is it here pretended, that every
associational resolution originates in distortions of persona1
"The common political idea that a member of Congress, for instance,
must "compromise," that is, must on some issues vote contrary to
his convictions in order to effect a greater good on some subsequent
issue, or to keep himself in officethat he may insure the public
good, leaves shattered and destroyed any moral basis of action. If
each member of Congress were to act in strict accordance with his
inner dictate of what is right, the final outcome of Congressional
action would, of course, be a composite of differing convictions. But
the alternative of this is a composite of inaccurate reflections of
rightness.

conceptions of what is right. But any one of the millions
of citizens who participates in these associations has, by
experience, learned how extensive these fabrications are.
As a matter of fact, there has developed a rather large
acceptance of the notion that wisdom can be derived from
the averaging of opinions, providing there are enough of
them. The quantitative theory of wisdom, so to speak!

A Lie Compounded
If one will concede that the aforementioned committee
characteristics and council behaviors are perversions of
truth, it becomes interesting to observe the manner of their
extension-to observe how the lie is compounded.
Analyzed, it is something like this: An association takes
a stand on a certain issue and claims or implies it speaks
for its 1,000,000 members. It is possible, of course, that
each of the 1,000,000 members agrees with the stand taken
by the organization. But, in all probability, this is an untruthful statement, for the following possible reasons:
( 1) If every member were actually polled on the issue, and
the majority vote was accepted as the organization's position,
there is no certainty that more than 500,001 persons agreed
with the position stated as that of the 1,000,000.
(2) If not all members were polled, or not all were at the
meeting where the voting took place, there is only the certainty
that a majority of those voting favored the position of the
organization-still claimed to be the belief of 1,000,000 persons.
If the quorum should be 100, there is no certainty that more
than 51 persons agreed with that position.
(3) It is still more likely that the opinion of the members
was not tested at all. The officers, or some committee, or some

one person may have determinedthe stand of the organization.
Then there is no certainty that more than one person (or a
majority of the committee) favored that position.
(4) And, finally, if that person should be dishonest-that is,
untrueto that which he personally believed to be right, either
by reason of ulterior motives, or by reason of anticipating what
the others will like or approve-then, it is pretty certain that
the resolution did not even originate in honest opinion.

An example will assist in making the point. The economist of a national association and a friend were breakfasting one morning, just after V-J Day. Wage and price controls were still in effect. The conversation went something
as follows:
"I have just written a report on wage. and price controls
which I think you will like."
"Why do you say you think I will like it? Why don't you
say you know I will like it?"
"Well, I-er-hedged a little on rent controls."
"You don't believe in rent controls. Why did you hedge?"
"Because the report is as strong as I think our Board of
Directors will adopt."
"As the economist, isn't it your business to state that
which you believe to be right? If the Board Members want
to take a wrong action, let them do so and bear the responsibility for it."

Paying For Misrepresentation
Actually, what happened? The Board did adopt that
report. It was represented to the Congress as the considered opinion of the constituency of that association.

Many of the members believed in the immediate abolishment of rent control. Yet, they were reported as believing
otherwise-and paying dues to be thus misrepresented.
By supporting t h i sprocedure with their membership and
their money they were as responsible as though they had
gone before the Congress and told the lie themselves.
To remove the twofold dishonesty from such a situation,
the spokesman of that association would have to say something like this to the Congress:
"This report was adopted by our Board of Directors,
35 of the 100 being present. The vote was 18 to 12 in favor
of the report, 5 not voting. The report itself was prepared
by our economist, but it is not an accurate reflectionof
hisviews.""
Such honesty or exactness is more the exception than
the rule as everyone who has had experience in associational work can attest. What really happens is a misrepresentation of concurrence, a program of lying about how
many of who stands for what. Truth, such as is known,
is seldom spoken. It is warped into a misleading distortion.
It is obliterated by this process of the majority speaking
for the minority, more often by the minority speaking for
the majority, sometimes by one dishonest opportunist
speaking for thousands. Truth, such as is known-the best
judgments of individuals-for the most part, goes unrepresented, unspoken.
"It is evident that any such report as this is worthless. Yet, a more
pretentious report would be a lie, a thing of positive harm.If a procedure can result only in worthlessness or h a r m ,the procedure itself
should be in question.

This, then, is the stuff out of which much of local, national and world policy is being woven. Is it any wonder
that many citizens are confused?
Three questions are in order, and deserve suggested
answers:
( I ) What is the reason for having all these troubles
with truth?
(2) What should we do about these associational difficulties?
( 3 ) Is there a proper place for associational activity as
relating to important issues?
"And now remains
That we find out the cause of this effect;
Or, rather say, the cause of this defect,
For this effect, defective, comes by cause."
Pointing out causes is a hazardous venture for, as one
ancient sage put it, "Even from the beginnings of the world
descends a chain of causes." Thus, for the purpose of this
critique, it would be folly to attempt more than casual
reference to some of our own recent experiences.
First, there doesn't appear to be any widespread, lively
recognition of the fact that conscience, reason, knowledge,
integrity, fidelity, understanding, judgment and other virtues are the distinctive and exclusive properties of individual persons.
Somehow, there follows from this lack of recognition
the notion that wisdom can be derived by pooling the
conclusions of a sufficient number of persons, even though
no one of them has applied his faculties to the problems
in question. With this as a notion the imagination begins
to ascribe personal characteristics to a collective-the com[ 243]

mittee, the group, the association-as though the collective
could think, judge, know, or assume responsibility. With
this as a notion, there is the inclination to substitute the
"decisions of men united in councils" for reason and conscience. With this as a notion, the responsibility for personal thought is relieved and, thus relieved, fails to materialize to its fullest.

A Blind Faith
Second, there is an almost blind faith in the efficacyand
rightness of majority decision as though the mere preponderance of opinion were the device for determining
what is right. This thinking is consistent with and a part
of the "might makes right" doctrine. This thinking, no
doubt, is an outgrowth of the American political pattern,
lacking,it seems, an observance of the essential distinctions between voluntary and coercive agencies, It is necessary that these distinctions be understood unless the whole
associational error is to continue. The following is, at least,
a suggested explanation:
Government-organized police force-which according to
best American theory should have a monopoly of coercive
power, must contain a final authority. Such authority was not
planned to be in the person of a monarch, in an oligarchy or
even in a set of elected representatives. The ultimate, final
authority was designed to derive from and to reside with the
people, Erected as safeguards against the despotism that such
a democratic arrangement is almost certain to inflict on its
members were (1) the Constitution and (2) the legislative,
executive and judicial functions so divided and diffusedthat
each might serve as a cheek on the others.

W h e n the concession is made that government is necessary
to assure justice and maximum freedom, and when the decision
is made that the ultimate authority of that government shall
rest with the people, it follows that majority vote is not a matter
of choice but a necessity whenever this ultimate authority expresses itself. No alternative exists with this situation as a
premise. To change from majority vote as a manner of expression would involve changing the premise, changing to a situation in which the ultimate authority rests in one person.
For reasons stated and implied throughout this critique the
majority-decision system is considered to be most inexpert.
However, it proves to be a virtue rather than a fault as applied
to the exceedingly dangerous coercive power, providing the
coercive power is limited to its sphere of policing. This inexpertness in such a circumstance tends to keep the coercive
power from becoming too aggressive.
Conceding the limitation of the coercive power, which was
implicit in the American design, the really important matters
of life, all of the creative aspects, are outside this coercive
sphere and are left to the attentions of men in voluntary effort
and free association.
The idea of citizens left free to their home life, their business
life, their religious life, with the coercive power limited to protecting citizens in these pursuits presents, roughly, the duality
of the American pattern. On the one hand is the really important part of life, the creative part. On the other hand is the
minor part, the part having to do with constraint. Constraining
and creating call for distinctly differentarrangements. Constraint can stop the trains but it is not the force we use to build
a railroad.
Out of this pattern has developed a high appreciation for
our form of government, particularly as we have compared it
with the coercive agencies of the Old World. Here is the point:
The majority-decision system, an effectrather than a cause of
our form of government, has been erroneouslycredited as re-
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sponsible for the superiority of our form of government. It has
been thought of as its distinctive characteristic. Therefore, the
majority-decision system is regarded as the essence of rightness. Without raising questions as to the distinctions between
creating and constraining we have taken a coercive-agency
device and attempted its application in free association. Something is not quite right. Perhaps this is one of the causes.

Loss Of Reason
Third, we have in this country carried the division-oflabor practice to such a high point and with such good
effect in standard-of-living benefits that we seem to have
forgotten that the practice has any limitations. Many of
us, in respect to our voluntary associational activities, have
tried to delegate moral and personal responsibilities to
mere abstractions, which is what associations are, without
persons. In view of ( 1 ) this being an impossibility, ( 2 ) our
persistent attempts to do it, nonetheless, and ( 3 ) the consequent loss of reason and conscience when personal responsibility is not personally assumed, we have succeeded
in manufacturing little more than massive quantities of
collective declarations and resolutions. These, lacking in
both wit and reason, have the power to inflict damage but
are generally useless in conferring understanding. So much
for causes.
"What should we do about these associational difficulties?'' This writer, to be consistent with his own convictions, finds it necessary to drop into first person, singular,
to answer this question.
In brief, I do not know what our attitude should be,

but only what mine is. It is to have no part i n any association whatever which takes actions implicating me for
which I a m not ready and willing t o accept personal responsibility.
Put it this way: If I am opposed, for instance, to spoliation-legal plunder-I am not going to risk being reported
in its favor. This is a matter having to do with morals, and
moral responsibility is strictly a personal affair. In this, and
like areas, I prefer to speak for myself. I do not wish to
carry the division-of-labor idea, the delegation of authority, to this untenable extreme.
This determination of mine refers only to voluntary
associations and does not include reference to membership
in or support of a political party, The latter has to do with
my relationship to coercive agencies and these, as I have
suggested, are birds of another feather.
One friend who shares these general criticisms objects
to the course I have determined on. He objects on the
ground that he must remain in associations which persist
in misrepresenting him in order to effect his own influence
in bettering them. If one accepts this view, how can one
keep from "holing up" with any evil to be found, anywhere? If lending one's support to an agency which lies
about one's convictions is as evil as lying oneself, and if
to stop such evil in others one has to indulge in evil, it
seems evident that evil will soon become unanimous. The
alternative? Stop doing evil. This at least has the virtue
of lessening the evildoers by one.
The question, "Is there a proper placefor associational
activity as relating to important issues?" is certainly appro-

priate if the aforementioned criticisms be considered valid.
First, the bulk of activities conducted by many associations is as businesslike, as economical, as appropriate to
the division-of-labor process, as is the organization of
specialists to bake bread or to make automobiles. It is not
this vast number of useful service activities that is in
question.
The phase of activities here in dispute has to do with
a technic, a method by which reason and consciencesuch truths as are possessed-are not only robbed of incentive for improvement but are actually turned into
fabrications, and then represented as the convictions of
persons who hold no such convictions.
It was noted above that not all bodies called committees
are true committees-a true committee being an arrangement by which a number of persons bring forth a report
consistent with what the majority is willing to state in
concert. The true committee is part and parcel of the majority-decision system.

Intellectual Leveling-up
The alternative arrangement, on occasion referred to as
a committee, may include the same set of men. The distinction is that the responsibility and the authority for a
study is vested not in the collective, the group, but in one
person, preferably the one most skilled in the subject at
issue. The others serve as consultants. The one person
exercises his own judgment as to the suggestions to be
incorporated or omitted. The report is his and is presented
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as his, with such acknowledgments of assistance and concurrence as the facts warrant. In short, the responsibility
for the study and the authority to conduct it are reposed
where responsibility and authority are capable of being
exercised-in a person. This arrangement takes full advantage of the skills and specialisms of all parties concerned.
The tendency here is toward an intellectual leveling-up,
whereas with the true committee the lowest commondenominator opinion results.
On occasion, associations are formed for a particular
purpose and supported by those who are like-minded as
to that purpose. As long as the associational activities are
limited to the stated purpose and as long as the members
remain like-minded, the danger of misrepresentation is
removed.
It is the multi-purposed association, the one that potentially may take a "position" on a variety of subjects, particularly subjects relating to the rights or the property of
others-moral questions-where misrepresentation is not
only possible but almost certain.
The remedy here, if a remedy can be put into effect, is
for the association to quit taking "positions" except on
such rare occasions as unanimous concurrence is manifest, or except as the exact and precise degree and extent
of concurrence is represented.
The alternative step to most associational "positions" is
for the members to employ the division-of-labor theory
by pooling their resources to supply services to the members-as individuals. Provide headquarters and meeting
rooms where they may assemble in free association, ex-

change ideas, take advantage of the availability and knowledge of others, know of each other's experiences. In addition to this, statisticians, research experts, libraries and a
general secretariat and other aids to effective work can
be provided. Then, let the individuals speak or write or
act as individual persons! Indeed, this is the real, high
purpose of voluntary associations.
The practical as well as the ethical advantages of this
suggested procedure may not at first be apparent to everyone. Imagine, if you can, Patrick Henry as having said:
I move that this convention go on record as insisting that
we prefer death to slavery.
Now, suppose that the convention had adopted that
motion. What would have been its force? Certainly almost
nothing as compared with Patrick Henry's ringing words:
I know not what course others may take; but as for me, give
me liberty or give me death!
No one in this instance concerned himself with what
Patrick Henry was trying to do to him or to someone else.
One thought only of what Patrick Henry had decided for
himself and weighed, more favorably, the merits of emulation. No convention, no association, no "decisions of men
united in councils" could have said such a thing in the first
place, and second, anything the members might have said
in concert could not have equalled this. Third, had the
convention been represented in any such sentiments it is
likely that misrepresentation would have been involved.
One needs to reflect but a moment on the words of
wisdom which have come down to us throughout all history, the words and works that have had the power to live,

the words and works around which we have molded much
of our lives, and one will recognize that they are the words
and works of persons, not collective resolutions, not what
men have uttered in concert, not the "decisions of men
united in c o u n c i l s . "

A Waste Of Time
In short, if effectiveness for what's right is the object
then the decision-of-men-united-in-council practice could
well be abandoned, if for nothing else, on the basis of its
impracticality. It is a waste of time in the creative areas,
that is, for the advancement of truth. It is a useful and
appropriate device only as it relates to the coercive, that
is to the restrictive, suppressive, destructive functions.
The reasons for the impracticality of this device in the
creative areas seem clear. Each of us when seeking perfection, whether of the spirit, of the intellect, or of the
body, looks not to our inferiors but to our betters, not to
those who self-appoiiit themselves as our betters, but to
those who, in our own humble judgment, are our betters.
Experience has shown that such perfection as there is
exists in individuals, not in the lowest common-denominator expressions of a collection of individuals. Perfection emerges with the clear expression of personal faithsthe truth as it is known, not with the confusing announcement of verbal amalgams-Iies.
". . . on that day began lies that caused the loss of millions of human beings and which continue their unhappy
work to the present day." The evidence, if fully assembled

and correctly presented, would, no doubt, convincingly
affirm this observation.
How to stop lies? It is simply a matter of personal determination and a resolve to act and speak in strict accordance with one's inner, personal dictate of what is right.
And for each of us to see to it that no other man or set of
men is given permission to represent us otherwise.
If such truth as we are in possession of were in no manner inhibited, then life on this earth would be at its highest possible best, short of further enlightenment.

THE PENALTY O F SURRENDER

THESE remarks, hardly more than a personal confession
of faith, have their origin in an attitude or behavior commonly referred to as "compromising."
The compromising attitude is exalted by many and
deplored by only a few.
As an example of the way this attitude is exalted, a
certain business leader, perhaps the most publicized one
in' the country, once severely lectured me on my unswerving and uncompromising behaviors. R e charged that I
saw things only in blacks and whites. He said that practical life was lived in shades of grays, actually in the
shadows of these two extremes. He suggested that I had
a nice chance of "going far" in the world if only I would
become more pliable to the thoughts and actions of my
fellows.
This criticism by so populara person left me somewhat
speechless. While it is true that I felt no sense of guilt
whatever, nor even any unfaithfulness to those who
thought differently than I, nonetheless, I found myself
unable to do more than stammer in my own defense. Did
you ever experience a feeling of rightness in the face of
criticism, but were unable to explain your feeling. If so,

you now know how I felt on that occasion five years ago.
Thus I was happy to accept this invitation to talk about
"The Futility of Compromise." Here was an opportunity
for me to think this thing through, to give expression to
something that had too long remained in the vague area
of feeling. Here was the chance to say what I mean, to
explain to myself-and not, as you shall see, to impose my
ideas on any other person.
Compromise, like many other words, has different meanings for different persons. After some reflection I concluded that it was a confusion in the meaning of words
that was largely responsible for so much misunderstanding; that maybe it wasn't compromise after all which
deserved condemnation.

Physical Compromise Is Possible
I want to use the term in this definition by Webster, one
of several, "The result or embodiment of concession or
adjustment." I want to show that compromise is potentially good when applied in a physical sense and that it
has no application whatever in a moral sense.
For example, you and your wife are spending what is
hoped will be a happy evening at home. She chooses to
listen to the radio and you elect to figure out what Toynbee
is driving at in his Study of History. The scene appears
peaceful as you sit side by side near this beautiful piece
of furniture. But to you the furniture is making a lot of
distracting noise.
Here are all the possibilities for turning a cheerful eve[ 254 I

ning into one of disharmony. But compromise can come
to your aid. Your wife can decrease the noise of the radio
to the point where she can still hear it, and you can move
to some remote corner where you can comprehend Toynbee just as well as anywhere else. Harmony can thus be
preserved by compromise.
Compromise in this sense is an adjustment of physical
situations. It is the process by which conflicts are reduced
to the point most satisfactory to all parties concerned.
When thought of in this way, compromise is the great
harmonizer, the attitude that makes living together-social
life-a pleasure.
Indeed, the market place, where tens of millions of
transactions go on daily, is one vast area of compromise.
Buyers aim at low prices. Sellers aim at high prices. In a
free market there is an adjustment of these diverse desires.
Compromise establishes the price at which the mutual
satisfaction of buyer and seller is at its highest level.
It is in this physical realm that most of our daily life
is lived. In this realm compromise is good and it is practical. It begets harmony and peace.

Moral Compromise Is Impossible
How easy it would seem then, finding compromise so useful in such a vast segment of life, to conclude unthoughtfully that it has an equal place, a comparable value, in
that phase of life which consciously occupies our thoughts
so little: moral life.
But this is precisely the point where I believe many of

us are the victims of a confusion of terms. What is compromise in physical affairs, that is, in an adjustment of
physical positions, is something entirely different when
applied to principles and morality.
For example, let us make the reckless assumption that
most of us are committed to the Biblical injunction, "Thou
shalt not steal." This is a moral principle. The point I want
to make-my major point-is that this as a principle defies
compromising. You either take someone else's property
without his consent, or you do not. If you steal just a
teensy weensy bit you do not compromise the principle.
You abandon it. You surrender your principle.
By taking only a little of someone else's property without his consent, as distinguished from taking a lot of someone else's property without his consent, you do compromise in the physical sense. You compromise the physical
amount you steal. But the moral principle, whatever the
amount of the theft may be, is surrendered and utterly
abandoned.
If all the rest of mankind are in favor of passing a law
that would take the property, honestly acquired, of only
one person without due compensation, even though the
purpose be allegedly for the so-called social good, you
cannot adjust yourself both to the moral principle, "Thou
shalt not steal," and to the demand of the millions. Principle does not Iend itself to bending or to compromising.
It stands impregnable. I must either abide by it, or in all
fairness I must on this point regard myself, not as a rational, reasonable person, but rather as an unprincipled
person.

What Are Moral Principles?
The question immediately arises as to what constitutes
principle. Here again is a term with many meanings. I
cannot derive the exact satisfaction I want from reading
the several definitions; therefore, it seems necessary to
define what I mean.
The Ten Commandments are principles, moral principles. They were principles at least to the ones who wrote
them, and they have been adopted and held as principles
by countless millions. They receive their validity as principles through the deductions of the wiser among us and
through centuries of observations and experience. Actually, they are principles only insofar as they are revealed
truth to particular persons.
What may be a principle to one is not necessarily a
principle to another. It is a matter of revealed truth, that
is, revelation, "the disclosing or discovering . . . of what
was before unknown. . . ."
To me, "Thou shalt not steal" is a principle not because
some sage of antiquity said so but because, in my o w n
experience, it has been revealed as a principle which
must be adhered to if we are not to perish from the face of
the earth.
To the ones who have not been graced with this revelation; to the ones who hold that they should gratify their
personal charitable feelings, not with their own goods,
but by using the police force to take goods from others;
to those who would indulge in legal thievery and honestly
think the practice right and honorable-to those, I say,
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"Thou shalt not steal" is no principleat all. It is only the
principle of someone else.
A principle, then, is what one holds to be a fact of life,
of nature, or, as some of us would put it, of God. If this
is correct, it follows that a principle is a matter of personal individual judgment. Judgment is fallible. Therefore, there are wrong principles as well as right principles.
Aristotle said there were a million ways to be wrong, only
one way to be right. That suggests the measure of fallibility among us.

Moral Principles Require Understanding
Now then, if principle is a matter of personal judgment,
and judgment is conceded to be fallible, on what is right
principle dependent?
The discovery and adoption of right principle are dependent on the evolution of judgment through logic, reason, observation and honesty. When judgments deteriorate we have what history refers to as the "Dark Ages."
When judgments evolve or improve, reference is made to
"The Renaissance." The question that grows out of this
reasoning is, how does judgment evolve? My answer is, by
revelation.
For instance, I am convinced that no person is capable
of rising above his best judgment. To Iive in strict accordance with one's best judgment is to live as perfectly as
one can, as humbleor as mediocre as that may be. The
one hope for p e r s o n a l betterment lies in raising the level
of one's judgment; judgment is a limiting factor.

If the evolution of judgment rests on revelation how is
revelation to be achieved? I can think of no answer superior to that suggested by Goethe:
Nature understands no jesting; she is always true, always
serious, always severe; she is always right, and the errors and
faults are always those of man. The man incapable of appreciating her she despises; and only to the apt, the pure, and
the true, does she resign herself, and reveal her secrets.
The sole way to revelation, to ultimate truth, to nature,
as Goethe puts it, or to God, as I put it, lies through one's
own person. I t is my faith that the individual is God's
manifestation so far as any given individual is concerned.
My way to God is through my own person. He will reveal
Himself to me, I will be His manifestation, only to the
extent that I am "apt, pure and true."

Understanding Requires Effort
But the revelation of truth and of principles does not come
automatically,without effort, like"manna from Heaven."
Revelation is the product of a diligent application of an
individual's mental resources. Truth must be sought, and
its revelation is most likely in an active mind.
It is rather easy to observe that to some, very little, if
anything, is ever revealed. To others there come revelations far beyond anything I now possess or have any right
seriously to expect. Anyway, with this as a faith, based, as
it is, on such revelation as is mine, God is as intimate to me
as my own person. He exists for each of us only insofar as
we achieve our own conception of His likeness.

God And Individual Liberty Are One
This is why I believe, so fervently, in the sanctity and
dignity of the individual. This is why I subscribe to the
philosophy that each person has inalienable rights to life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. For me to deny this
philosophy by violating the life, liberty or property of
another, by inflicting my ways on other persons, is for me
to assert myself as a god over God, to interfere with another person's relationship with God. For me to use compulsion in any manner whatsoever to cast others in my
image is for me to rebuke God in his several manifestations.
If one accepts the individual in this light, a rule of conduct emerges with crystal clarity: reflect i n word and in
deed, always and accurately, that which one's best judgment dictates. This is you in such godliness as you possess.
To do less, to deviate one iota, is to sin against yourself,
that is, against your Maker as He has manifested Himself
in you. To do less is not to compromise. To do less is to
surrender I
Certainly, there is nothing new about the efficacy of
accurately reflecting one's best judgment. This principle
of conduct has been known throughout the ages. Now and
then it has been expressed beautifully and simply, Shakespeare enunciated this principle when he had Polonius say
these words:
This above all: To thine own self be true,
And it must follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man.

Edmond Rostand meant nothing different when he wrote
this line for Cyrano:
Never to make a line I have not heard in
my own heart;
American folklore counseled intellectual integrity with:
Honesty is the best policy.

The Price Of Untruth
The Bible announces the penalty of surrender; what it
means to abandon principle. It says:
The wages of sin is death.
Whether the wages of sin be mere physical death or the
death of man's spirit-his character, his integrity, his selfrespect-one needs to make no further inquiry to verify
this Biblical pronouncement. Abundant testimony has
been provided all of us in our lifetime. Nor is the end in
sight. All the world is filled with examples of warped judgments and principles abandoned: men ruling over man;
the glamour of popularity rather than the strictness of
judgment directing policy; expediency substituting for
such truth as is known; businessmen employing experts
to help them seem right, often at the expense of rightness
itself; labor leaders justifying any action that gratifies their
lust for power; political leaders asserting that the end justifies the means; clergymen preaching expropriation of
property without consent in the name of the "common
good"; teachers advocating collectivism and denying the
sanctity and the dignity of the individual; politicians
building platforms from public-opinion polls; farmers and

miners joining other plunderbundists in demands for other
people's property; arrogance replacing humility; in short,
we are sinking into a new dark age, an age darkened by
persons who have abandoned intellectual integrity; who
through ignorance or design, have adopted bad ideas and
principles.
If we were suddenly to become aware of foreign vandals invading our shores, vandals that would kill our
children, rape our women and pilfer our industry, every
last man of us would rise in arms that we might sweep
them from our land.
Yes, these bad ideas, these ideas based on the abandonment of absolute integrity, are the most depraved and
dangerous vandals known to man. Is the Bible right that
"the wages of sin is death"? I give you the last two wars,
wars born of unreason and lies. And the present so-called
peace! I give you the Russia of 1929-1932 where millions
died of starvation and, in other years, where other millions
died in this and other ways. I give you almost any place
in the world today.

Is Honesty Dangerous?
Perhaps the reason that so many fear stating accurately
what they believe is that they are not aware that it is safe
to do so.
Does it take courage to be honest, that is, does one have
to be brave to state accurately one's highest opinion? Indeed, not. A part of revealed truth is: It is not dangerous
to he honest. One who possesses this revelation is to that

extent intelligent. Being honest, not surrendering principle, rests only upon intelligence, not at all upon courage.
Relying, erroneously, on courage, many persons become
blusterous with their opinions; they get cantankerous
when they are honest. But, in this case, the villain is their
cantankerousness, not their honesty.
Finally, some may contend that-due to the great variety
of judgments-differences and antagonisms would still remain even if everyone were a model of intellectual integrity. This is true. But differences lend themselves to a
change toward the truth in an atmosphere of honesty.
Under these circumstances they can be endured. For after
all, life, in a physical sense, is-and for ages to come, will
be-a compromise. But if principle is abandoned, even
compromise will not be possible. Nothing but chaos!
Honesty-each person true to himself at his best-is
the condition from which revelation springs; from which
knowledge expands; from which intelligence grows; and
from which judgments improve.
Honesty and intelligence are godlike and are, therefore,
primary virtues. Anyone is capable of being true to himself. That is the one equality we were all born with. Its
abandonment is the greatest sin of all.
If there be no falseness there will then be as much intelligence as we are capable of. How nearer God can we
get?

MORALS A N D THE
WELFARE STATE

To many persons, the Welfare State has become a symbol
of morality and righteousness. This makes those who favor
the Welfare State appear to be the true architects of a
better world; those who oppose it, immoral rascals who
might be expected to rob banks, or to do most anything
in defiance of ethical conduct. But is this so? Is the banner
of morality, when applied to the concept of the Welfare
State, one that is true or false?
Now what is the test of morality or immorality to be
applied to the Welfare State idea? I should like to pose
five fundamental ethical concepts, as postulates, by which
to test it. They are the ethical precepts found in the true
Christian religion-true to its original foundations; and
they are likewise found in other religious faiths, wherever
and under whatever name these other religious concepts
assist persons to perceive and practice the moral truths
of human conduct.*
*A brief statement on the mechanisms of the Welfare State idea is
appended to this discussion on page 287.

Moral Postulate No. 1
ECONOMICS AND M O R A L S A R E BOTH PARTS OF ONE INSEPARABLE BODY OF TRUTH. THEY MUST, THEREFORE, BE IN HARMONY

What is right morally must also be
right economically, and vice versa. Since morals are a
guide to betterment and to self-protection, economic policies that violate Moral Truth, will, with certainty, cause
degeneration and self-destruction.
This postulate may seem simple and self-evident. Yet
many economists and others of my acquaintance, including one who was a most capable and admired teacher,
presume to draw some kind of an impassable line of distinction between morals and economics. Such persons fail
to test their economic concepts against their moral precepts. Some even scorn the moral base for testing economic
concepts, as though it would somehow pollute their economic purity.
An unusually capable minister recently said that only
a short time before, for the first time, he had come to
realize the close connection and inter-harmony that exist
between morals and economics. He had always tried to
reserve one compartment for his religious thought and
another separate one for his economic thought. "Fortunately," he said, in essence, "my economic thinking happened to be in harmony with my religious beliefs; 'but it
frightens me now to realize the risk I was taking in ignoring the harmony that must exist between the two."
This viewpoint-that there is no necessary connection
between morals and economics-is all too prevalent. It
WITH ONE ANOTHER.

explains, I believe, why immoral economic acts are tolerated, if not actively promoted, by persons of high repute
who otherwise may be considered to be persons of high
moral standards.

Moral Postulate N o . 2
THERE IS A FORCE I N THE UNIVERSE WHICH NO MORTAL CAN

ALTER. Neither you nor I nor any earthly potentate with
all his laws and edicts can alter this rule of the universe,
no matter how great one's popularity in his position of
power. Some call this force God. Others call it Natural
Law. Still others call it the Supernatural. But no matter
how one may wish to name it, there is a force which rules
without surrender to any mortal man or group of mena force that is oblivious to anyone who presumes to elevate
himself and his wishes above its rule.
This concept is the basis for all relationships of cause
and consequence-all science-whether it be something
already discovered or something yet to be discovered. Its
scope includes phenomena such as those of physics and
chemistry; it also includes those of human conduct. The
so-called Law of Gravity is one expression of Natural Law.
Scientific discovery means the unveiling to human perception of something that has always existed. If it had not
existed prior to the discovery-even though we were ignorant of it-it could not have been there to be discovered.
That is the meaning of the concept of Natural Law.
This view-there exists a Natural Law which rules over
the affairs of human conduct-will be challenged by some

who point out that man possesses the capacity for choice;
that man's activity reflects a quality lacking in the chemistry of a stone and in the physical principle of the lever.
But this trait of man-this capacity for choice-does not
release him from the rule of cause and effect, which he
can neither veto nor alter. What the capacity for choice
means, instead, is that he is thereby enabled, by his own
choice, to act either wisely or unwisely-that is, in either
accord or discord with the truths of Natural Law. But once
he has made his choice, the inviolate rule of cause and
consequence takes over with an iron hand of justice, and
renders unto the doer either a prize or a penalty, as the
consequence of his choice.
It is important, at this point, t o note that morality presumes the existence of choice. One cannot be truly moral
except as there exists the option of being immoral, and
except as he selects the moral rather than the immoral
option. In the admirable words of Thomas Davidson:
"That which is not free is not responsible, and that which
is not responsible is not moral." This means that free choice
isa prerequisite of morality.
If I surrender my freedom of choice to a ruler-by vote
or otherwise-I am still subject to the superior rule of
Natural Law or Moral Law. Although I am subservient
to the ruler who orders me to violate Truth, I must still
pay the penalty for the evil or foolish acts in which I
engage at his command.
Under this postulate-that there is a force in the universe which no mortal can alter-ignorance of Moral Law
is no excuse to those who violate it, because Moral Law

rules over the consequences of ignorance the same as over
the consequences of wisdom. This is true whether the
ignorance is accompanied by good intentions or not;
whether it is carried out under the name of some religion
or the Welfare State or whatnot.
What, then, is the content of a basic moral code? What
are the rules which, if followed, will better the condition
of men?

Moral Postulate No. 3
THE GOLDEN RULE AND THE DECALOGUE, AND THEIR NEAR

EQUIVALENTS IN OTHER G R E A T RELIGIONS, PROVIDE THE BASIC

MORAL CODES FOR MAN'S CONDUCT. The Golden Rule and
the Decalogue are basic moral guides having priority over
all other considerations. It is these which have guided the
conduct of man in all progressive civilizations. With their
violation has come the downfall of individuals, and therefore of civilizations.
Some may prefer as a moral code something like: "Do
as God would have us do," or "Do as Jesus would have
done." But such as these, alone, are not adequate guides
to conduct unless they are explained further, or unless they
serve as symbolic of a deeper specific meaning. What
would God have us do? What would Jesus have done?
Only by adding some guides such as the Golden Rule and
the Ten Commandments can we know the answers to
these questions.
The Golden Rule-the ruleof refraining from imposing
on others what I would not have them impose on me-
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means that moral conduct for one is moral conduct for
another; that there is not one set of moral guides for Jones
and another for Smith; that the concept of equality under
Moral Law is a part of morality itself. This alone is held
by many to be an adequate moral code. But in spite of
its importance as part of the moral code of conduct in this
respect, the Golden Rule is not, it seems to me, sufficient
unto itself. It is no more sufficient than the mere admonition, "Do good," which leaves undefined what is good and
what is evil. The murderer, who at the time of the crime
felt justified in committing it, can quote the Golden Rule
in self-defense: "If I had done what that so-and-so did,
and had acted as he acted, I would consider it fair and
proper for someone to murder me." And likewise the thief
may argue that if he were like the one he has robbed, or
if he were a bank harboring all those "ill-gotten gains,"
he would consider himself the proper object of robbery.
Some claim that justification for the Welfare State, too,
is to be found in the Golden Rule. So, in addition to the
Golden Rule, further rules are needed as guides for moral
conduct.
The Decalogue embodies the needed guides on which
the Golden Rule can function. But within the Ten Commandments, the two with which we shall be especially
concerned herein are: ( 1 ) Thou shalt not steal. ( 2 ) Thou
shaltnot covet.
The Decalogue serves as a guide to moral conduct
which, if violated, brings upon the violator a commensurate penalty. There may be other guides to moralconduct which one might wish to add to the Golden Rule

and the Decalogue, as supplements or substitutes. But
they serve as the basis on which others are built. Their
essence, in one form or another, seems to run through all
great religions. That, I believe, is not a happenstance, because if we embrace them as a guide to our conduct, it
will be both morally and economically sound.
This third postulate embodies what are judged to be
the principles which shouldguide individual conduct as
infallibly as the compass should guide the mariner. "Being
practical" is a common popular guide to conduct; principles are scorned,if not forgotten. Those who scorn principles assert that it is foolish to concern ourselves with
them; that it is hopeless to expect their complete adoption
by everyone. But does this fact make a principle worthless? Are we to conclude that the moral code against
murder is worthless because of its occasional violation?
Or that the compass is worthless because not everyone
pursues to the ultimate the direction which it indicates?
Or that the Law of Gravity is made impractical or inoperative by someone walking off a cliff and meeting death because of his ignorance of this principle? No. A principle
remains a principle in spite of its being ignored or violated
-or even unknown. A principle, like a compass,gives one
a better sense of direction, if he is wise enough to know
and to follow its guidance.

Moral Postulate No. 4
The
Golden Rule and the Decalogue, as representing moral

MORAL PRINCIPLES ARE NOT SUBJECT TO COMPROMISE.

principles, are precise and strict. They are not a code of
convenience. A principle can be broken, but it cannot be
bent.
If the Golden Rule and the Decalogue were to be accepted as a code of convenience, to be laid aside or modified whenever "necessity seems to justify it" (whenever,
that is, one desires to act in violation of them), they would
not then be serving as moral guides. A moral guide which
is to be followed only when one would so conduct himself
anyhow, in its absence, has no effect on his conduct, and
is not a guide to him at all.
The unbending rule of a moral principle can be illustrated by some simple applications. According to one
Commandment, it is wholly wrong to steal all your neighbor's cow; it is also wholly wrong to steal half your neighbor's cow, not half wrong to steal half your neighbor's
cow. Robbing a bank is wrong in principle, whether the
thief makes off with a million dollars or a hundred dollars
or one cent. A person can rob a bank of half its money,
but in the sense of moral principle there is no way to half
rob a bank; you either rob it or you do not rob it.
In like manner, the Law of Gravity is precise and indivisible. One either acts in harmony with this law or he
does not. There is no sense in saying that one has only
half observed the Law of Gravity if he falls off a cliff only
half as high as another cliff off which he might have fallen.
Moral laws are strict. They rule without flexibility. They
know not the language of man; they are not conversant
with him in the sense of compassion. They employ no
man-made devices like the suspended sentence-"Guilty"

or "Not guilty" is the verdict of judgment by a moral
principle.
As moral guides, the Golden Rule and the Decalogue
are not evil and dangerous things, like a painkilling drug,
to be taken in cautious moderation, if at all. Presuming
them to be the basic guides of what is right and good for
civilized man, one cannot overindulge in them. Good need
not be practiced in moderation.

Moral Postulate No. 5
GOOD ENDS CANNOT BE ATTAINED BY EVIL MEANS. AS stated
in the second postulate, there is a force controlling cause
and consequence which no mortal can alter, in spite of
any position of influence or power which he may hold.
Cause and consequence are linked inseparably.
An evil begets an evil consequence; a good, a good
consequence. Good intentions cannot alter this relationship. Nor can ignorance of the consequence change its
form. Nor can words. For one to say, after committing an
evil act, "I'm sorry, I made a mistake," changes not one
iota the consequence of the act; repentance, at best, can
serve only to prevent repetition of the evil act, and perhaps
assure the repenter a more preferred place in a Hereafter.
But repentance alone does not bring back to life a murdered person, nor return the loot to the one who was
robbed. Nor does it, I believe, fully obliterate the scars of
evil on the doer himself.
Nor does saying, "He told me to do it," change the consequence of an evil act into a good one. For an evildoer

to assert, "But it was the law of my government, the decree
of my ruler," fails to dethrone God or to frustrate the rule
of Natural Law.

A Vicious Concept
The belief that good ends are attainable through evil
means is one of the most vicious concepts of the ages. The
political blueprint, The Prince, written around the year
1500 by Machiavelli, outlined this notorious doctrine. And
for the past century it has been part and parcel of the kit
of tools used by the Marxian communist-socialists to mislead people. Its use probably is as old as the conflict between temptation and conscience, because it affords a
seemingly rational and pleasant detour around the inconveniences of one's conscience.
We know how power-hungry persons have gained political control over others by claiming that they somehow
possess a special dispensation from God to do good through
the exercise of means which our moral code identifies as
evil. Thus arises a multiple standard of morals. It is the
device by which immoral persons attempt to discredit the
Golden Rule and the Decalogue, and make them inoperative.
Yet if one will stop to ponder the question just a little,
he must surely see the unimpeachable logic of this postulate: Good ends cannot be attained by evil means. This is
because the end pre-exists in the means, just as in the
biological field we know that the seed of continued likeness pre-exists in the parent. Likewise in the moral realm,

there is a similar moral reproduction wherein like begets
like. This precludes the possibility of evil means leading
to good ends. Good begets good; evil, evil. Immoral means
cannot beget a good end, any more than snakes can beget
roses.
*

*

*

*

*

*

The concept of the Welfare State can now be tested
against the background of these five postulates: ( 1 ) Harmony exists between moral principles and wise economic
practices. ( 2 ) There is a Universal Law of Cause and
Effect, even in the areas of morals and economics. ( 3 )A
basic moral code exists in the form of the Golden Rule
and the Decalogue. ( 4 ) These moral guides are of an
uncompromising nature. (5) Good ends are attainable
only through good means.

Moral Right To PrivateProperty
Not all the Decalogue, as has been said, is directly relevant
to the issue of the Welfare State. Its program is an economic one, and the only parts of the moral code which are
directly and specifically relevant are these: ( 1 ) Thou shalt
not steal. ( 2 ) Thou shalt not covet.
Steal what? Covet what? Private property, of course.
What else could I steal from you, or covet of what is
yours? I cannot steal from you or covet what you do not
own as private property. As Dr. D. Elton Trueblood has
aptly said: "Stealing is evil because ownership is good."
Thus we find that the individual's right to private property

is an unstated assumption which underlies the Decalogue.
Otherwise these two admonitions would be empty of
either purpose or meaning.
The right to have and to hold private property is not
to be confused with the recovery of stolen property. If
someone steals your car, it is still-by this moral rightyour car rather than his; and for you to repossess it is
merely to bring its presence back into harmony with its
ownership. The same reasoning applies to the recovery
of equivalent value if the stolen item itself is no longer
returnable; and it applies to the recompense for damage
done to one's own property by trespass or other willful
destruction of private property. These means of protecting
the possession of private property, and its use, are part of
the mechanisms used to protect the moralright to private
property.

To Aspire Is Not To Covet
Another point of possible confusion has to do with coveting the private property of another. There is nothing
morally wrong in the admiration of something that is the
property of another. Such admiration may be a stimulus
to work for the means with which to buy it, or one like it.
The moral consideration embodied in this Commandment
has to do with thoughts and acts leading to the violation
of the other Commandment, though still short of actual
theft.
The moral right to private property, therefore, is consistent with the moral codes of all the great religious be-

liefs. It is likely that a concept of this type was in the mind
of David Hume, the moral philosopher, who believed that
the right to own private property is the basis for the modern concept of justice in morals.
Nor is it surprising to discover that two of history's
leading exponents of the Welfare State concept found it
necessary to denounce this moral code completely. Marx
said: "Religion is the opium of the people." And Lenin
said: "Any religious idea, any idea of a 'good God' . . . is
an abominably nasty thing." Of course they would have
to say these things about religious beliefs. This is because
the moral code of these great religions, as we have seen,
strikes at the very heart of their immoral economic scheme.
Not only does their Welfare State scheme deny the moral
right to private property, but it also denies other underlying bases of the moral code, as we shall see.

Moral Right To Work And To Nave
Stealing and coveting are condemned in the Decalogue
as violations of the basic moral code. It follows, then, that
the concepts of stealing and coveting presume the right
to private property, which then automatically becomes
an implied part of the basic moral code. But where does
private property come from?
Private property comes from what one has saved out
of what he has produced, or has earned as a productive
employee of another person. One may also, of course, obtain private property through gifts and inheritances; but
in the absence of theft, precluded by this moral code, gifts

come from those who have produced or earned what is
given. So the right of private property, and also the right
to have whatever one has produced or earned, underlies
the admonitions in the Decalogue about stealing and
coveting. Nobody has the moral right to take by force
from the producer anything he has produced or earned,
for any purpose whatsoever-even for a good purpose, as
he thinks of it.
If one is free to have what he has produced and earned,
it then follows that he also has the moral right to be free
to choose his work. He shouldbe free to choose his work,
that is, so long as he does not violate the moral code in
doing so by using in his productive efforts the property
of another person through theft or trespass. Otherwise
he is free to work as he will, at what he will, and to change
his work when he will. Nobody has the moral right to
force him to work when he does not choose to do SO, or to
force him to remain idle when he wishes to work, or to
force him to work at a certain job when he wishes to work
at some other available job. The belief of the master that
his judgment is superior to that of the slave or vassal, and
that control is "for his own good," is not a moral justification for the idea of the Welfare State.

Intuitive Morality
We are told that some misdoings occurred in a Garden of
Eden, which signify the evil in man. And I would concede
that no mortal man is totally wise and good. But it is my
belief that people generally, up and down the road, are

intuitively and predominantly moral. By this I mean that
if persons are confronted with a clear and simple decision
involving basic morals, most of us will conduct ourselves
morally. Most everyone, without being a learned scholar
of moral philosophy, seems to have a sort of innate sense
of what is right, and tends to do what is moral unless and
until he becomes confused by circumstances which obscure the moral issue that is involued.

Immorality Is News
The content of many magazines and newspapers with
widespread circulations would seem to contradict my
belief that most people are moral most of the time. They
headline impressive and unusual events on the seamy side
of life, which might lead one to believe that these events
are characteristic of everyday human affairs. It is to be
noted, however, that their content is in sharp contrast to
the local, home-town daily or weekly with its emphasis
on the folksy reports of the comings and goings of friends.
Why the difference? Those with large circulations find
that the common denominator of news interest in their
audience is events on the rare, seamy side of life; widely
scattered millions are not interested in knowing that in
Centerville, Sally attended Susie's birthday party last
Tuesday.
It is the rarity of evil conduct that makes it impressive
news for millions. Papers report the events of yesterday's
murder, theft, or assault, together with the name, address,
age, marital status, religious affiliation, and other descrip-

tive features of the guilty party because these are the
events of the day that are unusual enough to be newsworthy. What would be the demand for a newspaper
which published all the names and identifications of all
the persons who yesterday failed to murder, steal, or
assault? If it were as rare for persons to act morally as it
is now rare for them to act immorally, the then rare instances of moral conduct would presumably become the
news of the day. So we may conclude that evil is news
because it is so rare; that being moral is not news because
it is so prevalent .
But does not this still prove the dominance of evil in
persons? Or, since magazines and newspapers print what
finds a ready readership in the market, does not that prove
the evilness of those who read of evil? I believe not. It is
more like the millions who attend zoos, and view with
fascination the monkeys and the snakes; these .spectators
are not themselves monkeys or snakes, nor do they want
to be; they are merely expressing an interest in the unusual, without envy. Do not most of us read of a bank
robbery or a fire without wishing to be robbers or arsonists?
What else dominates the newspaper space, and gives
us our dominant impressions about the quality of persons
outside our circle of immediate personal acquaintance? It
is mostly about the problems of political power; about
those who have power or are grasping for power, diluted
with a little about those who are fighting against power.
Lord Acton said: "Power tends to corrupt, and absolute
power corrupts absolutely." This dictum seems to be true,

as history has proved and is proving over and over again.
So we can then translate it into a description of much of
the news of the day: News is heavily loaded with items
about persons who, as Lord Acton said, are either corrupt
or are in the process of becoming more corrupt.
If one is not careful in exposing himself to the daily
news-if he fails to keep his balance and forgets how it
contrasts with all those persons who comprise his family,
his neighbors, his business associates, and his friends-he
is likely to conclude falsely that people are predominantly
immoral. This poses a serious problem for historians and
historical novelists to the extent that their source of information is the news of a former day-especially if they do
not interpret it with caution.

To Steal Or Not To Steal
As a means of specifically verifying my impression about
the basic, intuitive morality of persons, I would pose this
test of three questions:
1. Would you steal your neighbor's cow to provide for
your present needs? Would you steal it for any need reasonably within your expectation or comprehension? It
should be remembered that, instead of stealing his cow,
you may explore with your neighbor the possible solution
to your case of need; you might arrange to do some sort
of work for him, or to borrow from him for later repayment, or perhaps even plead with him for an outright gift.
2. Would you steal your neighbor's cow to provide for
a known case of another neighbor's need?

3. Would you try to induce a third party to do the
stealing of the cow, to be given to this needy neighbor?
And do you believe that you would likely succeed in inducing him to engage in the theft?
I believe that the almost universal answer to all these
questions would be: "No." Yet the facts of the case are
that all of us are participating in theft every day. How?
By supporting the actions of the collective agent which
does the stealing as part of the Welfare State program,
already far advanced in the United States. By this device,
Peter is robbed to "benefit" Paul, with the acquiescence
if not the active support of all of us as taxpayers and citizens. We not only participate in the stealing-and share
in the division of the loot-but as its victims we also
meekly submit to the thievery.

A Confusing Process
Isn't it a strange thing that if you select any three fundamentally moral persons and combine them into a collective for the doing of good, they are liable at once to become
three immoral persons in their collective activities? The
moral principles with which they seem to be intuitively
endowed are somehow lost in the confusing processes of
the collective. None of the three would steal the cow from
one of his fellow members as an individual, but collectively they all steal cows from each other. The reason is,
I believe, that the Welfare State-a confusing collective
device which is believed by many to be moral and righteous-has been falsely labeled. This false label has caused

the belief that the Welfare State can do no wrong, that
it cannot commit immoral acts, especially if those acts are
approved or tolerated by more than half of the people,
"democratically,"
This sidetracking of moral conduct is like the belief of
an earlier day: The king can do no wrong. In its place we
have now substituted this belief: The majority can do no
wrong. It is as though one were to assert that a sheep
which has been killed by a pack of wolves is not really
dead, provided that more than half of the wolves have
participated in the killing. All these excuses for immoral
conduct are, of course, nonsense. They are nonsense when
tested against the basic moral code of the five postulates.
Thievery is thievery, whether done by one person alone
or by many in a pack-or by one who has been selected
by the members of the pack as their agent,

"Thou Shalt Not Steal, Except . . . .
"

It seems that wherever the Welfare State is involved, the
moral precept, "Thou shalt not steal," becomes altered to
say: "Thou shalt not steal, except for what thou deemest
to be a worthy cause, where thou thinkest that thou canst
use the loot for a better purpose than wouldst the victim
of the theft."
And the precept about covetousness, under the administration of the Welfare State, seems to become: "Thou
shalt not covet, except what thou wouldst have from thy
neighbor who owns it."
Both of these alterations of the Decalogueresult in com-

plete abrogation of the two moral admonitions-theft and
covetousness-which deal directly with economic matters.
Not even the motto, "'In God we trust," stamped by the
government on money taken by force in violation of the
Decalogue to pay for the various programs of the Welfare
State, can transform this immoral act into a moral one.
I n A Hurry To

Do Good

Herein lies the principal moral and economic danger
facing us in these critical times: Many of us, albeit with
good intentions but in a hurry to do good because of the
urgency of the occasion, have become victims of moral
schizophrenia. While we are good and righteous persons
in our individual conduct in our home community and in
our basic moral code, we have become thieves and coveters
in the collectiveactivities of the Welfare Stare in which
we participate and which many of us extol.
Typical of our times is what usually happens when
there is a major catastrophe, destroying private property
or injuring many persons. The news circulates, and generates widespread sympathyfor the victims. So what is
done about it? Through the mechanisms of the collective,
the good intentions take the form of reaching into the
other fellow's pocket for the money with which to make
a gift. The Decalogue says, in effect: "Reach into your
own pocket-not into your neighbor's pocket-to finance
your acts of compassion; good cannot be done with the
loot that comes from theft." The pickpocket, in other
words, is a thief even though he puts the proceeds in the

collection box on Sunday, or uses it to buy bread for the
poor. Being an involuntary Good Samaritan is a contradiction in terms.
When thievery is resorted to for the means with which
to do good, compassion is killed. Those who would do
good with the loot then lose their capacity for self-reliance,
the same as a thief's self-reliance atrophies rapidly when
he subsists on food that is stolen. And those who are repeatedly robbed of their property simultaneously lose
their capacity for compassion. The chronic victims of robbery are under great temptation to join the gang and
share in the loot. They come to feel that the voluntary
way of life will no longer suffice for needs; that to subsist,
they must rob and be robbed. They abhor violence, of
course, but approve of robbing by 'peaceful means." It
is this peculiar immoral distinction which many try to
draw between the Welfare State of Russia and that of
Britain: The Russian brand of violence, they believe, is
bad; that of Britain, good. This version of an altered Commandment would be: "Thou shalt not steal, except from
nonresisting victims."
Under the Welfare State, this process of theft has spread
from its use in alleviating catastrophe, to anticipating catastrophe, to conjuring up catastrophe, to the "need" for
luxuries for those who have them not. The acceptance of
the practice of thus violating the Decalogue has become
so widespread that if the Sermon on the Mount were to
appear in our day in the form of an address or publication, it would most likely be scorned as "reactionary, and
not objective on the realistic problems of the day." For-

gotten, it seems, by many who so much admire Christ, is
the fact that he did not resort to theft in acquiring the
means of his material benefactions. Nor did he advocate
theft for any purpose-even for those uses most dear to
his beliefs.

Progress Of

Moral Decay

Violation of the two economic Commandments-theft and
covetousness-under the program of the Welfare State,
will spread to the other Commandments; it will destroy
faith in, and observance of, our entire basic moral code.
We have seen this happen in many countries. It seems to
have been happening here. We note how immorality, as
tested by the two economic Commandments, has been
spreading in high places. Moral decay has already spread
to such an extent that violations of all other parts of the
Decalogue, and of the Golden Rule, have become accepted as commonplace-even proper and worthy of emulation.
And what about the effectiveness of a crime investigation conducted under a Welfare State government? We
may question the presumed capability of such a government-as distinct from certain investigators who are admittedly moral individuals-to judge these moral issues.
We may also question the wisdom of bothering to investigate the picayune amounts of private gambling, willingly
engaged in by the participants with their own money,
when untold billions are being taken from the people repeatedly by the investigating agent to finance its own

immoral program. This is a certain loss, not even a gamble.
Once a right to collective looting has been substituted
for the right of each person to have whatever he has produced, it is not at all surprising to find the official dispensers deciding that it is right for them to loot the lootfor a "worthy" purpose, of course. Then we have the loot
used by the insiders to buy votes so that they may stay in
power; we have political pork barrels and lobbying for
the contents; we have political patronage for political
loyalty-even for loyalty to immoral conduct; we have
deep freezers and mink coats given to political or persona1
favorites, and bribes for the opportunity to do privileged
business with those who hold and dispense the loot. Why
not? If it is right to loot, it is also right to loot the loot. If
the latter is wrong, so also is the former.
If we are to accept Lord Acton's axiom about the corrupting effect of power-and also the reasoning of Professor Hayek in his book, The Road t o Serfdom, about
why the worst get to the top in a Welfare State-then corruption and low moral standards in high political places
should not be surprising. But when the citizens come
more and more to laugh and joke about it, rather than to
remove the crown of power and dismantle the throne, a
nation is well on its way to moral rot, reminiscent of the
fall of the Roman Empire and others.
Nor should we be surprised that there is some juvenile
delinquency where adult delinquency is so rampant, and
where the absence of any basic moral code among adults
precludes even the possibility of their effectively teaching
a moral code that will prevent delinquency in the young.

If, as adults, we practice collective thievery through the
Welfare State, and advocate it as right and good, how
can we question the logic of the youths who likewise form
gangs and rob the candy store? If demonstration is the
best teacher, we adults must start with the practice of
morality ourselves, rather than hiring some presumed
specialist to study the causes of similar conduct among
the youngsters; their conduct is the symptom, not the
d isease.
Thievery and covetousness will persist and grow, and
the basic morals of ourselves, our children, and our children's children will continue to deteriorate unless we
destroy the virus of immorality that is embedded in the
concept of the Welfare State; unless we come to understand how the moral code of individual conduct must
apply also to collective conduct, because the collective is
composed solely of individuals. Moral individual conduct
cannot persist in the face of collective immorality under
the Welfare State program. One side or the other of the
double standard of morals will have to be surrendered.
APPENDIX
The Welfare State Idea
The concept of the Welfare State appears in our everyday life in the form of a long list of labels and programs
such as: Social Security; parity or fair prices; reasonable
profits; the living wage; the TVA, MVA, CVA; federal aid
to states, to education, to bankrupt corporations; and so on.

But all these names and details of the Welfare State
program tend only to obscure its essential nature. They
are well-sounding labels for a laudable objective-the relief of distressing need, prevention of starvation, and the
like. But how best is starvation and distress to be prevented? It is well, too, that prices, profits, and wages be
fair and equitable. But what is to be the test of fairness
and equity? Laudable objectives alone do not assure the
success of any program; a fair appraisal of the program
must include an analysis of the means of its attainment.
The Welfare State is a name that has been substituted
as a more acceptable one for communism-socialism wherever, as in the United States, these names are in general
disrepute.
The Welfare State plan, viewed in full bloom of completeness, is one where the state prohibits the individual
from having any right of choice in the conditions and
place of his work; it takes ownership of the product of
his labor; it prohibits private property. All these are done
ostensibly to help those whose rights have been taken
over by the Welfare State.*
But these characteristics of controlled employment and
confiscation of income are not those used in promotion of
the idea of the Welfare State. What are usually advertised, instead, are the "benefits" of the Welfare State-the
grants of food and housing and whatnot-which the state
"gives" to the people. But all these "benefits" are merely
*The concepts of the Welfare State, in more detail but still in condensed form, are revealed in The Communist Idea series, see pages
96 to 99.

the other side of the forfeited rights to choose one's own
occupation and to keep whatever one is able to produce.
In the same sense that the Welfare State grants benefits,
the slave-master grants to his slaves certain allotments of
food and other economic goods. In fact, slavery might be
described as just another form of Welfare State, because
of its likeness in restrictions and "benefits."
Yet the state, as such, produces nothing with which to
supply these "benefits." Persons produce everything which
the Welfare State takes, before it gives some back as
"benefits"; but in the process, the bureaucracy takes its
cut. Only by thus confiscating what persons have produced can the Welfare State "satisfy the needs of the
people." So, the necessary and essential idea of the Welfare State is to control the economic actions of the vassals
of the state, to take from producers what they produce,
and to prevent their ever being able to attain economic
independence from the state and from their fellow men
through ownership of property.
To whatever extent an individual is stillallowed freedom in any of these respects while living under a government like the present one in the United States, then to that
extent the development of the program of the Welfare
State is as yet not fully completed. Or perhaps it is an
instance of a temporary grant of freedom by the Welfare
State such as when a master allows his slave a day off
from work to spend as he likes; but the person who is
permitted some freedom by the Welfare State is still a
vassal of that state just as a slave is still a slave on his day
off from work.

FOR A MORAL REVOLUTION

So consistent is the record of history, that I dare say it
could be stated as a natural law of societal behavior that:
"The measure of morality in public office will be in inverse
ratio to the amount of state interventionism which may
exist."
There is nothing new in state interventionism. It is as
old and reactionary as societal organization itself. Always,
when it permeates the body politic, it kills the nation.
This assertion repeatedly is confirmed by history. The
Hammurabi Code, promulgated earlier than 2000 B.C.,
by imposing controls over wages, prices, production, consumption, and all the rest of the economy, wrecked Babylonia. Governmental extravagance and a bloated bureaucracy killed individual initiative and led to the fall of ancient Greece. A planned economy of state maintenance for
the slothful -plus excessive taxation - brought the collapse of the later Roman Empire and the regression of a
civilized society into the Dark Ages. The welfare state of
the Incas became so debilitated as to become easy prey
for Pizarro and his "Conquistadores." In its turn, the great
Spanish Empire broke when the throne so regimented
every activity that no one could earn a living except by

being a public employee, a priest, or a sailor. For the
same reasons the British Empire is now dissolving before
our eyes.
You are all too sadly acquainted with how low the ethical standards of a few public servants have sunk. Equally
bad and even worse occurrences have been uncovered in
many of our state and municipal governments.
Almost everywhere politicians and "do-gooders," by
camouflaging ill-considered or bad enactments as welfare
or defense measures, are enticing their peoples down the
path of dalliance into systems of state interventionism.
They are leading them to eventual destruction. They are
concentrating power in Washington under a bureaucracy
already expanded beyond manageable dimensions and
which increasingly resorts to uncontrolled extravagance
and extravagant controls. They are murdering the nation.
Can there be greater treason?
Too many laws create confusion, unwise laws corruption. Together they nurture absolutism and criminality.
There are, for example, many enterprises which could
not operate profitably were they to obey, to the letter, a
complexity of laws and regulations, which sometimes almost seem to have been enacted with malice aforethought.
As a result, these businessmen are easy prey for gangsters
and crooked officials,both high and low, who exact tribute
for what they call "protection." In these cases the quickest
prophylactic would be to do away with the unwise laws
and regulations.
Jefferson once remarked that a revolution every so often
is a good thing. This country desperately needs a moral
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revolution right now, I pray that it comes soon, before it
is too late. I pray that it will be brought on by an outraged
public opinion, resulting from each individual reassuming
his personal responsibilities and then joining with others
to make their voices heard. I pray that it will re-implant
the Decalogue and the Golden Rule as the ethical code
of the American people. I pray that under its impact the
love and old-fashioned discipline exercised within the
families of this nation will again be exerted against immorality and crime, corruption and venality.
Such a revolution will return the United States to morality and straight thinking, and thereby resolve t h e crisis
which now confronts us.
Then, we may hope the rest of the world may emulate
the salutary results obtained here.
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